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ABSTRACT
Part I :  Toward the Quantum Limit in Grav i ta t iona l  Wave Detector.
We analyze a y ra v i ty  wave detector cons is t iny  of  a Weber type 
resonant antenna, an induct ive  transducer and a dc SQUID coupl iny 
system. We derive the complete set of equations of  motion fo r  the 
system and discuss t h e i r  imp l ica t ions  and so lu t ions in d e t a i l .  The 
resu l ts  obtained are appl ied to the LSU y ra v i t y  wave detector ,  and the 
optimum system parameters are ca lcu la ted.  We show tha t  i t  is  possible 
to  approach quantum l im i ted  s e n s i t i v i t y  fo r  the detector  i f  these 
optimum system parameters and matchiny condit ions are properly  
s a t i s f i e d .  In the f in a l  chapter we present our pre l im inary experimental 
re s u l ts .  We have b u i l t  an e lec t ron ic  feedback system and operated a 
very sens i t ive  and well coupled planar dc SQUID at l i q u id  helium 
temperature. The parameters and cha rac te r is t ic s  of dc SQUID, the 
dynamic property of feedback loop, and the noise performance of the 
system have been c a re fu l l y  measured.
Part I I :  Several Theoretical  Problems in Condensed Matter Physics.
We f i r s t  present a c r i t i c a l  comparison of the work of Rainana and 
Kajayopal (RR) with the work of McDonald (MD) on the spin polarized 
r e l a t i v i s t i c  e lectron yas system. A f te r  co r rec t iny  some errors in 
previous work of RR, a new ana ly t ica l  expression fo r  exchanye eneryy and 
exchanye po ten t ia l  which are convenient fo r  p rac t ica l  app l ica t ions  are 
then derived. We have there fore  set up the correct  r e l a t i v i s t i c  
yenera l iza t ion  of spin densi ty functional  theory.
We prove th a t ,  in yeneral,  the mappiny V (? , t )  ->• 3 ( ? , t ) ,  is  not 
i n v e r t i b le  fo r  a yiven i n i t i t a l  cond i t ion ,  and a p a r t i c le  density
x i
funct ional  theory comparable to the HK Theorem fo r  s ta t ionary  problems 
cannot be establ ished fo r  yeneral time-dependent systems. We suyyest a 
new current densi ty funct ional  theory fo r  time-dependent systems. We 
emphasize tha t  ? ( r , t )  instead of  n ( r , t )  plays a centra l ro le  in t ime- 
dependent problems.
In chapter IV, we examine the e f fec ts  of the under lying c rys ta l  
s t ruc tu re  and the su r face / in te r face  normal on spin waves at surfaces and 
in te r faces fo r  cubic c rys ta ls  described by the Heisenbery Hamiltonian. 
Our de ta i led  numerical resu l ts  show th a t ,  with the same pe r tu rba t io ns , 
there are pronounced d i f fe rences in the resu l ts  obtained f o r  d i f f e r e n t  
faces of the same c ry s ta l ,  or in those fo r  the same face of  d i f f e r e n t  
c ry s ta ls .
x i  i
PART I
TOWARD THE QUANTUM LIMIT IN 
GRAVITATIONAL WAVE DETECTORS.
CHAPTER I .  INTRODUCTION.
I :  E ins te in  f i r s t  predicted the existence of g rav i ty  waves in his
theory of general r e l a t i v i t y  A l l  other r e l a t i v i s t i c  theories of
grav i ty (2»3) have also included g rav i ty  waves as one of t h e i r  main 
consequences. On an astronomical scale, g rav i ty  is the dominant 
in te ra c t io n  of matter and g rav i ty  waves are produced by coherent bulk 
motions of matter. As a re s u l t ,  g ra v i ta t io na l  waveforms carry 
information about the deta i led motions of the matter which produced the 
waves. The s ign i f icance  associated wi th the observation of g rav i ty  
waves is therefore not simply in tes t ing  the pred ic t ion  of E ins te in 's  
general r e l a t i v i t y  and various other theor ies of g ra v i t y ,  but t h e i r  
observation may also eventual ly  provide a unique observational probe of 
physical processes invo lv ing  strong ly  non- l inear  g ra v i ta t io na l  
in te rac t ions  and make a valuable con t r ibu t ion  to our p ic tu re  of the 
universe.  No doubt, the search fo r  g rav i ty  waves is  an extremely 
in te re s t in g  and exc i t ing  research f i e l d .
However, because of the weakness of the g ra v i ta t io n a l  constant and 
the fac t  tha t  the law of conservation of momentum and angular momentum 
fo rb ids  g rav i ta t io n a l  d ipole rad ia t ion  the loss of  energy due to
g ra v i ta t io n a l  rad ia t ion  iis very small .  For instance, a double s ta r  
system would lose, through g rav i ta t iona l  ra d ia t io n ,  only about 1% of i t s  
energy during the l i f e t im e  of the universe.  The laboratory generation 
of a detectable amount of  g rav i ta t io na l  rad ia t ion  is  v i r t u a l l y  
impossible by using today's technology. I t  is  fo r  th i s  reason that  no 
serious experimental work on g rav i ty  waves was taken fo r  over four 
decades a f t e r  the p red ic t ion  of  E ins te in 's  theory.
2
3I I :  G rav i ta t iona l  waves would be emitted most s t rong ly  in regions of
space-time where g rav i ty  is  r e l a t i v i s t i c  and where the ve lo c i t ie s  of  
bulk motion are near the speed of l i g h t  (^ ,6)^  j he p r 0 g r e s s  0 f  
astrophysics in the 1950's and 1960‘ s ind icated tha t  such a region of 
space-time may re a l ly  e x is t  in the universe: quasars, pulsars,  neutron
s ta rs ,  black holes, supernovae.. . a l l  are examples of  r e l a t i v i s t i c  
astrophysical  objects in which g rav i ta t io na l  rad ia t ion  may play a major 
ro le .  On the other hand, in order to  have a be t te r  understanding of the 
dynamics of these r e l a t i v i s t i c  astrophysical  objects -  fo r  instance, the 
motion of the cores of supernovae, the dynamical evo lut ion of newborn, 
rap id ly  ro ta t ing  neutron s ta rs ,  the formation of black holes by s t e l l a r  
co l lapse, the c o l l i s io n s  between compact objects in the nuclei of 
d is tan t  galaxies and the in te rna l  s t ruc tures of common-envelope binary 
stars - a d i re c t  observation of g ra v i ta t io n a l  rad ia t ion  from these 
sources perhaps is a best way. These in te res ts  in g rav i ty  wave 
astronomy motivated the onset of an experimental search fo r  
g rav i ta t io n a l  rad ia t ion  from astrophysical sources in the 1960's. J. 
Weber f i r s t  analyzed a mass quadrupole as a detector of g rav i ta t iona l  
r a d i a t i o n ^ )  and b u i l t  two one-ton aluminum bars operating at room 
temperature to  observe the short burst rad ia t ion  of astrophysical 
o r i g i n ^ .  In 1969 and 1970 he reported resu l ts  of observations of 
coincident changes in output of g ra v i ta t io na l  rad ia t ion  antennas at the 
Un ivers i ty  of  Maryland and Argonne National L a b o r a to ry ^ ’ ^ ^ .  His 
resu l ts  encouraged many g rav i ty  wave detect ion e f f o r t s ,  more than one 
dozen research groups are now working on the detect ion of  g rav i ta t io na l  
waves. However, the giant  bursts observed by Weber et a l . ^ ’ ^ )  have 
not been detected in carefu l searches by the other groups( 1 2 - lb ) ^
4Therefore the evidence of detect ion of  g rav i ty  waves is  not yet 
conclusive.
I I I .  The lack of  confi rmation of Weber's exc i t in g  resu l ts  ind icated the 
need fo r  more sens i t ive  detectors .  High s e n s i t i v i t y  detectors require 
large bar antenna mass M, large antenna q u a l i t y  fac to r  Q, low antenna 
temperature Ta , low e le c t r i c a l  a m p l i f ie r  noise temperature Tn , and 
strong coupl ing constant between the antenna and the e lec t ron ics .  
Fairbank and Hamilton f i r s t  proposed^®) a new generation of detectors 
using low temperature techniques in 1968. The advantages of cool ing a 
detector resu l ts  from the reduction of various detector noise 
components. There are two major noise sources in the resonant bar 
detector:  mechanical noise in the antenna and e le c t r i c a l  noise in the
a m p l i f i e r .  The mechanical noise is proport ional to Ta/ Q ^ ^ ,  and 
the re fo re  i t  is favorable to  work at the lowest possible temperature and 
largest  possible antenna q u a l i t y  f a c to r .  Braginsky f i r s t  discussed the 
p o s s ib i l i t y  of using s in g le -c rys ta l  d ie le c t r i c s  as resonant bar antenna 
m a te r ia ls ^ ® ) .  A Q-value approaching 10^° has been demonstrated fo r  
sapphire and s i l i c o n ( ^ ) .  However i t  might be d i f f i c u l t  to  get a large 
antenna mass using these d i e le c t r i c  mater ia ls .  H i r a k a w a ^ O )  et  a l .  have 
found a Q-value near 10® at 4K temperature in the aluminum a l loy  5066. 
This is the most promising material fo r  heavy antenna at present t ime.
Low temperature also makes i t  possible to  use superconducting 
mater ia ls  f o r  lossless e le c t r i c a l  c i r c u i t s  and transducers(21-27)} anC| 
to  bu i ld  an a m p l i f i e r  using the Josephson e f f e c t (23,28,29) Wh1Ch have 
several orders of  magnitude more s e n s i t i v i t y  than the t ra n s is to rs  used 
at room temperature.
5Resonant bar detectors of large mass operated at cryogenic 
temperatures were subsequently constructed since the middle of 1970*s at 
LSy(30,31)s S t a n f o r d ^  *33)  ^ Rome/CERN^4>35), the Un ivers i ty  of 
R o c h e s t e r ^ ) , the Un ivers i ty  of M a r y l a n d ^ ? )  and the Univers i ty  of West 
Austral i a ^ )  e Hirakawa and his colleagues are developing a cryogenic, 
low frequency quadrupole antenna at the Univers i ty  of  Tokyo which is  
designed fo r  a search of  continuous g ra v i ta t io n a l  rad ia t ion  from the 
Crab p u l s a r ( ^ ) .
Vigorous e f f o r t s  have been made fo r  more than a decade, and now i t  
is the time to put t h is  new generation of detectors in to  operation.
They, whi le operating at l i q u id  He temperature, w i l l  be three or four 
orders of magnitude more sens i t ive  than the f i r s t  generation room 
temperature detectors ,  and can l i k e l y  see a supernova w i th  a highly 
asymmetric core anywhere in our galaxy. This w i l l  correspond to a burst 
s e n s i t i v i t y  of about h= l0“  18(5,6) -js the strength of g rav i ta t io n  
waves, i . e . ,  the o s c i l l a t i n g  component of metr ic tensor ) .
IV: In the e f f o r t s  to  develop a second generation of g rav i ty  wave
detectors ,  some possible methods of detect ion other than Weber's 
resonant bar detector have also been discussed and used. W e iss^0 ^, 
D re v e r ( ^ )  and Forward (^ )  a.o. discussed laser in ter ferometers as 
g rav i ty  wave detectors using two almost free te s t  masses. Such 
detectors are now under construct ion at Munich, Glasgow and MIT. The 
s e n s i t i v i t y  of the laser interferorneter detectors now is s t i l l  below 
that of  resonant bar detectors ,  but these detectors w i l l  have broader 
bandwidths and po ten t ia l  improvement in s e n s i t i v i t y  is  comparable with a 
resonant bar detector .  A n d e r s o n ( ^ )  a>0_ considered the p o s s ib i l i t y  of
6using Doppler t rack ing  of a spacecraft to detect g rav i ty  waves tha t  may 
be inc ident  on the Earth-Spacecraft system. Other experimental designs 
can be found in Refs. 46-48.
V: The s e n s i t i v i t y  of the second generation of  detectors w i l l  s t i l l  not
be adequate to detect frequent events at the in te n s i t y  presently  
predic ted. To reach s u f f i c i e n t  s e n s i t i v i t y  fo r  observing supernovae in 
the Virgo C lus te r ,  an add i t iona l  fac to r  of 10^- l lP  may s t i l l  be 
requi red.
For a given de tec to r ,  the s e n s i t i v i t y  of detect ion is  l im i ted  by 
i t s  noise performance. Most of the noise o r ig ina tes  from thermal 
f lu c tu a t io n s  which, in p r in c ip le ,  can be reduced wi thout l i m i t  by 
lowering the temperature or by increasing the q u a l i t y  factors  of the 
antenna and e le c t r i c a l  c i r c u i t .  However, thermal f lu c tu a t io n  is  not the 
only source of noise in a measurement system. I t  was real ized early  
tha t  i f  a measurement system is  necessar i ly  considered as a quantum 
mechanical device, the quantum mechanical uncer ta in ty  p r in c ip le  may 
l i m i t  the minimum possible noise of the resu l ts  obtained in a physical 
measurement(49,50)^
In the conventional theory of resonant bar detectors ,  the antenna 
is  modeled as a pa i r  of equal masses connected by the equivalent spring 
required to reproduce the correct  eigenfrequency, tha t  i s ,  the one 
antenna mode of in te re s t  can be t reated as a damped harmonic 
o s c i l l a t o r .  An o s c i l l a t o r  is  characterized by i t s  canonical coordinate 
X and momentum p, or equ iva len t ly  by i t s  complex amplitude defined as 
X = X| + iX 2 = (x + ip /p u )e la)t , where p is  the reduced mass of the 
antenna and to is  the resonant frequency. G rav i ta t iona l  wave f i e ld s
7are coupled to t h i s  o s c i l l a t o r  wi th a d r iv in y  force proport ional to the 
o s c i l l a t i n y  component h of  the metr ic  tensor and resu l t  in a change of 
the o s c i l l a t o r ' s  complex ampli tude. The o s c i l l a t o r ' s  complex amplitude 
X = Xx + iX 2 is  usual ly measured wi th a l in e a r  motion detecto r 
(transducer + a m p l i f i e r ) .  In c lass ica l  theory i t  is  possible to measure 
the o s c i l l a t o r ' s  complex amplitude with complete p rec is ion .  However, to  
f u r th e r  increase the s e n s i t i v i t y  of g rav i ty  wave detectors ,  the 
temperature would be lowered to a few mi 11ideyrees, and the antenna 
q u a l i t y  fac to r  would be increased to  10^-10^  so tha t  the force act ing 
on the resonant bar antenna by g rav i ty  waves would be so weak tha t  i t  
could change the number of phonons in the o s c i l l a t o r  N by only 
AN < 0.4(N + (p/10 tons) . I t  is  there fore  necessary to
consider the antenna o s c i l l a t o r  as a quantum mechanical device.
In the quantum theory of an o s c i l l a t o r ,  the canonical coordinate x
/\ A
and momentum p become noncommuting Hermitian operators x and p, and 
have the commutation re la t io n
The complex amplitudes X* and X2 , are also noncommuting, and have the 
commutation re la t io n
[ x ,p ]  = i f i - ( 1- 1)
[ X l f  X2 ] = i1T/p,a). ( 1- 2 )
The quantum mechanical uncer ta in ty  p r in c ip le  then immediately forb ids 
any simultaneous precise measurement of x and p or X-^  and X^ » tha t  i s ,  
no matter what kind of ideal methods or apparatus are used in the
8measurements, the resu l ts  must sa t is fy
AxAp > £  [ x , p ]  = ^  (1-3)
A A
or AXXAX2 > \  [X l f X2]  (1-4)
The standard way fo r  measuring an o s c i l l a t o r  w i th  a l in e a r  motion 
detector attempts to  measure Xx and X2 simultaneously and with roughly 
equal p rec is ion .  Eqn. (1-4) then implies tha t  the l i m i t  of precis ion of 
such a measurement is
AXi» AX2 > (tf/2pw)i / 2  (1-b)
or AX = [ (AXx ) 2 + (AX2) 2] 1/2 « (tT/pa))1/2 (1-6)
For p = 2500 Kg, u>/2n = 103 , AX « 10“ 19 cm.
Equation (1-6) shows a minimum possible noise level of  a g rav i ty  
wave detector which employs a l ine a r  motion detector .  This l i m i t  of 
noise is  ca l led the Standard Quantum L im i t ,  and was f i r s t  recognized by 
B ra g in s k y (^ )  and demonstrated in general by G i f f a r d ( ^ ) .
VI: As we have emphasized above, the Standard Quantum L im i t  (1-5) or
(1-6) is  re ferred to  a g rav i ty  wave de tec to r .  I t  is  not the quantum 
l i m i t  of  detectable g rav i ty  waves. Gravi ty  waves are also quantized 
in to  spin two, zero-restmass gravitons in the quantum theory of
g r a v i t y ( ^ » ^ ) .  However, fo r  the g rav i ty  wave burst emitted by a
supernova in the Virgo C lus te r ,  the occupation numbers are about 
1 0 ?5(56) f or gravi ton  quantum mechanical states with wave vectors inside
9the so l id  angle subtended at Earth by the source. The mean number of 
gravitons tha t  in te rac ts  wi th the bar antenna is about l u ^ ( 5 6 ) # 
Therefore the force on the antenna from these gravitons remains f i rm ly  
c la s s ic a l .  The s e n s i t i v i t y  of detect ion fo r  a quantum l im i ted  detector 
scales l i n e a r l y  with i t s  antenna mass.
Moreover, quantum mechanics does not fo rb id  a l l  precise 
measurements, and only fo rb ids  simultaneous precise measurement of two 
noncommuting canonical ly  conjugate observables. To circumvent the 
standard quantum l i m i t ,  Braginsky and V o r o n t s o r ^ ’ ^ )  have proposed 
quantum counting techniques, and Thorne, Orever and Caves have proposed 
back-action evading t e c h n i q u e s ' ’ ^ ) . In these so cal led quantum non­
demoli t ion measurement schemes, instead of  usiny a l inea r  motion
detector and measuriny two conjugate observables, one only monitors a 
s ing le  observable which can be measured over and over again with the 
re su l t  of each measurement being completely determined ( in  the absence 
of external forces) by the resu l t  of an i n i t i a l ,  precise measurement.
The grav i ty  wave force is detected by changes i t  produces in th is
sequence of prec ise ly  pred ic tab le  values. This in turn means that  the 
o s c i l l a t o r  being measured must be in an eigenstate of the measured 
observable at the time of measurement. Such s ta tes ,  which no longer 
have t h e i r  quantum noise randomly d is t r ib u te d  in two conjugate 
observable, have been ca l led squeezed s ta tes.
Several p rac t ica l  designs of the quantum non-demolit ion measurement 
have appeared in the 1 i t e r a t u r e ^ 0 " 6 3 )   ^ spetz et a l . ( ^ )  have 
experimental ly  demonstrated c lass ica l  squeezed states which resu l t  from 
a back-action evading measurement on a mechanical harmonic o s c i l l a t o r .  
Bocko and J o h n s o n ^ ) ,  have also reported to  demonstrate experimental ly
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the phase sens i t ive  detect ion tha t  is c h a ra c te r is t i c  of back-action 
evadiny measurements. However i t  should be noted tha t  these experiments 
were performed at an amplitude much above tha t  where quantum mechanics 
becomes the l im i t i n g  f a c t o r ^ ® ) ,  and there fore  are not actual quantum 
non-demoli t ion measurements. The best experimental s e n s i t i v i t y  fo r  a 
g rav i ty  wave detecto r reported to  date is  a detecto r noise temperature 
of 10 m k ^ )  which is  about four  orders of magnitude higher than the 
quantum l i m i t .  I t  is  c lea r  tha t  in order to do an actual quantum non­
demoli t ion measurement, the standard quantum l i m i t  should be reached 
f i  r s t .
V I I :  A g rav i ty  wave detecto r  wi th s e n s i t i v i t y  approaching or surpassing
the standard quantum l i m i t  is c la s s i f i e d  as the t h i r d  generation of 
detecto rs . The construct ion of a l ine a r  motion detecto r wi th the 
quantum l im i ted  s e n s i t i v i t y  would be the f i r s t ,  and perhaps the most 
d i f f i c u l t  step in the development of t h i r d  generation g rav i ty  wave 
detecto rs .
I t  has been shown^6  ^ tha t  in real experiments the quantum l im i t s  
are replaced by a m p l i f ie r  l im i t s  (see also Chapter I I I ) .  A quantum 
l im i te d  a m p l i f ie r  then is the essential part of a quantum l im i ted  
detector of  g rav i ty  waves. The quantum l im i ted  a m p l i f ie r  is  not 
ava i lab le  ye t ,  however recent research on dc superconducting quantum 
in te r ference devices (SQUID) has shown the most promise fo r  a t ta in ing  
the quantum 1i mit ^68-70).
V I I I :  In th is  part of  the thes is  we w i l l  analyze a g rav i ty  wave
detector cons is t ing  of a Weber-type resonant antenna, an inductive
11
transducer and a dc SQUID coupling system, and present some pre l iminary 
experimental re su l ts .
In the next chapter, we f i r s t  give a b r ie f  review of the theory of 
the dc SQUID and consider a coupl ing model f o r  a dc SQUID and an 
induct ive  transducer. In chapter I I I ,  we derive the complete set of 
equations of motion fo r  a g rav i ty  wave antenna, induct ive  transducer and 
dc SQUID coupl ing system, and discuss t h e i r  imp l ica t ions  and solu t ions 
in d e t a i l .  The expressions fo r  back act ion of the dc SQUID on the 
g rav i ty  wave de tec to r ,  the noise propert ies of the system, mechanical- 
electromagnetic energy coupl ing, optimized matching cond i t ion ,  
s e n s i t i v i t y  and quantum l i m i t  performance are derived in a uniform 
way. In chapter IV, we apply the theory derived in chapter I I I  to  the 
LSU g rav i ty  wave detector ,  and ca lcu la te  the optimum system parameters 
when a dc SQUID readout scheme is employed. We show tha t  i t  is  possible 
to  approach quantum l im i te d  s e n s i t i v i t y  fo r  the detector i f  these 
optimum system parameters and matching condi t ions are properly  
s a t i s f i e d .  In chapter V, we present our pre l im inary  experimental 
re su l ts .  We have b u i l t  an e lec t ron ic  feedback system tha t  al lows a very 
low noise dc SQUID to  be used in actual experimental s i tu a t io n s ,  and we 
have operated a sens i t ive  and well coupled planar dc SQUID developed at 
the Un ivers i ty  of  C a l i f o r n ia ,  at Berkeley, at l i q u id  He temperature. We 
have c a re fu l l y  measured the dc SQUID noise performance at l i q u id  He 
temperature and demonstrated our coupling model fo r  the dc SQUID and 
induc t ive  transducer.
Chapter I I :  dc SQUID: Signal and Noise
In 1964, j u s t  two years a f te r  the discovery of the Josephson 
e f f e c t ,  Jak lev ic  et a l . ^ l )  f  i rs t  observed quantum in te r ference e f fec ts  
in a superconducting r ing contain ing two Josephson jun c t ion s .  They 
showed tha t  the c r i t i c a l  current of two junc t ions  was an o s c i l l a t o r y
function of the magnetic f l u x  threading the r ing wi th a period of the
f lu x  quantum $>o- The im p l ica t ion  of t h i s  phenomenon in the measurement 
of magnetic f i e ld s  was qu ick ly  real ized and a number of SQUIDS were soon 
developed and used in various app l ica t ions .  In the la te  196Us the r f  
SQUID^72-74) was developed. This device consists of a s ingle junc t ion  
in a superconducting r ing .  Because of i t s  simpler s t ruc tu re  and 
i n i t i a l l y  higher s e n s i t i v i t y  than the f i r s t  generation dc SQUIDS, r f  
SQUIDS became much more widely used than dc SQUIDS.
However, throughout the mid and la te  1970s the c y l in d r i c a l  dc SQUID
designed by J. Clarke et a l . ^ 6) at  the Univers i ty  of  C a l i fo rn ia  at
Berkeley proved to  be the most successful I dc SQUID. The reso lu t ion  of 
the f i r s t  generation dc SQUIDS was l im i ted  by the unsat is fac tory  
matching of the 1 ow-impedance junc t ions  at l i q u id  helium tempertures to 
the room temperature e l e c t r o n i c s ^ 6 ) . In the c y l in d r i c a l  dc SQUID, a 
sa t is fa c to ry  impedance matching is  achieved by means of a 
superconducting resonant c i r c u i t  to couple the SQUID to the pre­
a m p l i f i e r .  This sophis t icated coupl ing and readout scheme together  with 
noise performance somewhat be t te r  than that  of commercially ava i lab le  r f  
SQUIDS made th i s  SQUID very useful fo r  numerous a p p l i c a t i o n s ^ ) .
At the same t ime, C.D. Tesche and J. Clarke b u i l t  a computer 
model(, 6 >6 0) fo r  the dc SQUID. This model enabled one to e x p l i c i t l y
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ca lcu la te  a SQUID'S cha rac te r is t ics  in terms of i t s  s t ruc ture  parameters 
and operational condi t ions and included the e f fec ts  of noise. A f te r  
numerical analyses, they concluded tha t  the optimized performance of the
dc SQUID is  obtained when p = 2LI0/$o = 1 ^ ^  and (somewhat
?
a r b i t r a r i l y )  Pc = 2-rrI0R C/ § 0 = 1, the correspondiny optimized eneryy 
r e s o l u t i o n ^ ’ 79)
E/lHz -  16 KbT (LC) 1 / 2  (2-1 )
where L is  the inductance of the SQUID loop, C is  the capacitance of the
junc t ion  and R and I q are the shunt resistance and c r i t i c a l  current of
each junc t ion  respec t ive ly .  These conclusions are very useful both in
SQUID desiyn and SQUID operations, although a semi-quant i ta t ive
descr ip t ion  of the dc SQUID had been given by De Waele and R. de Bruyn,
O ubo te r (^ )  and by T in k h a m ^ )  before the Tesche-Clarke computer model.
Many SQUIDS have been fabricated to te s t  the v a l i d i t y  of  Eq. (2-
(68-70,83-86)  ^ ancj predications are in reasonable agreement with
measured re s u l ts ^ 79) .  In the new generation of dc SQUIDS described in
Ref. 68-70 and 83-86 e tc . ,  the reduction of inductance and capacitance
of the SQUIDS by means of photo l i thography or e lectron beam l i thography
has made substantia l  improvements in s e n s i t i v i t y .  Energy reso lu t ion 
close to the quantum l i m i t  (approximately 3tf-6)l) have been r e p o r t e d ^ -
7^ ) .  In t h is  ranye, quantum e f fec ts  should be important.  R. H. Koch et 
a 1 .,(87,88) have general ized the Tesche-Clarke computer model to
ca lcu la te  the quantum noise and the u l t imate performance of a dc
SQUID. The research on dc SQUIDS has now been d irected toward the
fa b r ica t io n  and app l ica t ion  of a device l im i ted  in s e n s i t i v i t y  by
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i n t r i n s i c  quantum mechanical noise processes.
In th is  chapter, we w i l l  describe the theory of a s ing le junc t ion  
and the dc SQUID in the common RSJ (Res is t ive ly  Shunted Junction) 
model (93,94)^ and out ] - j ne the p r inc ip les  of  the dc SQUID. These resu l ts  
w i l l  be used in the next chapter to  analyse a g rav i ty  wave detecto r and 
dc SQUID coupl ing system. In the f in a l  section of th is  chapter we 
b r i e f l y  discuss the l im i ta t i o n s  of the RSJ Model.
1 . Josephson T u n n e lin y  and RSJ Model
Superconduct ivi ty as a quantum phenomenon on a macroscopic scale 
can be described by a macroscopic wave function of the form
4>(r , t )  = |c|>( r st ) | ( 2 - 2 )
where <j> is the phase common to  al l the pa r t i c le s  and |<p(r9 1 ) |
represents, in t h i s  macroscopic p ic tu re ,  actual p a r t i c le  dens i ty .
As fo l lows from f l u x  quant iza t ion ,  the e f fe c t i v e  charge e* is  twice 
the e lec t ron ic  charge e, since the "p a r t i c le s "  in a superconductor are 
in fac t  pairs of coupled e lec t rons .  This is  contained w i th in  the 
framework of the microscopic theory of superconductiv i ty  f i r s t  derived 
by Bardeen, Cooper and S ch r ie f fe r  and usual ly re ferred as BCS theory .
When two superconductors S|_ and (F ig.  2.1) are moved near to 
each other, so tha t  t h e i r  separation is  reduced to about 3UA 
quasi p a r t i c le s  can f low from one superconductor to  the other by means of 
quantum tunne l ing .  This e f fe c t  was f i r s t  invest igated by t i i a e v e r ^ ) .
I f  we reduce the separation between S|_ and SK fu r th e r  down to ~ IDA, 
then, as predicted by Josephson(^) in 1962, Cooper pairs  can also f low
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from one superconductor to  the other.  This Cooper pa ir  tunnel iny is  
commonly re ferred as Josephson tunnel ing or the Josephson e f f e c t ,  and 
was f i r s t  observed experimental ly  by Anderson and Rowell a short time 
a f te r  Josephson's p r e d i c a t i o n ^  ).  A device which exh ib i ts  the 
Josephson e f fe c t  is  cal led a Josephson ju n c t io n .
A general expression fo r  the current which includes the e f fec ts  of 
both quas ipa r t ic les  and pairs  can be d e r i v e d ( ^ )  from the microscopic 
theory,
I ( t )  = I p(V)s in 6  + V ( t )aq(v) + V ( t ) apq(v)cos 6  (2-3)
where
S ( t )  = J r  Jo V ( t ' ) d t '  ( 2 - 4 )
is the phase d i f fe rence between SL and S^, V is the voltaye across these
two superconductors, Ip(V) is the amplitude of the pa i r  cur ren t ,
©^(v) is  the qu as ipa r t ic le  conductance, and ^pq( v ) 
q u a s ip a r t i c le -p a i r  in ter ference conductance. In the de r iv a t io n ,  i t  has 
been assumed tha t  the phase d i f fe rence 6  across the junc t ion  has no 
spat ia l  v a r ia t ion s .  This assumption r e s t r i c t s  Eqs. (2-3) and (2-4) to 
an uniform b a r r ie r  thickness and junct ions of small area.
I f  only pa i r  current is considered, Eqs. (2-3) and (2-4) can be 
w r i t te n  as
I ( t )  = I p(v) s i n 6 (2-3)
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6( t ) = |j—* V (2-4)
where 6 ( t )  = These two equations are cal led the Josephson
I
Equations and f j  = 6 ( t ) /2 i t  is  the Josephson frequency.
In the tunnel ju n c t io n ,  quantum mechanical tunne l iny creates phase 
co r re la t io n  between the two superconductors, the tunnel current f ixes  
the phase d i f fe rence 6  of S|_ and S^, tha t  i s ,  the lony ranye order is  
transmitted across the boundary. The whole system of the two 
superconductors separated by a th in  (~10A) d ie le c t r i c  ba r r ie r  behaves, 
to  some extent ,  as a s iny le  superconductor. This phenomenon is  often
cal led "weak s u p e r c o n d u c t i v i t y " ^ ) .
Besides tunnel junc t ions ,  Josephson e f fec ts  take place in many 
other superconductivi ty  weak l i n k s ,  such as a Dayem br idye, point 
contacts, e tc .
Now, le t  us assume that  the junc t ion  is driven by a constant 
current I C[C and has a capacitance C as sketched in F iy .  2 .2 (a ) .  The 
current balance equation is
2
Jdc = 7 e  C ^ 7  + ^ ( v ) 5 ™ 6  + V ( t )aq (v) + V ( t )apqcos6 . ( 2 -b)
This equation shows tha t  we can represent a Josephson element by the 
equivalent c i r c u i t  of Fiy 2 .2 (b ) :  the pa ir  current was described by the
simple sinusoidal current phase re la t io n  I = los ing ,  the quasi p a r t i c le  
current was accounted fo r  by an external pa ra l le l  resistance K. This 
model has been known as the "Res is t ive ly  Shunted Junction [K .S.J .J  
Model" (93,94,9b) and was f-j rs t  introduced em p i r ica l ly  by D. E. McCumber, 
and W. C. Stewart. To provide some sor t of j u s t i f i c a t i o n  we deduced
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t h i s  model here d i r e c t l y  from the current expression (2-3) which was 
derived from the microscopic theory.
In the next section, we w i l l  describe the RSJ model in de ta i l  in
the presence of thermal and quantum noise. In a l l  our discussions we 
w i l l  neglect the cos6  term in Eq. (2 -3 ) .  An extensive discussion of 
the general RSJ model, inc lud ing the cosS term, can be found in Ref. 
96.
B. Theory of Single Junction.
In the above statement, the resistance R in Fig. 2.2(b) is  re ferred 
to as the quasi p a r t i c le  tunnel ing in the ju n c t io n .  With the typ ica l  
value of I q and R fo r  the tunnel ing ju n c t io n ,  as we shal l  see, the 
curren t-vo l tage  cha ra c te r is t ic s  is general ly h y s te re t ic .  For most SQUIJ 
app l ica t io ns ,  i t  i s  essential tha t  the I-V c h a rac te r is t i c s  has no 
hys te re t ic  property .  The hysteresis  can be removed by shunting the 
junc t ion  wi th a r e s i s t a n c e ^ ) . Hence, from now on, the R resistance
w i l l  re fe r  to the quas ipa r t ic le  tunnel ing as well as the external
shunting r e s is t o r .
We have emphasized in the las t  section tha t  phase co r re la t io n  plays 
an essent ia l ro le  in the Josephson ju n c t io n .  However, f lu c tu a t io n s ,  
both thermal and quantum mechanical, in qu as ipa r t ic le  tunnel ing and the 
shunting re s is to r  may d is rup t  the coupl ing of the phases of the two 
superconductors of the jun c t io n ,  and produce a macroscopic e f fe c t  on the 
junc t ion  c r i t i c a l  region. To take these e f fec ts  in to  account, we add a 
noise term I ^ ( t )  in equation (2 -5 ) ,  and the corresponding equivalent
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c i r c u i t  is  shown in Fiy . 2 .2 (C). The equation of motion fo r  a s iny le  
Josephson junc t ion  then is
S = V ( 2 - 6 )
I dc = Ctf + IoSin 6  + ^  - I N( t ) ,  (2-7)
where ind icates the time de r iva t ives .  These two equations can be 
combined in to  a s iny le  equation:
| ( C 6  + | )  + log ins = I dc + I N( t ) .  (2-8)
I f  we introduce the dimension!ess un i ts  and parameters: i = iqc/ I n ,  u
2 2e I0R
V/IqR, pc = 2u I0R C/$0> t  = — Eq.  ( 2 - 8 ) can be w r i t ten  as
6  + & + s in 6  = i + i ^  (2-9)
where £ is the de r iva t ive  w i th  respect to dimensionless time
x and $o = Y e . ma9 ne t '’ c f l ux quantum.
When pc = 0 ( i . e .  c=U) and i N = U, Eq. (2-9) can be solved
exac t ly .  The so lu t ion  in dimensional un i t  is
V = R ( I d c 2 -  Io 2 ) 1 / 2  (2-1U)
where y  is the time averayed voltage across the ju n c t io n .  Expression 
(2- lU) represents the noise free I-V c h a ra c te r i s t i c  of the Josephson 
ju n c t i  on.
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In the general case, Eq. (2-9) i s  a typ ica l  Lanyevin stochastic  
equation and appears not only in the theory of  Josephson junc t ion  but 
also in many other physical problems. I t  is  s t i l l  of current in te res t  
in some research areas (95,97)_ j n t(ie j osephson junc t ion  case, the 
so lu t ions of Eq. (2-9) have been extens ive ly  studied by Ambeyoakar and 
Hal peri  n ^ ) , Vystavkin et a l . ( ^ )  Kurk i ja rav i  and Ambeyoakar( ^uu) , 
V o s s ( ^ ) ,  Likharev and Sem enov^^) ,  Tesche and C l a r k e ^ ) ,  Koch, 
Harl inyen and C la r k e ( ^ )  a.o. We summarize the resu l ts  as fo l lows:
At a temperature well below the t r a n s i t i o n  temperature, the 
quas ipa r t ic le  tunnel iny current is  small compared wi th the current in 
the shunt res istance, the re fo re ,  the noise c u r r e n t  I ^ t )  is dominated by 
the shunt r e s is to r .  Taking in to  account both thermal and quantum 
mechanical zero-point f l u c tu a t io n s ,  I ^ ( t )  has a spectral d e n s i t y ( ^ ) :
S j ( f )  = ( 2 h f / R) coth (hf/2KBT). (2-1U)
When hf << K^T
S j ( f )  + 4KbT/R
is the usual Nyquist noise. When hf >> K^ T
S j ( f )  ■> 2hf/R
is the noise from zero-point f l u c tu a t io n s .  With th i s  spectral densi ty 
expression and in the l i m i t  Pc << 1 ( i . e .  the f i r s t  term in (2-9) may
be neylected),  I dc > I q and f m << f  j , Likharev and Semenov^0^  and Koch
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et showed tha t  Eq. (2-9) can be solved a n a ly t i c a l l y  and the
spectral density of the voltage across the junc t ion  is
(2 - 1 1 )
where RQ = is  the dynamic resistance, and 9 is  the time averaged 
voltage across the ju n c t io n .  When eT << KgT,
is the quantum l i m i t .
In order to include the e f fec ts  of a non-zero capacitance, or in 
the case of  I dc < I 0 , Eq (2-9) can be numerical ly integra ted using a 
noise d r iv in g  term. An important resu l t  is that  the time averaged 
voltage is non-zero even though I dc < I 0 . This process is  ca l led noise 
rounding of  the I-V c h a ra c te r i s t i c .
To understand the above mathematical re s u l ts ,  l e t  us introduce a 
potenti  a l :
( 2- 1 2 )
is the c lass ica l  l i m i t .  When eV >> KgT ( I d c ^ o ^ 5
(2-13)
(2-14)
Then Eq. (2-8) is  w r i t te n  as
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$ 0  2  ••  8  rj | I
W  [eg + T^ ] = - ^  . ( 2 - l b )
This equation shows tha t  the time evolut ion of  the junc t ion  phase 6  is 
equivalent to the motion of a p a r t i c le  wi th mass proport ional to c, and 
a viscous damping c o e f f i c ie n t  proport ional  to  1 /R in a one dimensional 
po ten t ia l  U. This po ten t ia l  U is often cal led a "washboard 
potenti  a l " 0  04) ^
The washboard po ten t ia l  model can help us construct  a c lear dynamic 
p ic tu re  of a Josephson ju n c t io n .  As we see in F iy . 2.3, the 
instantaneous slope of the potent ia l  is  determined by the current I dc + 
I ^ ( t ) .  The bias current I dc contro ls the averaye slope of the 
p o te n t ia l ,  and the noise current causes a f lu c tu a t io n  around the 
averaye. When I d < I Q there ex is t  metastable wells in the p o te n t ia l ,  
and the p a r t i c le  (phase 6  ) could be lo c a l l y  stable there.  However, 
the f lu c tu a t io n  current I N( t )  can momentarily increase the potentia l  
slope and reduce the b a r r ie r  height to zero, al lowiny the p a r t i c le  to 
escape from i t s  local equ i l ib r ium  po s i t ion .  This process is cal led 
thermal or quantum a c t iv a t io n ,  since the f lu c tu a t io n  current I N( t )  could 
be thermal or quantum mechanical in o r i y in .  The ac t iva t ion  process 
chanyes the phase 6  by 2 n ,  produces a voltaye pulse across the 
ju n c t io n ,  and there fore  causes noise rounding of the I-V cha rac te r is t ics  
at low vo l taye. When l dc is increased to above I 0 , the metastable wells 
disappear, and the p a r t i c le  (phase 6  ) w i l l  s l ide  down without 
stopping. However, the f lu c tu a t io n  in slope caused by I ^ ( t )  w i l l  
s l i g h t l y  change the time of  passage through each cyc le. This means that 
the instantaneous Josephson frequency w i l l  have a random f lu c tu a t io n .  
Accordiny to Eq. (2-6) the random f lu c tu a t io n  of the Josephson frequency
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w i l l  immediately resu l t  in f luc tu a t ions  of the averaye voltaye across 
the ju n c t io n .
C. Theory of the dc SQUID
1: Equations of motion fo r  an iso la ted dc SQUID.
A typ ica l  con f iyu ra t ion  of a symmetric dc SQUID in the RSJ model is  
shown in F iy . 2.4. Each of the two junc t ions  has a c r i t i c a l  current I 0 , 
capacitance C and a shunt resistance R. These two junc t ions  are 
connected in pa ra l le l  by a superconductiny r iny  with inductance L. In 
operation the device is current biased and the voltaye across i t  is  
monitored.
For junc t ion  1, we have the equation of motion:
%  (C6 X + ■ / )  = h ( t )  + I ( t )  - 10Sin , (2-16)
and fo r  junc t ion  2 , we have the equation of motion:
* L
2 e ( C6 2 + = M t )  + ZN " 10 Sin 6 2- ( 2 - 1 7 )
I f  we introduce a c i r c u la t i n y  current J, then
I i ( t ) = I b/2 - J and I 2 ( t )  = I b/2 + J. (2-18)
The phase d i f fe rence 6 i  and 6 2  are re la ted by
61 -  62  = 2 ti ‘T’/c& o, (2 - i y )
where $> is the to ta l  f lu x  threadiny the superconducting r in y ,  and
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$ = $e + LJ + $b , (2-2U)
where $e is the appl ied siynal f l u x  and is the bias f l u x .
Equation (2-19) shows tha t  the re la t i v e  phase in one junc t ion  is  
re la ted to the phase in the other through the magnetic f lu x  enclosed in 
the superconducting r in y .  This is  the key point fo r  SQUID operation and 
app l ica t ions .
The t o ta l  voltaye developed across the SQUID is
l  d l l  , d l 2
V = V, + = V2 + 7 W . . (2-21)
Combining Eq. (2-16) -  Eq. (2-21),  we yet a set of complete 
equations of motion fo r  a dc SQUID:
•rr 1 h
^  ( c 6 x + 6 i /K )  = f -  - J - I 0 S in 6 x + I N1; (2-22)
^  ( c 6 2 + 6 2 /R ) -  ~  + J -  I 0 S in 6 2 + I N 2  ; (2-23)
6 i  - 6 2  = (®e + $b + LJ) ; ( 2 ~ 2 4 )
( 6 1  + 6 2 ) ; (2-26)
where $ 0  = h / 2 e is  the magnetic f lu x  quantum.
To i l l u s t r a t e  how the dc SQUID works, l e t  us f i r s t  look at the 
simplest case. I f  c = 0 , L = 0 , I ^ U )  = = °» Etls * (2-21) - (2-
26) can be combined to a s ing le  equation:
(tf/eR) h  + J c ( ® e )  s in 6  = I b , (2-27)
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where I c ($e) = 2  I 0cos (^—-)
6 =
6 i  + 6 2
Comparing wi th Eq. (2 -8) ,  Eq. (2-27) is  a motion equation of a junc t ion  
with c r i t i c a l  current I c ($ ) and shunt re s is to r  R/2. In th is  sense, 
the dc SQUID works l i k e  a s iny le  junc t ion  wi th a c r i t i c a l  current 
con tro l led  by the appl ied magnetic f l u x  s igna l .
2. Tesche and Clarke's numerical solution
In the yeneral case, Eqs. (2-22) - (2-26) can only be solved 
numerica l ly . Tesche and Clarke^7y»80  ^ f i r s t  solved these equations in 
the case of c = 0  and with a thermal noise spectral density 4K^T/R fo r  
noise terms I ^ U )  and I ^ U ) .  They numerical ly integra ted Eqs. (2-22) 
and (2-23) and then computed the time averaged voltage and c i r c u la t in g  
current fo r  d i f f e r e n t  values of bias current and appl ied f lu x  and fo r  
various values of p = 2 LIo/$o- In th is  way, t h e i r  numerical 
techniques enable one to f ind  not only a l l  the SQUID cha rac te r is t ics  but 
also the dependence of the SQUID performance on i t s  s t ruc tu re  parameters 
and operational cond i t ions .  The main conclusions reached by t h e i r  
numerical analysis are:
a: The dc SQUID is optimized when p = 2LIo/4>o = 1 and has i t s
best performance when is  about $o/4.
b: The optimized value of voltaye t ra ns fe r  function is
V l - r  • <2- 28>
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c: For an optimized dc SQUID, at frequencies well below the
Josephson frequency and at the optimum current bias, the voltaye power 
spectral dens i ty ,  the c i r c u la t i n g  current power spectral densi ty and the 
vo l tage-current  c o r re la t io n  spectral densi ty are approximately expressed 
as:
S°( f )  = 2 yvK6TR (2-29)
S°( f )  = 2Yj KbT/R (2-3U)
SVj < f > 2 YvjKbT • (2-31)
For the SQUID with p = 2irKgT/ Io$o = U.U5, y y  » 53 5.5, ar,d y^ j » 6 .
d. A convenient spe c i f ica t ion  fo r  compariny d i f f e re n t  SQUIDS is
the i n t r i n s i c  energy s e n s i t i v i t y
E/lHz = S ( f ) / 2 L  = Sy ( f ) /2LV^ . (2-32)
2 ,
For an optimized dc SQUID with Pc = 2nl 0R C/ <}>0 = 1 the white i n t r i n s i c  
energy s e n s i t i v i t y  is
E/lHz « 16 KbT(LC) 1 / 2  . (2-33)
Tesche and Clarke have also studied the e f fec ts  of  the asymmetry in 
L, I 0 , and R on SQUID c h a ra c te r is t i c s ,  and concluded tha t  the behavior 
of  the dc SQUID is r e la t i v e l y  inse ns i t ive  to  qu i te  large asymmetries of 
these s t ruc tu re  parameters. Near optimum performance can be achieved 
with a wide range of asymmetry in the value of IQ, L and R.
Tesche and Clarke 's numerical analysis resu l ts  have subsequently 
been found to  be in reasonable agreement with experimental 
measurements.(68-7U,83-86)
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3: Quantum Noise in the dc SQUID.
Tesche and Clarke speculated that  the u l t ima te  s e n s i t i v i t y  of a dc 
SQUID should be l im i ted  by pa ir  shot noise in the tunnel j u n c t i o n ^ ) .  
They assumed a shot noise voltaye spectral density 2eIQR2^ y ) fo r  a 
junc t ion  with c r i t i c a l  current I 0  and shunt resistance R, and replaced 
4KgTR in Eq. (2-33) with e I 0 R2. They found an u l t imate eneryy 
sens i t i  v i t y
E/lHz « h/2 
fo r  an optimized dc SQUID.
R. H. Koch et a l . suyyested tha t  the u l t imate s e n s i t i v i t y  in a
n o n h e s i te r i t i c  dc SQUID at T = 0 is  set by the zero-point f luc tu a t io ns  
in the shunt resistance ra ther than by an i n t r i n s i c  shot noise in the 
junc t ion  i t s e l f .  At T = 0, the current noise spectral density of the 
shunt re s is to r  is  reduced to  2hf/R. Usiny t h i s  spectral dens i ty ,  they 
numerical solved Eqs. (2-22) - (2-26) and calcu lated the quantum l im i ted  
p e r fo rm a n c e ^ )  fo r  an optimized dc SQUID. They found the minima of 
E/lHz are about (i in a l l  three cases corresponding to pc = l .U ,  U.b and
0.25. They fu r th e r  appl ied t h e i r  numerical resu l ts  to  an optimized dc 
SQUID tuned a m p l i f ie r  ^ 0 6 )^  ancj f 0uncj ^ g  no-jse temperature of the 
a m p l i f ie r  T^ = hf /K^ ln2 at T = 0. This is  the lowest obtainable noise 
temperature fo r  any phase preserviny a m p l i f e r . ^  ^
In the exper imental ly  r e a l i s t i c  case T t  U, the re fo re ,  i t  is 
important to  study the near-quantum l i m i t  behavior of a dc SQUID at a 
non-zero temperature. The method used by Koch et a l . ^ y ) consists of 
usiny the noise spectrum expression (2-lU) to  solve the SQUID motion 
equations (2-22) - (2-26).  Their resu l ts  showed th a t ,  the SQUID
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approaches the quantum l i m i t  when eV/KgT « eloR/KgT >> 1 , which is 
s im i la r  to the s ingle jun c t io n .  To s a t is fy  the condi t ion e I 0 R/KgT >> 1, 
one can e i th e r  reduce the operational temperature or attempt to make I 0R 
as large as possib le. However, i t  is  necessary to  keep p = 2LIo/$o » 1 
and pc= 2-iiI0 R2 C/$0<1 simi l taneously with an increase in I QR, i . e .  the 
inductance L of the SQUID loop and the capacitance of the junct ions must 
be made as small as possib le. This is  not a simple task, however, by 
proper choice of parameters i t  should be possible to  approach quantum 
l im i ted  performance with a SQUID operated at about T » IK.
Several dc SQUIDS with the noise energy s e n s i t i v i t y  w i th in  a fac to r  
of 3-6 of have been r e p o r t e d ^ , 69,70) ^  However, in a l l  these "near ly 
quantum l im i ted  dc SQUIDS", only one component of the noise - output 
voltage noise - has been measured. C lear ly ,  the quantum noise theory of 
a dc SQUID by Koch et a l . has not been r igorous ly  tested. Moreover the 
white noise described above both in the thermal l i m i t  and the quantum 
l i m i t  is  not the only i n t r i n s i c  noise in a dc SQUID. In fa c t ,  a l l  the 
SQUIDS on which careful measurements have been made show tha t  the 
spectral density  of  the f l u x  noise at low frequencies scales as 1 / f .  
Clarke and Hawkins suggested H09) that the i / f  no-jse -jn a s ingle 
junc t ion  arises from c r i t i c a l  current f lu c tu a t io ns  which are caused by 
temperature f lu c tu a t io n s .  The pred ic t ion  of t h is  model is  only in good 
agreement with large area (~ 10 pm ) junct ions 0 1 0 ) .  Ketchen and
T s u i ^ * )  have used t h i s  temperature f lu c tu a t io n  model fo r  1 / f  noise in
tunnel junc t ion  dc SQUIDS, but again, theory did not lead to general
agreement wi th experiments performed fo r  d i f f e r e n t  SQUIDS. Experiments
done by the Berkeley group showed that  the predominant source of 1 / f  
noise could be regarded as f lux  n o i s e ^ * ^ ) .
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4. Coupling to the input c irc u it and dynamic impedance.
In p rac t ice ,  the dc SQUID must be t i y h t l y  coupled to an input
c i r c u i t .  In contrast to the other more conventional am p l i f ie rs ,  the
deta i led behavior of the dc SQUID in even the simplest a m p l i f ie r  c i r c u i t
depends not only on the iso la ted  device parameters, but also on the
parameters of the input c i r c u i t .  The current noise c i r c u la t in g  in the
SQUID loop in e v i ta b ly  induces a voltaye noise in the input c i r c u i t ,  and
th is  addi t iona l  noise source impl ies tha t  E/Hz is not a complete
spe c i f i c a t io n  of the SQUID. The current noise has a spectral density 
o
S j ( f )  and is p a r t i a l l y  corre lated with the voltaye noise across the
o
SQUID. The re su l t in y  cross spectral densi ty S y j ( f )  must  al s° be taken
in to  account. As a re s u l t ,  the analysis of a c i r c u i t  conta in iny a dc
SQUID should beyin wi th a careful considerat ion of the en t i re  c i r c u i t .
In the next chapter, we w i l l  analyse in d e ta i l  the coupling of a dc
SQUID with the transducer of a g rav i ty  wave de tec to r ,  and we w i l l  see
o
tha t  the current noise spectral density S j ( f ) plays an even more 
important ro le  there.  In t h i s  subsection we f i r s t  discuss the coupl iny 
model.
As an example, Tesche considered a c i r c u i t  conta in iny a SQUID
ind uc t ive ly  coupled to  a superconductiny input c i r c u i t  which consists of
an input co i l  L - j  and a coupl iny co i l  L c  (F iy .  2 .4 ) .  Quantizat ion of the
f lu x o id  around the SQUID loop y ie lds
( 6 2 -  62 ) = LJ + Mi J i + $ b , ( 2 -3 5 )
2
where L  is  the mutual inductance between the input co i l  and
the SQUID loop, and is  the current in the input c o i l .  Other
notat ions are the same as in section 2. Quantization of the f luxo id  in
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the input c o i l s  y ie lds
(Li + Lc ) J i  + MiJ + $a = 0 , (2-36)
where $a is  the appl ied f l u x  in Lc .
Combining Eqs. (2-35) and (2-36)
$o 2  L M ^
T O.  ( & 1  " 62) = L ( 1  " Yi Lj + Lc } J “  LT + "LC + %  * (2' 37)
Equation (2-37) is  ide n t ica l  to the quant izat ion condi t ion fo r  an 
iso la ted dc SQUID with inductance
2  Li 
Le 1  L ' 1 - -n i p n ^ >
and appl ied f l u x
*e = - Mi V < Li + Lc>-
Tesche then c o n c l u d e d ^ ^ ’ * ^  tha t  the coupled device in Fiy.  
(2.4) is equivalent  to  an iso la ted SQUID with inductance Le , i . e .  the 
input  c i r c u i t  may modify the dc SQUID e f fe c t i v e  loop inductance.
However, the measurement performed in the planar dc SQUID did not 
show the dependence of  the voltage t ra n s fe r  funct ion 5V/53> ~ R/L on 
the input c i r c u i t  parameters.( 1 ^ )  H i lb e r t  et a l . have studied the 
e f fec ts  of d is t r ib u te d  capacitance between the SQUID and the input co i l  
in a radio frequency ( 20U MHz) dc SQUID a m p l i f i e r .
The siynal in a g rav i ty  wave detector that  we w i l l  analyse in the 
next chapters has a typ ic a l  frequency of 1 KHZ. In th is  low frequency 
region, we suyyest a coupl iny model by simply assuming tha t  the current
coupled to  the input co i l  from the SQUID w i l l  not be the instantaneous 
SQUID current J at the Josephson frequency, but the time averaged 
c i r c u la t in g  current J. This assumption is  made by the physical 
considerat ion of the real device s t ruc tu re .  The dc SQUID tha t  we w i l l  
use in our g rav i ty  wave detector has a planar s t ruc tu re  as do most of 
the new generation dc SQUIDS. I t s  schematic design is  shown in Fiy.
2.5. Two junc t ions  are on the outer edge of the square loop, a 
s t r i p l i n e  input  co i l  fab r ica ted  in a square sp i ra l  is d i r e c t l y  on top. 
One side of the SQUID loop is  continued up and over the other side. The 
overlap s t ruc tu re  reduces the inductance of the connection from the 
junct ions to the center hole, and adds a large capacitance d i r e c t l y  in 
pa ra l le l  with the loop inductance. This capacitance prevents the 
c i r c u la t in g  current at the Josephson frequency from coupliny to  the 
i nput c o i 1 .
According to  our assumption, Eqs. (2-36) and (2-37) should be 
changed to
(L i + Lc ) J i + Mi J + $a -  U , (2-38)
c
<T -  -j—_+ [_ + %  ' (2-39)
i c
Equation (2-39) is  iden t ica l  to the quant izat ion condi t ion fo r  an 
iso la ted dc SQUID with inductance L and appl ied f lu x
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D. Macroscopic Quantum Tunneling (MQT) Description of A Josephson 
Junction.
So fa r ,  a l l  our discussions have been based on the RSJ Model, and 
the basic equation of motion (2-9) which describes the s iny le  junc t ion  
i t s e l f  is f i rm ly  a c lass ica l  stochastic  equation. Sometimes, we ca l l  i t  
as quantum Lanyevin equation only in the sense tha t  we consider a 
quantum noise spectral densi ty (2-11) fo r  the s tochastic  term i ^ .  The 
quantum mechanical e f fec ts  tha t  we have considered are the zero point 
motion in the shunt r e s is to r .  As we stated in Sec. I I ,  when the bias 
current I b < IQ, and a metastable well ex is ts  in the p o te n t ia l ,  the zero 
point motion in the shunt re s is to r  causes a quantum ac t iva t ion  process, 
and enables the p a r t i c le  to  r o l l  from one poten t ia l  minimum to the next 
even at T = U.
The phase d i f fe rence  6  of the Cooper pa i r  wave funct ion across 
the junc t ion  in Eq. (2-9) is  a macroscopic var iab le  and has a metastable 
state when I b < I Q. For such a system, i f  we apply quantum mechanics,
i . e .  i f  we assume tha t  Eq. (2-9) by Enrenfest 's theorem also is  t rue as 
an operator equation in quantum mechanics, then the macroscopic junc t ion  
phase can tunnel between po ten t ia l  w e l ls ,  and the junc t ion  can make a 
t r a n s i t i o n  out of the zero voltaye state via quantum mechanical 
tunnel i  ny.
When dampiny is  not considered and the yround state eneryy of the
metastable well s a t i s f i e s  trtw0 / 2  >> K^T (where w0  =
1 / 2  2 2 1 / 4
( 2 nIo/$oC) U - I b / I o  ) )> quantum tunne l iny should take over as
the dominant decay mode^' * ® ^  . Caldeira and L e y y e t t ^ ' ^ )  have
predicted tha t  the tunne l iny  p ro b a b i l i t y  decreases exponentia l ly  as the
dampiny of  the junc t ion  is  increased. The to ta l  tunnel iny rate
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inc lud ing the e f fec t  of dampiny i s ( ^ 6 ,1 1 7 )
r  = ^  ( V / 2  e" b KMQT 7 ^  ( 2 n ) e
1 / 2  2 1 / 4
where wo = ( 2 n I 0 /^oC) ( 1  -  i ) is  the natural frequency of the
p a r t i c le  in the w e l l ,  and
b » (7.2 + 8 A/woHC) H(i)/htoo 
H( i ) = (Io^o/tOCO - i 2) 1/2- i  cos_1 i ]  - rfw0 / 2 .
the numerical fac to r  A is  of order u n i ty .  The meaning of i ,R,C are the 
same as in Sec. I I .
In the l i m i t  where the tunnel iny p ro b a b i l i t y  is  small ,  and where 
the damping is not too la rye ,  MQT predic ts  a subs tan t ia l ly  lower escape 
rate than the quantum Langevin equat ions^ ^ . Recent experiments by 
Voss and W e b b ^ ^ ^ ,  and Jacke et a l . ^ ^ )  showed that  the measured 
t r a n s i t io n  rate out of the superconducting s ta te of wel1 -characterized 
underdamped Josephson junct ions is in exce l lent  agreement with the MQT 
pred ic t ions inc lud iny  d iss ip a t iv e  cor rec t ions .  Therefore, in the region 
Ib < I 0  where the macroscopic quantum tunnel iny occurs, the quantum 
Langevin equation is no lonyer a va l id  descr ip t ion of a Josephson 
ju n c t io n ,  only a completely quantum mechanical formulat ion s u c h  as MQT 
can give an understanding of the experimental re s u l ts .  However, for  
bias currents such that I b > I Q, the junc t ion  is free runniny and MQT is 
i r r e le v a n t .  The RSJ model and quantum Langevin equation remain as a 
good descr ip t ion  of the Josephson jun c t io n .  The quantum Lanyevin
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equation may also s t i l l  be appropriate fo r  an overdamped junc t ion  biased 
ju s t  below the c r i t i c a l  current where the p ro b a b i l i t y  of t r a n s i t i o n  out 
of  the zero voltage sta te is  r e la t i v e l y  high. I t  may give an accurate 
descr ip t ion  of quantum noise rounding of the I-V c h a ra c te r i s t i c .
Fig.2.1 Quantum tunneling between two superconductors. When
A«=~30A,quasiparticles can flow from one superconductor 
to the other. W h e n A = -10A,Cooper pairs can also flow 
from one superconductor to the other.
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Fig.2.2 (a) A Josephson junction driven by a constant current.
(b) Resistively shunted junction model.
(c) Equivalent circuit including the effects of noise. coU1
I
uu
Fig. 2.3 Washboard potential. When I^c < IQ there 
exist metastable wells in the potential.
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Fig.2.4 Typical configration of a symmetric dc SQUID 
and input circuit.
Fig.2.5 Schematic design of planar dc SQUID loop.
Chapter I I I :  Analysis of dc SQUID Readout for a Gravity Wave
Detector using an Inductive Transducer.*
A. Introduction
Recent progress in the research of dc superconductiny quantum 
in ter ference devices (SQUID) has shown tha t  a device tha t  is  l im i te d  in 
s e n s i t i v i t y  by i n t r i n s i c  quantum mechanical noise processes may be 
fa b r i c a te d . (69,83,84)  Grav i ta t iona l  wave exper imenta l is ts  great ly  
desire such a quantum l im i te d  device in order to  use i t  as the f i r s t  
a m p l i f ie r  of the antenna transducer output.  I t  has been pointed 
ou t (106,112,113) ^hat the de ta i led  behavior of the dc SQUID depends not 
only on the iso la ted device parameters, but also on the parameters of 
the input c i r c u i t .  This paper analyzes a g rav i ty  wave detector 
consist ing of a Weber-type antenna, Paik-type transducer and a dc SQUID 
coupling system. The advantages of such a system have been recognized 
e a r l i e r  and a p a r t ia l  analys is has appeared in the
l i t e r a t u r e . ^ u , ^ l )  i n th is  paper, we make a de ta i led  ca lcu la t ion  and 
analysis of the system, tak ing in to  account the co r re la t io n  between 
SQUID voltage and current noise and SQUID dynamic impedance. The 
expressions fo r  the back-action of the SQUID on the g rav i ty  wave 
de tec to r ,  the noise propert ies of the system, mechanical-electromaynetic 
energy coupl ing, optimized matching cond i t ions,  s e n s i t i v i t y  and quantum 
l im i te d  performance are derived in a uniform way. F in a l l y ,  we discuss 
some of the re su l ts .
*This chapter is  based on a paper by Bu-xing Xu and W. 0. Hamilton, J. 
Appl. Phys. _57^ , 1729 (1985).
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B. General description of the system and equations of motion.
The system tha t  we are analyzing here consists of a Weber-type 
g rav i ty  antenna, a Paik-type inductance modulated transducer and a dc 
SQUID. Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of the system. The transducer,  
which consists of a th in  superconducting diaphragm supported at i t s  edge 
by a so l id  r ing ,  is f i rm ly  mounted on one end of the antenna. Two f l a t  
c o i l s  of superconducting wire with inductance Lj and L2  are mounted 
facing the diaphragm with a small space in between. These two co i ls  are 
connected to  the superconducting input  co i l  of the SQUID through a 
superconducting transformer which is  chosen to achieve an impedance 
matching between the transducer and the SQUID inpu t .
The Paik-type transducer has been described in de ta i l  in references 
23, 24, 67. The v ib ra t ions  of the antenna induce v ib ra t ions  in the 
diaphragm, which, in tu rn ,  modulates the inductances and Lg. and 
1_2 are wound with superconducting w ire ,  and a large DC current is 
trapped pe rs is te n t ly  in the loop. The modulation of these inductances 
then causes a magnetic f l u x  to  be t rans fe r red  between them. Thus, an AC 
signal current proport ional  to  the displacement of the diaphragm flows 
in to  the input co i l  of the dc SQUID.
The lowest long i tud ina l  mode of the antenna and the lowest mode of 
the diaphragm can be viewed as two coupled harmonic o s c i l l a t o r s .  I f  the 
diaphragm is  mechanical ly tuned to a frequency lower than the antenna 
frequency, the diaphragm is  weakly coupled to the antenna and i t s  motion 
is  proport ional  to  the amplitude of the v ib ra t ion  of a bare antenna. I f  
the frequency of the diaphragm is  chosen to resonate at the antenna 
frequency, the antenna and the diaphragm e x h ib i t  a beat motion with a 
beat frequency, Wg = oj0 /m/M, where ojq is  the antenna and the diaphragm
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frequency, m is  the e f f e c t i v e  mass of the diaphraym, and M is  the 
e f fe c t i v e  mass of the antenna. The en t i re  mechanical eneryy of the 
antenna can be t rans fe r red  to  the small diaphraym mass. I f  we use an 
in teg ra t ion  time equal to  ha l f  of the beat period,  then the deta i led 
beat process can be ignored, and the behavior of the diaphraym is equal 
to  tha t  of an o s c i l l a t o r  with mass m and the f u l l  antenna s igna l .
Without loss of genera l i ty  we may t re a t  the antenna diaphraym system as 
a s ing le  mehanical o s c i l l a t o r  with mass p. For non-resonant operation 
o f  the antenna-diaphragm system, p is the e f fe c t i v e  mass of the 
antenna; fo r  resonant operation, p is the e f f e c t i v e  mass of  the 
di aphragm.
The dc SQUID consists of a superconducting loop of inductance L 
coupled through a mutual inductance M-j to an input co i l  inductance 4 * 
The junc t ions  are assumed to be nonhysteret ic  with c r i t i c a l  current I 0 , 
shunt resistance R and capacitance C. In p rac t ice ,  the SQUID output 
signal is  matched to  a room temperature FET a m p l i f ie r  by a tank c i r c u i t  
or a resonant transformer at 4.2K. Under these condi t ions the a m p l i f ie r  
noise is  n e g l i g i b le .(75,106) .
The two transducer c o i l s  4  and l_ 2  are assumed to be iden t ica l  and 
equally spaced from the diaphraym. The v ib ra t ions  of  the diaphraym 
modulate the inductances 4  and L ^ -
4  = Lq + aX(t) l 2  = Lo - aX ( t ) .  (3-1)
I n i t i a l l y ,  a dc superconductiny current I d is  stored in the 4  and 
l_ 2  loop, i . e . ,  4  = - I 2  = I d , I c = 0 when X(t)  = 0. The f lu x  
quant izat ion in loop 4  and l_2 , 4  and » LC2 and 4  d ve us the
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current re la t ion  along with the displacement of the mechanical
osc i 1 1 ato r .
(3-2)
(3-3)
where U is  the time averaged c i r c u la t i n g  current in the SQUID. We note 
tha t  the current coupled to  the input c o i l  from the SQUID w i l l  not be 
the instantaneous SQUID current at the Jospehson frequency because the 
c i r c u i t  impedances w i l l  not allow i t .
The equations of motion fo r  the mechanical o s c i l l a t o r  and the dc 
SQUID then can be eas i ly  derived. They are:
-RJ-RIosinS1 + VN 1  ; (3-4)
+RJ-RI s i n 6 0  + V
*o (3-6)
(3-7)
where
b
c (3-9)
(3-8)
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6  ^ and 6 g are the phase drops across the jun c t ions ,  I b and $b are 
the bias current and f l u x  respec t ive ly ,  and are the noise
9
sources associated with the shunt resistances. Pc = 2 - r e I C / $ Q is  the 
hysteresis parameter fo r  the SQUID. Fs denotes the equivalent signal 
force act ing on the o s c i l l a t o r ,  f  is the random force associated with 
the mechanical d is s ip a t io n .  is the frequency of the o s c i l l a t o r
before coupling to the transducer. The term - a l d I c in Eq. (3-7) is  
the in te ra c t io n  force between the mechanical o s c i l l a t o r  and the magnetic 
f i e l d  in the transducer. From Eq. (3 -2 ) ,  we have
( L ^ L p / l ^ X U )
-a l  . 1 = -  + cJ
(Lc l +Lo/ 2 ><Lc2 +Li ) - Mc
By sub s t i tu t in g  t h i s  re la t io n  in to  Eq. (3-7) and rede f in iny  w0  and Q, 
Eq. (3-7) becomes:
§ + ? - W + “ ox 4 (cJ'  + Fs +f) l 3 - 7 )
where
2  _ 2  1 (Lc2  + Li )a2 l d2  ( 3  . }m -  tof  + ----------------------------------------- 9  (3 - iU j
"  (Lc i + L0 / 2 ) (Lc2+ L i )-M2  
Equation (3-10) is  ju s t  the tuning equation fo r  the transducer.
C. Noise Characteristics and SQUID back-action.
I f  we view the terms b T  + cX + $b as the appl ied f l u x ,  equations 
(3-4,  3-5, 3-6) then are the equations of motion fo r  an iso la ted SQUID 
with inductance L and appl ied f lu x  bT + cX + <t>b . These equations have
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been extensive ly  studied by Clarke, Tesche and Koch, who have solved 
these non- l inear equations with a computer model.(78,80,88) 7 ^ ^  the
SQUID c h a ra c te r is t i c s ,  such as f lux -vo l taye  t ra n s fe r  function
= a7/a<t>, f lu x -c u r re n t  t ra n s fe r  function = a3/a<t> , output low 
frequency voltage spectral density  S°(a>), low frequency c i r c u la t in g  
current spectral density S j(w),  voltage current co r re la t ion  spectral 
densi ty  S°j(w) can be computed e x p l i c i t l y  in terms of i t s  s t ruc tu ra l  
parameters.
We now observe
J ( w)  = J ° ( u )  + J J b J U )  + c X ( w ) ]  , ( 3 - 1 1 )
V(oj) = V°(w) + V ^ b J M  + cX(w)] , (3-13)
where and V° are the c i r c u la t in g  noise current and output noise 
voltage respect ive ly  when the appl ied f lu x  is  zero. Equation (3-7) 
gives another re la t io n :
X(u) = ^  G(o))[c3(«) + Fs (oj) + f ( u ) ]  , (3-13)
where G(w) = (-w 2 + u0 2 + j u 0 aj/Q)" is  the harmonic o s c i l l a t o r  response1 - \ - ~ T (D - T JU u/y ‘ ’ ■
fu n c t io n .
Combining Eqs. (3-11-3-13) i t  fo l lows that
bV
H u )  = V°(w) + T r b ^  Jn (w)
<1>
c v  h _ 1g ( m )
77— -T777, , C’P5J7 V “> + f(“>]1-bJ -u c J,G(w)<P <p
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c y " 1 G(to)
1-bJ G(u)<p <p
F (to), (3-14)
and
H- 1 ( l -bJ  )G(u)
x(co) = ------------ ^ f - 2----------  J°(w) + Fs (w) + f ( w ) ] .  (3-15)
1-bJ - l i  c J,G(oj) 4>
<p <P
Obviously, the la s t  term in Eq. (3-14) is  the s igna l ,  a l l  other 
terms are noises, and the noise power spectrum at the SQUID output is
V 2 |b + |i_1 c2 G(u)) | 2 
s (to) = Su(w) + --------------- T—7,-----------------  S,(w)
V | l - b J r p - V j ^ G ( o , ) | 2  J
V [b + p" 1 c2 G(<o)]
+2Re { — -  —_ } S VJ(u))
l - b j . - u  C<P 0
c V2 p” |G(to) | 2
   Sf (u>) . (3-16)
1 1 - b Y p - V j ^ G M I 2
Equation (3-14) shows tha t
G(to) (1 -bJ ) 
G1 (to)  --------------------
1-bJ -p_1 c2J G(to) 
<t> <t>
is  the e f fe c t i v e  response function of the mechanical o s c i l l a t o r .  
Following K o c h ^ Z ) ^  f or frequencies much less than the Josephson 
frequency f j :
V - t - J f  ‘ 3- 17>
where £ is  the dynammic inductance, and a is the dynamic resistance. 
Then
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Gl ( ( 0)  ™ p* 7 55
n  2 2WlAb^  A c2  ^ Mxb\ -l bu) / 2 2W  C w !
<(V" )(1+£> ‘ Sfij— + 'SF- + j[-iT ( 1V 3f lV “ > + £3? J
(3-18)
This expression shows how the re f lec ted  dc SQUID's dynamic impedance
chanyes the response funct ion of the o s c i l l a t o r .  C lear ly ,  G1 (w) is  not
in the form of  a harmonic o s c i l l a t o r  response func t ion .  Therefore, the 
back act ion from the dc SQUID has changed the harmonic propert ies of the 
o s c i l l a t o r .  However, we note the quant i ty  |b| = L (y^ is  the 
coupling constant of the SQUID with input c o i l ) ,  fo r  frequencies much 
less than the Josephson frequency f j  , |bto| <<5?. Therefore
and then
o o , 2  (3-1 y)
%  - u '+ p(£+b) + J ( Q + p#(£+b) w
I f  we define co0 ‘ and Q' so that
.2 _ 2 A C2  W0 _ %  A C2 £ i r ,
uo “  wo + H{£+frp IT T  p# (£+ b )  ’ (3^ U)
G'(w) is  a harmonic o s c i l l a t o r  response funct ion with new frequency u 1 
and new Q-value. Equation (3-20) ind icates the re f lec ted  dynamic inductance 
s h i f t s  the o s c i l l a t o r  frequency fu r th e r ,  and both the dynamic inductance 
and dynamic resistance have an inf luence on equivalent Q-value. The 
experiment and analog simulat ion have s h o w n ^ 5) tha t  both £ and
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depend upon the current and f lu x  biases of the SQUID. Therefore, i t  is  
necessary to choose appropriate biases of the SQUID to maintain a hiyh 
mechanical Q-value.
D. Signal to noise Ratio and matching conditions
The noise spectrum of the SQUID output and the exact form of the siynal 
have been given in Eqs. (3-16) and (3-14). Therefore, the standard theory of 
optimal f i I t e r i n g ^ 23-125) can be use(j  t 0  ca lcu la te  the s iyna l - to -no ise  
r a t i o .  The maximum value of siynal to  noise ra t io  pQ fo r  an impulsive siyna 
can be w r i t ten
1 f+„  c ^ V ^ G C o ) ! 2 ^ ^ ) ! 2
p° = • ‘  1
1 <j) ^ <j> ' '  1 n '
The noise-equivalent  impulse eneryy and noise te m p e r a tu re ^ ^  thus is
1 4. c2V 2 |G(o))|2 do) .
e = ic T = ■£ [*------------- *----- =1—p ^ --------- J’ 1 . (3-22)B n  2 L2n J -<® | . , - 1 /. 2 1 n  2,- / » Jl l - b J ^ -p  c J ^ w )  | Sn(w)
Obviously, the value of e and Tn w i l l  depend on the various parameters 
of the system. I t  is desirab le  that  we choose optimal system parameters to 
get the lowest e and Tn values. However, the in tegra l  in Eq. (3-21) cannot
be done a n a ly t i c a l l y  fo r  general system parameters, but i t  is eas i ly  done
numerica l ly . To yet an e x p l i c i t  re la t ionsh ip  about the optimal system 
parameters, we make an approximate analysis s im i la r  to  tha t  of G i f f a r d ^ 2) , 
but un l ike him, we take the co r re la t ion  of the noise sources in to  account.
Under the condi t ion |bu>| << R, Eq. (14) can be s im p l i f i e d ,  to
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"V(w) = V°(o>) + V b 1 J°(w) + V c ' ( i  1 6 ‘ (to)[c'J°(dj) + F (o>) + f (w ) ]  , n (p n <p n s
(3-23)
where b 1 = b (1 + b/ £ ) _ 1  , c'  = c ( l  + b /£ ) - 1 . (3-24)
Let V(w) 9 0  through a f i l t e r  with a t ra n s fe r  function
Tf 1 -  2“ ° /T f(o)) = ----- «— ?------ - ------  ,
u)Q 1 -w + 2 j u / x f
where xf  << xa ( tq= 2Q7oj0 ‘ ) .
The noise at the output of the f i l t e r  is
VQn (to) = T(to) [V°((jo) + v^b' J° ( to ) ]  + V^c1 pf^G' ( o>)[c1 J°(w) + f (w )J .
(3-25)
The noise power spectrum then is  
Son(m) = |T(u))|2 [ S ; ( w) + V ^ b ' ^ t o )  + 2V+b 'S ° JU ) ]
+ V^2 c 12 p” 2  |G1 (to) 12[c 1 2 S° ( 10) + Sf (u ) ]
+  [ T ( u > ) G ' * ( w )  +  T * ( u ) ) G '  ( w )  ] » [ V ^ c 12p-1 S ° j  (to) +  V ^ b ' c 1 2p _ 1S ° (<o)]  .
(3-26)
The excursion of the noise seen at the output of the f i l t e r  in an 
in te g ra t ion  t ime xg is
^  < Von(t > * = 2  CRon‘ °) -  Ro n K > J  ■ <3- 27>
where Ron(x) is  the au tocorre la t ion  function of  Von, and can be
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calculated in terms of Son(w):
R ( t )  =  i -  J + "  Sn> ) e JWTdu> (3-28)on 2  it J on
2
The ca lcu la t ion  of Ron(i;) is  ra ther ted ious. The f i n a l  re su l t  fo r  A is
l /2 | V q2A2 = V ^ c ^ e
12  1 2
-  (/ T  5 , s qO 1 1/ 2h l2cO , ow j-. I c o ^
e •  V  1 7  + - T T  SJ “ T T -  • 7 T -  {SV+ V SJ + 2V  S.J>a S V<P
iCO
+ T ^  (SvJ+ V ' / S *  > (3 - 29)
where e is  the noise equivalent impulse energy and condit ions 
cos co0 ' t s = 1, t s= have been used. Equation (3-29) shows a common 
dependence on the in te g ra t ion  time -u . The terms which ar ise from 
narrow band processes have a d i re c t  dependence on t  , those a r is in g  from 
wide band processes give an inverse dependence on t  . There a r e  in 
addi t ion two terms which, a r is ing  from co r re la t io n  between the wide band 
and narrow band processes, are independent of the in teg ra t ion  t ime. The 
matching condit ions which minimize e now can be eas i ly  found:
c ,2 t  o' S°+ V2 b, 2 S°+ 2V.b'S° 1 ,
 = 2 ^  [—___ $____± ____ $___- ]  / 2  (3-30)
^ *  SJ
and the corresponding minimum noise equivalent impulse is  given by
emin = kBT< V * a >  + 2 hvons • <3" 31)
^y
where
" s '  TT f  {[SJ°<Sv+ V*b ' 2 s3+ 2 V ’ SvJ ) : | 1 / 2  + SvJ+ V ' SS> <3- 32>4>
is  the mean photon number.
E. S ens itiv ity  and Quantum lim it  performance
The energy coupl iny c o e f f i c i e n t ^ )  is  defined as the ra t io  of 
signal energy appearing at the SQUID input to the to t a l  signal energy in 
the mechanical o s c i l l a t o r .  I t  is  easy to show tha t
. . 2
Li C
*E- Z J — Z -  (3- 33)
Mj i“ o
In terms of p^, the matching condi t ion (3-3U) can be w r i t te n  as
? s l +  v* 2 b ' 2 s<i+ 2V*b ' s! i  l / 2a ' -  2. r V 4) J 4) VJ ■> u / O 0/1 \
PeV o -  (---------------- Jo------------------- j • (J- 34)
n  L%  SJ
The quant i ty  on the l e f t  side of the above expression is completely
determined by the dc SQUID performance. As an i l l u s t r a t i o n  of the 
numbers involved we use the dc SQUID reported by J. Clarke et a l . ^ ,i3^) 
For t h is  SQUID:
f> = 2LI0/®0= 1, S °  = 16 kuTR,
L S' 0.4nH, S“  = l lkgT /R ,
I Q= 3rA, S ° j  = 12 kBT,
T = 4.2K, R = 6 Q .
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we
At bias f l u x  <£>b= $0 /4 ,  l / £  = 0, the quant i ty  on the l e f t  side of Eq. (3- 
34) is about 2.2 ,  i . e . ,  PrT.ui 1 = 2.2 ,  corresponding to  n = 280. I f
l. 5 0  ^
^  g
suppose a loaded Q-value Q" = 5 x 10 , and wish the f i r s t  term in Eq. 
(3-31) to  be less than the second term, then xs < 0.01 sec. In t h i s  
instance we require p^ > 0.05. Such a hiyh p  ^ value is  impossible fo r  
non-resonant o p e r a t i o n ^ )  of the antenna transducer system but easy to 
get fo r  resonant operation. Therefore, to  achieve optimal matching, 
resonant operation fo r  the antenna-diaphraym system is  imperative.
In resonant operation t s = Tg/2 = (M/m) ^  . Combining th is  re la t ion
U)O
with Eq (3-30),  we f ind  the optimal mass fo r  the diaphragm:
m
c ' Z n K  ? n  m  sv+ V.2 b, 2 S°+ 2 V b' S°
= (_____ * ) 2 / 3  M [ - 1 ___$_____ 3____ $_____ ) ' 1 /3 . (3-35)
0p 2wo S°
R. H. Koch has computed the dc SQUID quantum l im i ted  
performance^22) .  For a SQUID at T = 0, 3>b = $0 /4 :
P = 2LI0 / * 0  = 1, 
pc = 2 Ttl Q R2 C / = 0.25,
R = 40Q
Sv = 0.18(©o I oR/2n),
S° = 0.07($o I o/R2u),
S°, = 0 .1 (® I /2 ) /  v j  v O 0  %
I f  we su b s t i tu te  these numbers in to  Eq. (3-34), we get p£xsw0 ' ^ >  
corresponding to  n$ = 0.5. This implies a detector s e n s i t i v i t y
t
emin^ h vo accord''n9 t 0  Eq. (3-31) and t h i s  is  in ayreement with the
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u l t ima te  s e n s i t i v i t y  l im i t s  derived by G i f fa rd  fo r  a yeneral ized l inear  
motion d e c t e c t o r ( ^ ) *
In the exper imental ly  r e a l i s t i c  case T * 0. I t  has been s h o w n ^ ^ )  
tha t  the SQUID approaches the quantum l i m i t  when eV/k^T = e IoR/K^T >> 1. 
Therefore, by proper choice of bias cur ren t ,  i t  should be possible to 
yet close to the quantum l i m i t  fo r  a SQUID s im i la r  to tha t  reported by 
Clarke at 4K when i t  is  operated at T = 0.05K. In th i s  case, i t  is 
necessary to lower the f i r s t  term in Eq. (3-31) to less than hv^ so that 
the s e n s i t i v i t y  of the whole g rav i ty  wave detector is  close to the 
quantum l i m i t .  Ayain we f ind  a = 0.05 is required i f  Q' = 10^.
In a l l  our above ca lcu la t ions ,  the 1 / f  noise of the SQUID has not 
been considered. At T = 4.2K fo r  the SQUID tha t  we considered above, 
the cross over frequency between white noise and 1 / f  noise is  about 1 0  
Hz (126) WHich is  fa r  below the typ ica l  frequency in which we are 
in te res ted .  As the temperature is lowered, the 1 / f  noise in a tunnel 
junc t ion  dc SQUID should d e c r e a s e ( , however, the de ta i led  
temperature dependence of the 1 / f  noise at low temperature is not 
known. (HO) ^ study of th i s  problem is  very much needed.
F. Conclusion
In conclusion, we have derived and analyzed the complete set of 
equations of  motion fo r  a g rav i ty  wave antenna and dc SQUID coupl ing 
system. We have found tha t  optimal matching condi t ions fo r  t h is  system 
can be achieved by proper choice of the system parameters in the 
antenna-diaphraym resonant operational mode. A quantum l im i ted  
s e n s i t i v i t y  may be obtained in t h i s  system i f  we employ a quantum 
l im i te d  dc SQUID and operate the system at 0.0b K with a loaded
mechanical Q-value about 107
Mc
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C hapter IV : Param eters and C h a ra c te r is t ic s  o f LSU D e te c to r  Using a
Inductive Transducer and dc SQUID Readout.
In 1972, Prof. W. 0. Hamilton star ted the cryogenic g rav i ty  wave 
detecto r  program at the Department of Physics and Astronomy at LSU. The 
f in a l  goal of th i s  research is  to  construct  a resonant bar detector of 
large mass operated at cryogenic temperature, capable of sensing the 
g rav i ta t iona l  rad ia t ion  emitted in supernovae events tak ing place in a l l  
galaxies of the Virgo C luste r .  The experiment is  to  be done in 
co l labora t ion  with the groups at Stanford Univers i ty  and the Univers i ty  
of  Rome. This col 1aboration is because i t  is  necessary to  record such 
g rav i ty  wave burst events in coincidence wi th separated g rav i ty  wave 
de tectors .
The LSU detector has been extensively  described in the 
1i t e r a t u r e . (29-31,25-27) ^  present  t ime, i t s  f in a l  construct ion is
underway. The system w i l l  soon be put in to  operation at Liquid Helium 
temperature, and w i l l  become a typ ica l  second generation detector of 
g rav i ty  waves.
In th is  chapter, we w i l l  use the theory derived in the las t  chapter 
to  determain the physical and operational parameters fo r  the LSU 
grav i ty  wave detector using an inductance modulated transducer and a dc 
SQUID read-out, then we w i l l  make an exact ca lcu la t ion  fo r  the detector 
cha rac te r is t ic s  fo r  both 4.2K degree and O.OSK degree operation.
A. Determination of System parameters.
The minimum a t ta inab le  detector noise temperature w i l l  be decided
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by the choice of the dc SQUID. In our ca lcu la t ion  we choose a planar dc 
SQUID developed in Clarke 's  group at the Univers i ty  of C a l i fo rn ia  at 
Berkeley. This dc SQUID has an energy s e n s i t i v i t y  about 300irt/Hz at 4.2K 
and a well coupled input  co i l  with L^=120nH. With eV/KgT » e I qR/K^T 
» 4.5 >>1 at 0.05K, i t  should be possible to  get close to  quantum 
l im i ted  performance fo r  t h i s  SQUID at 0.05K. As we stated in Chapter 
I I ,  the best SQUID performance w i l l  be obtained at $t)= , therefore our
numerical ca lcu la t ion  w i l l  be carr ied out at t h i s  point only.
There are two g rav i ty  wave antennas in the LSU group. One of them 
is  made of A1 6061, wi th the lowest long i tud ina l  mode frequency f a=902 
Hz. The other one is  made of high Q aluminum a l loy  AA 5056 with 
approximately the same resonant frequency (917 Hz). Our task is 
therefore to ca lcu la te  the matching transducer parameters fo r  our chosen 
dc SQUID and antenna parameters.
According to Eq.(3-33),  a large energy coupl ing constant can be 
obtained by choosing a small mass m fo r  transducer o s c i l l a t o r .  However 
a smaller transducer mass may make the beat period of the tranducer and 
antenna masses undesirable ly long. In fa c t ,  in order to  minimize the 
Brownian motion noise of the antenna and transducer, we must use the 
shortest  possib le in teg ra t ion  t ime. Looking at t h i s  parameter, i t  seems 
tha t  we should choose the la rges t  possible transducer mass. However, to 
s a t i s f y  the matching cond i t ion ,  the transducer mass m0 pt  must s a t is fy  
Eq. (3 -35 ) .  This implies tha t  we should choose the largest  possible 
constant c ' .  At 4^= , constant
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is  constrained by the dc superconducting current I d in the transducer 
co i l s  and by the transducer inductance modulation c o e f f i c ie n t  a. 
Therefore, the quant i ty
must be maximized.
For a given L0 , and coupl ing constant yc * we f i nd 4 1S
maximized at
In accordance wi th the above discuss ion,  we calcu la ted a l l  system 
parameters using the formulas given in the las t  chapter and in th i s  
section. The numerical resu l ts  are shown in Table 4-1 fo r  4.2K degree 
operation and fo r  0.05K degree operation. In the ca lcu la t ion  we use the 
transducer parameters 1^ and a  which have been acheived fo r  the Paik 
transducer by the Stanford group.
A =
c
2
( 4 - 1 )
(4-2)
with a maximum value of
A (4-3)
/ 2 L 0 L, ( 1 V 1 - YZC)
B. Exact c a lc u la t io n s  o f  d e te c to r  c h a r a c te r is t ic s
As we stated in Chapter I I I ,  the lowest long i tud ina l  mode of the 
antenna and the lowest mode of the transducer diaphragm can be viewed as 
two coupled harmonic o s c i l l a t o r s ,  (see Fig. 4.1) In the analysis given 
in Chapter I I I ,  we s im p l i f ie d  the antenna transducer system as a s ing le 
harmonic o s c i l l a t o r .  This approximation is  necessary in order to  get an 
a na ly t ic  form of the re la t ionsh ip  between detector  parameters and an 
e x p l i c i t  expression fo r  the matching cond i t ion .  However, in t h is  
process we have ac tua l ly  t reated a two mode system as a one mode system, 
and therefore the noise expression (3-16) cannot expose the deta i led 
s t ruc tu re  of the system output noise spectral dens i ty .  In t h i s  section, 
we intend to make an exact ca lcu la t ion  of detecto r noise 
characteri  s t i  cs .
In Fig. 4-1, m and M are e f fe c t iv e  masses fo r  the transducer 
diaghram and antenna respec t ive ly ,  Z is  the displacement of the end of 
the antenna re la t i v e  to i t s  center of mass, X is  the displacement of 
transducer diaphragm re la t i v e  to the end of antenna, Kj and l<2 , and 
H2  are, re s p ec t ive ly , the spring constants and d iss ipa t ion  constants fo r  
the two spr ings, f  is the random force associated wi th the d iss ipa t ion  
in spring K2 , and F is the random force associated wi th the d iss ipa t ion  
in spring K j .  I t  should be noted tha t  the random force f  is  act ing on 
both the antenna and transducer diaphragm. The two c o i l s  of the 
tranducer are f i rm ly  mounted on one end of the antenna, therefore the 
magnetic f i e l d  force - a l dl c is also act ing on the antenna. With t h i s  in 
mind, we can eas i ly  w r i te  down the equation of  motion fo r  the coupled 
antenna and transducer diaphraym:
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mX + H2X + K2X = -  a l d l + f  -  mZ (4-4)
MZ + HX 1  + KjZ = a l d l -  f+K2X + H2* + F+Fs , (4-5)
where notat ions I d , I c , a, Fs are the same as in chapter I I I .
Equation (3-2) and (3-3) s t i l l  hold in the present case. By
s u b s t i tu t in g  Eq.(3-2) in to  Eqs.(4-4) and (4 -5) ,  we get
X + ^ X + a ^ X + Z = i ( c J + f ) (4-6)
ax
Z + q — Z + u ^ Z - ^ - u ^ - X - j J J - q -  £ = ^  (-C J + F j -  f+F ),  (4-7)
3 T
where
2 K2
m
(L .+ L . )  a2 I 2_ *  , ' c l  i '  d_____
2 “  2 L
(Lc l + (Lc2 + Li> -  Mc
2  K 1 
“ a M
uh-m 
QT = HT~
oj M 
^a "  *
Equation (4-6) and (4-7) together  wi th Eqs.(3-4) ,  (3-5) and (3-6) form 
the complete set of equations of motion fo r  the antenna-transducer-dc
SQUID coupling systems. A l l  the equations about dc SQUID var iables in 
Chapter I I I  are va l id  in the present analyses. Through the s im i la r  
procedures as we did in Chapter I I I ,  we get a re la t io n :
X ( to) = W^(to) [Fg (to)+F (u>)]+ ^  W2 (w)[cJ(u)) + f ( w ) ] .  (4-8)
W^(oj) and W2 ( to) are response functions:
2
W (u) = -----------------------------   (4-9)
- 1 - 1 2  2 
G ^  ( t o )  ( w ) - C O  ( m / M  )  (  t O j + j - q — )
W (u) = -------------------------------------------  f (4-10)
- 1 - 1  7 7
G^  (w)  G^  (to) -  10 (m/M)(a)j+ j  q— )
where
r  ,  , _ , 2  2  . “Y ^ - l
^ ( ^ l  "  ( U > y “ (0 + J  q  )
(4-11)
(4-12)
are harmonic o s c i l l a t o r  response func t ions .
Combining Eq.(4-8) w i th  Eqs. (3-11) and (3-12), i t  fo l lows that
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c V n f 1 W, (w)
+ ---------- » A................ (F (u ) + F(w)).  (4-13)
1 -  bJ -c J m W,(w) ^<t> 4
The noise spectral densi ty at the SQUID output is
}b+m- 1 c2  Wp (o>) | 2
S (w) = Sv (to) + --------------------- y ~ ?--------------- 7  sj ^ w)
n V |1 - bJ - m c J Wo ( to) |
.* q) (j) u
V [ b+m_1 c2  Wp, (co)
+ 2Re {---------— - j ~ 2 -------------} SVJ(u)
1-bJ -m c J W9 (w) 
<P <t> 4
c2 V2  m' 2  | W2 (co) 1 2
+  K  \ - - - - - - - - - 7 s f (a.)
I' i-bJ - c^J m W9 (w) |
1 q) (J) C
c2 V2  m“ 2  |W1 (oj) | 2
+ ------------ K ----- V ---------- , S ( U) (4-14)
11 -bJ -c J m W9(w)r
1 q> (p L
We ca lcu la te  now the response of the system to g ra v i ta t io n a l  wave 
s igna ls .  Possible detectable sources of g ra v i ta t io n a l  waves most l i k e l y  
ar ise  from g rav i ta t io n a l  col lapse of a body of  s t e l l a r  mass or the 
capture of one col lapsed object by another. In a col lapse or a capture, 
most of the energy would not be released u n t i l  matter had f a l le n  to near 
the Schwarzchild radius or one col lapsed object was near to the 
Schwarzchild radius o f  the other one. Thus we expected tha t  most of the 
energy would be emitted in a burst durat ion % la s t in g  about a 
m i l l i s e c o n d ^ ) .  The spectrum of the burst would be peaked at a 
frequency of the order w^=2h/t and have a width Aw of the same order 
as Wj. This burst durat ion is  normally much less than the damping time 
of a g rav i ty  wave antenna-transducer t  , and therefore we can assume
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tha t  the energy spectral density of the g ra v i ta t io na l  wave signal is  
uniform over the frequency bandwidth of the detector ,  or s ta te 
eq u iva len t ly ,  tha t  the impinging g rav i ta t iona l  wave force can be 
approximated by a Delta func t ion :
Fs (t)=P 0 6 ( t )  (4-15)
Indeed, we have
Fs M  = / : r  Fs ( t ) e " iu)tdt=P0  . (4-16)
The response of the detecto r  to such a de l ta pulse can be 
calcu lated from Eq.(4-13)
P cV .n f 1 VUu)
V U )  = ---- 5 * --------1----------  . (4-17)
3  1-bJ -c J ,m W9 (u>)(() (}) L.
The optimal signal to noise r a t i o  pQ is
1 f+.
po~ T k  J-® ...
P c2vV 2 |W (oj) |2
= -5 — J   1 2 --------------7----- TT------------ 2 ---------da)* (4_18)
11-bJ^-c J^m W2 (w )p S n(u)
In Fig . 4.2 and 4.3 ,  we show the to ta l  spectral density  at the dc 
SQUID output.  The main con t r ibu t ion  of  SQUID current noise arises from
the back act ion of  the SQUID noise current on the transducer o s c i l l a t o r .
In Figs. 4.4 and 4.5, we show the s igna l - to -no ise  ra t i o  per un i t  
bandwidth assuming the impinging signal is  a de l ta  pulse.
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Table 4.1, Calculated Parameters of LSD Detector Using an Inductive 
Transducer and dc SQUID Readout.
Detector Temperature T 4.2K 0.05K
Antenna Mass M !500Kg 1250Kg 2S00Kg 1250Kg
Antenna Q-Value >x!07 1 .6x l07 108 9x l07
Antenna Frequency f a 902HZ 9C12HZ
Transducer Mass m 5.405Kg 0.321 Kg 0.631Kg Q.502Kg
Transducer Q-Value 9t ?xlO^ 1 .6x l07 108 9xl07
Inductance of 
Transducer Coil 52x10"6H 52xlO"6H
SQUID Loop Inductance L 0.4x10*9H 0.4x10*9H
Junction C r it ic a l 
Current *0 2.6x10"6A 2.6x10*6A
Junction Shunt 
Resi stance R 60 400
Inductance Modulation 
Constant a 0.684H/m 0.684H/m
Transformer Inductance Lc l 26x 10'6H 26x10"6H
Transformer Inductance Lc2 0.12x10'6H 0.12x 10'6H
Mutual Inductance MC 1.59x10*6H 1.59x10'6H
Transducer Constant C* -0 .5 8 x l0 '2W5/m -0 .58x l0_2Wb/m
Transducer Constant b' -0.187x10_9H -0.187x10"9H
SQUID Parameter P 1 1
DC Current 1n 
Transducer Coil
I d
8A 8A
SQUID Voltage Noise % 5.56x lO '21V2/HZ 6.16x10'21V2/HZ
SQUID Current Noise SJ° 1.06x10'22A2/HZ 1 .4 9 x lO '*V /H Z
SQUID C orre la tion  Noise <-0SvJ 6 .9 5 x l0 '22VA/HZ 8.56x10'23VA/HZ
Am plife r Noise Number
; “ s 288 0.65
Brownian Motion Noise Sf 3.6x10"28VA/HZ 6x10'31VA/HZ
Energy Coupling 
Constant Pe 3.0075 0.0094 0.0045 0.0056
In te g ra tio n  Time
Ts
3.044sec 0.035sec 0.034sec 0.028sec
Detector Noise 
Temperature T n 3.6xlO_5K 8 x 1 0 * 8 K
Detecting S e n s it iv ity  
o f G ravity Waves h 3.9xlO '20 5 .5 x l0 -20 1 .8 x 1 0 " 21 2 .6 x l0 *21
Xz
Fig.4.1 Gravitational wave antenna and transducer diaphragm 
as a two coupled harmonic o s c illa to r  system.
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Fig.4.2 The total noise spectral density at
the dc SQUID output (M=1250kg,T=4.2k).
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Fig.4.3 The total noise spectral density at the 
dc SQUID output (M=1250kg,T=0.05k).
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CHAPTER V: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the la s t  two chapters, we have analyzed the g rav i ty  wave 
detector and dc SQUID coupl iny system and shown tha t  the system 
s e n s i t i v i t y  level is  characterized in terms of the dc SQUID noise 
parameters. Al l  our analyses have been based on the small signal 
propert ies of the dc SQUID i t s e l f .  In th is  chapter we consider the 
experimental operation of a dc SQUID at l i q u id  Helium temperature and 
present the resu l ts  of measurements.
A: Principles of dc SQUID Operation:
The p r inc ip les  of  dc SQUID operation have been widely discussed by 
Clarke, Goubau, Ketchen, G i f fo rd  e t c . (75,76,128). As we described in
Chapter I I ,  the time average voltage at the SQUID output and the 
c i r c u la t in g  current in the SQUID loop are per iod ic  functions of the 
to ta l  f l u x  l inked to the dc SQUID loop with a period of a f lu x  quanta 
<(> . Therefore, the dc SQUID i t s e l f  is  a non- l inear  device fo r  large 
s ignals .  In almost a l l  app l ica t ions ,  negative feedback is appl ied to 
the dc SQUID or to the input c i r c u i t s .  The negative feedback provides a 
means by which the non- l inear dc SQUID device can be used to cosntruct a 
l inea r  a m p l i f i e r  wi th large dynamic ranye.
As usual in feedback systems, the incorporation of the dc SQUID 
in to  an appropriate feedback loop leaves the noise ch a rac te r is t ics  
inc lud ing the optimum noise matching condi t ion completely unchanged.
A block diagram of the t r a d i t i o n a l  c i r c u i t  fo r  dc SQUID operation 
is  shown in Fig . 5.1. The dc SQUID is current-b iased with a constant 
current Ig , and is  driven by a square-wave or sinusoidal modulation f l ux
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of amplitude and frequency a>M generated via a current through the 
modulation c o i l  L^. The appl ied low frequency signal is  thus trans la ted 
in to  the sidebands of the subcarr ie r  frequency The matching c i r c u i t
-  e i th e r  a LC resonant c i r c u i t  or superconducting transformer steps up 
the r e la t i v e l y  low SQUID resistance to the impedance required fo r  
optimum of FET ampl i fe r  noise performance. The AC signal developed at 
the output of the dc SQUID is  then subsequently ampl i f ied and lock in 
detected. The output of the lock in is  integra ted and then fed back 
(with the feed-back switch closed) to  the modulation co i l  LM to  cancel 
any chagne in the appl ied f l u x .
We now turn to  give a simple and somewhat d i f f e r e n t  mathematical 
descr ip t ion  of the dc SQUID f l u x  modulation and feed back operation to 
explore the feedback loop dynamics and system noise propert ies in an 
uniform way. A schematic block diagram representing the operation of 
the dc SQUID f lux-modulat ion and feedback system defined by Fig. 5.1 is  
shown in Fig. 5.2, In th is  f igu re  <t> ( t ) is  appl ied f l u x  s igna l ,  $n ( t )  
is  the f l u x  noise produced by the dc SQUID c i r c u la t i n g  noise current 
through various input c i r c u i t s ,  <t>^ (t) is  the feedback f l u x ,  and <t>e ( t )  
is  the e r ro r  f l u x ,  Vn( t )  represents the sum of  dc SQUID voltage noise 
and equivalent  p ream p l i f ie r  noise at the SQUID output,  and Vd ( t )  is  the 
output of the demomdulator which is  a function of e r ro r  f lu x  $e( t )  and 
voltage noise Vn( t )- The equation o f  motion o f  the system is  found to 
be
Mf
= + * n ^ ^  " f  Vd ( 4>e( t ) ’ Vn ( t ) )  dt (5_1)
where t - is the time constant of the in te g ra to r .
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In the frequency domain, the in te g ra to r  has a t ra n s fe r  function
G.j(io) = y ~ ~ - We suppose the e r ro r  f lu x  <|)e is  small and equally
t rans la ted  in to  the two side bands at the subcarr ie r  frequency, then 
recovered by the lock in de tec to r .  In t h is  case we can also describe 
the siynal propagation from the dc SQUID input to  the output of the 
demodulator wi th a t ra ns fe r  func t ion :
where Vc is  the output of t rnk  c i r c u i t ,  ya is  the gain of a m p l i f i e r ,  ydm 
is the gain of demodulator, and 1 / ( 1  + jtox.j.) represents the phase s h i f t  
caused by the tank c i r c u i t  since the tank c i r c u i t  has a narrow bandwith 
2B = f M/ Q  = I / u t j .
I t  should be noted tha t  the output components of the demodulator at 
frequency to are contr ibuted not only by the f lu x  components at frequency 
to , but also by the f lu x  components at frequency 2 ^  + to, 2 toM - to and 
voltage noise componets at frequency to^  + to, - to. Since only one 
sideband of  modulated f lu x  noise re su l t ing  from frequency components at 
2 w^ | + to and 2 ^  - to can pass the tank c i r c u i t ,  the con t r ibu t ion  from 
f lu x  components at frequency 2 ^ +  to, 2 ^ -  to is  reduced by a fac to r  of
2. I f  the appl ied siynal is  a sinusoidal f l u x  with frequency to , the 
output components of the demodulator at frequency to then is
avc
( 5 - 2 )
toxt
V d (to)  = Ge c j [4>s U ) - < | > f (co) +  <t>n (to) +  j  ( <))n ( 2toM+to) +  4>n ( 2 t o ^ - t o ) )
+ + Vn (tV w));] ( b - 3 )
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On the other hand,
Vf (u>) = Vd(u) • G.j (co) (b-4)
and
vf^ (u ) = . Mf  (b-b)
By combininy of Eqs. (b -3 ) ,  (b-4) and (b -5 ) ,  we yet
vf< “ > = 4  • T r a b  + *n (“ ) + 7  ( l ,n(2V “ )
aVc>- l
+ 4»n ( 2 u>m-u>)) + ( W u) + V V 1^ ^  » ( b " 6 )
M,
where G(u) = Ggd • G^  • This equation is  important and includes
a l l  the information about loop dyanmics and system noise 
c h a ra c te r i s t i c s .  F i r s t ,  in the absence of noise,
V “ > ■ V T O -  ( i - 7 )
where w -> o, G(w) + ® and
Vf (o) = ^  <|,(o). (b - 8 )
Expression (5-8) yives the system c a l ib ra t io n  fa c to r .  The frequency
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dependence of tne system output is
Vf U )
" ........  (b-9)G( to)!Vf (o) 1 fT+G(to) '
Secondly, the e r ro r  f lu x  in the absence of  noise is
V  I + G ( t o )  ^s  ( 6 " 1 U )
when <j)e= 3>0 / 4 ,  the system w i l l  lose lock. The system maximum slew rate 
then is
<t>™a x (to)=toct>^(<o) = toG(to) * < 5 ^ / 4  ( b - 1 1 )
F in a l l y ,  i t  is easy to f ind  from Eq. (5-6) tha t  the noise spectrum at 
the system output is
R2
Sov(u) = I TTEra- l 2  • + 5 (sn*(2V w) + Sn<,( 2 “ M‘ " )
f
2 - 2
+ Q (Snv( V w) + Sn v h v , -w ) )J  •
I f  the f l u x  noise, SQUID voltaye noise and p ream p l i f ie r  noise is  whi te, 
then
R - f 2 r t  A  2 q 2 9
Sov(w) = W ^ 7  ,I+GToTl * ( 2  Snd) + 2y ( a$r) snv} * (6" 13)
The equivalent f lu x  reso lu t ion  at the dc SQUID input is
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3 2 -2
= 4  S^ + 2Q (-S5T-) Sn ( 5 “ 1 4 )<{) 2 ri(j) a<ji ' nv
B. Experimental Setup.
1. Electronics
We have constructed dc SQUID e lec t ron ics  which can operate both in 
the small signal a m p l i f ie r  mode and f lu x  modulation and feedback mode. 
The design of  the e lec t ron ics  is conventional and based on a c i r c u i t  
developed by Clarke et a l . which fol lowed the schematic diagram in Fig. 
5.1.
Our e lec t ron ics  are divided in to  two parts :  the superconducting
impedance matching transformer and tank c i r c u i t  operating at low 
temperature, and the conventional e lec t ron ic  c i r c u i t s  at room temperture 
used to  process the dc SQUID signal and generate the feed back 
cur ren t .  For our system, we used a planar dc SQUID developed in 
Clarke 's group at the Un ivers i ty  of C a l i fo rn ia  at Berkley. This SQUID 
has a typ ica l  c r i t i c a l  current about 3-12 pA and a shunt resistance of 
~ 6 Q. We have matched d i f f e r e n t  parameters of  the tank c i r c u i t  fo r  the 
ind iv idua l  dc SQUID so tha t  the dc SQUID presents a optimum impedance to 
the p ream p l i f ie r  fo l low ing  i t .  The inductance of the tank c i r c u i t  was 
constructed using - T-j wire with an a i r  core. Low diss ipasion mylar 
capaci tors were chosen as the capacitance of the tank c i r c u i t .  The 
e n t i re  tank c i r c u i t  is  d i r e c t l y  immersed in l i q u id  helium and is  close 
to the dc SQUID. We use a 100 KHz square wave f lu x  as the modulation 
f l u x  so tha t  the dc SQUID almost always works at the optimum f lu x  bias 
points of maximum 5V/5tj>. The am p l i f ie rs  in Fig. 5.1 consist of an FET 
p ream p l i f ie r  with gain 90, a low Q(~ 4) RC tuned a m p l i f ie r  with a yain
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of 75, and a gain adjustable (0 ~ 220) broad band a m p l i f i e r .
To take advantaye of  the extremly high s e n s i t i v i t y  of the dc SOUIU,
i t  is h ighly  desirab le  tha t  the noise of the dc SQUID and i t s  readout
e lec t ron ics  be dominated by the i n t r i n s i c  noise of the dc SQUID. Our
pream pl i f ie r  has a measured optimum source impedance of 46.5 K and a
noise temperature of 1.3 K. The e f fec ts  of p ream p l i f ie r  noise on the
operation of the dc SQUID can be seen in Fig. 5.3, where SpV and SpA are
the p ream p l i f ie r  voltage and current noise sources at the input of  the
preampl i fer .  Their equivalent noise source at the dc SQUID output
should be Spv/Q^ and SpAQ^  where Q is the tank c i r c u i t  q u a l i t y  fa c to r .
S t r i c t l y  speaking, p ream p l i f ie r  current noise w i l l  feed in to  the dc
SQUID, and should be included in the motion equation of the dc SQUID,
o o
th is  would change the SQUID noise parameters Sy and S j .  However, our 
measured value Q^Sp^ = 3.8 x 10- ^ 4  A^-/HZ is  much smaller than the noise 
current in the SQUID shunt re s is to r  at Helium temperature and is 
e n t i r e l y  n e g l ig ib le .  The t o ta l  noise power spectrum at the dc SQUID 
output is
stnM = s„U) + SpvM/Q> * SpaM q\ 2
where Sn (w) is the noise power spectrum of the dc SQUID and R^  is  the 
dc SQUID dynamic res is tance.  The form of S (u>) depends not only on the 
dc SQUID i t s e l f ,  but also on the dc SQUID input c i r c u i t .  In our g rav i ty  
wave transducer and dc SQUID coupl ing system, S (to) has been e x p l i c i t l y  
shown in expression (3-16) and (4-14). We now consider the simple case 
of when the input co i l  is open. In t h is  case the con t r ibu t ion  to St n (w) 
from the dc SQUID is minimum. Suppose that  the optimum matchiny
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condi t ion of the preampl i fer ,  RqQ = /S /S , is  s a t i s f i e d .  Then we 
have
w 4T
S p v ( w ) / Q z  +  S p a (o>)'Q2K'g ”  T o p t  ’
where T is  the operational temperature and T0 pt  « 1.3 K is  the optimum 
noise temperature of the p ream p l i f ie r .  Therefore, at l i q u id  helium 
temperature, the noise should be completely dominated by the dc SQUID 
i n t r i n s i c  noise.
_ 2
We choose an in teg ra to r  time constant = 0.66 x 10 sec.,  and 
feedback resistance Rj. = 5K. The dc SQUID was mounted in a G1U 
f ibe rg lass  holder. Two 0.004" diameter Niobium wires were pressed onto 
the Niobium pads of dc SQUID to  provide e le c t r i c a l  contact.  A 6  mm 
diameter, 10 turn co i l  of Niobium wire is  put j u s t  below the SQUID and 
provides f lu x  modulation and feedback. The mutual inductance between 
the SQUID loop and the modulation co i l  is  measured to be about 41
2. Shielding
The dc SQUID is  now the most sens i t ive  magnetic sensor and is 
capable of  detect ing extremely weak magnetic f i e l d s .  In order to use a 
dc SQUID fo r  detect ing a small s igna l ,  i t  is  essent ia l to  screen i t  
adequately from any possible unwanted environmental magnetic f i e l d s .
For our experiments, we have used a m u l t ip le  magnetic sh ie ld ing  system 
as shown in Fig. 5.4. The dc SQUID and superconducting transformer are 
separately mounted in two G-10 f ibe rg lass  holders with a diameter of 
1 /4 " .  These two f ibe rg lass  holders are then pushed in to  a 6 " long and 1
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mm th ic k  c y l in d r i c a l  tube machined from a rod of Niobium. Another co i l  
of Nb wire which is  used to simulate the transducer inductance is  
mounted in another 3.5" lony and 1 mm th ick  Niobium c y l in d r i c a l  tube.
The connection wire between these two Niobium tubes are shielded by a 
long and th in  lead tube. The two niobium tubes along with the low 
temperature tank c i r c u i t  together are then enclosed ins ide a two layers 
of lead sh ie ld ing  which are ro l led  from 0.5 mm th ick  lead sheet and 
soldered with t in - le a d  so lder.  In add i t ion ,  fu r th e r  sh ie ld ing is  
provided by two concentr ic  Mu-metal sh ie lds which surrounded the en t i re  
helium Dewar to reduce the environmental magnetic f i e l d s .  We estimate 
tha t  the at tenuation of our m u l t ip le  sh ie ld ing is >1 0 ^  fo r  a l l  
d i rec t ions  of appl ied f i e l d .
The dc SQUID system is  also unusually sens i t ive  to  radio frequency 
in te r fe rence .  The radio frequency in ter ference may enter the SQUID 
system through a var ie ty  of places inc lud ing the input c i r c u i t ,  the tank 
c i r c u i t ,  the connecting cable between the SQUID and i t s  e lec t ron ics ,  and 
the power suppl ies. Protect ing the dc SQUID from radio frequency 
in te r ference is a more serious task than the dc magnetic f i e l d  
sh ie ld ing .  We have c a re fu l l y  arranged our e lec t ron ics  to e l im inate  the 
radio frequency in te r fe rence and achieve sa t is fa c to ry  operation. We put 
the room temperature e lec t ron ics  box d i r e c t l y  on the top of SQUID 
Dewar. Four connection wires between the top e lec t ron ics  and the low 
temperature components of the system are separately shielded with th in  
lead tubes and then enclosed in steel pipes. The power supply leads and 
bias current measurement leads are f i l t e r e d  with low-pass f i l t e r s  at the 
entrance to the e le c t ron ics .
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3. Superconductiny Transformer.
The desiyn and construct ion of the superconductiny transformer are 
shown in Fig . 5.5. I t  has a 210 tu rn ,  3 layer primary and an 11 tu rn ,  
s ing le  layer secondary. The primary is  wound with U.002" diameter 
Niobium wire along a 6 mm length of 0.2" diameter G10 f ibe rg lass  frame. 
The secondry is  a short co i l  wound t i g h t l y  over the primary using 0.004"
Niobium w ire .  In order to increase the coupl ing between primary and
secondary we use s ing ly  connected superconducting lead wrapped around 
the transformer windinys as the f lu x  conduit .  Because of the perfect 
diamagnetism of  the superconducting lead condui t,  the f l u x  produced by 
the transformer co i ls  is forced to pass throuyh the tube formed by the 
lead.
The inductance of the primary co i l  is  measured to  be 27 pH, the 
inductance of the secondary co i l  i s  measured to be U.12 pH. The
coupling constant between primary and secondary is  measured to be U.9.
I I I .  Measurements
1. dc SQUID parameters and characteristic :
The typ ica l  parameters of t h i s  SQUID are shown in tab le  5.1. We 
have measured I-V c h a ra c te r is t i c s  of three ind iv idua l  dc SQUIDS and 
deduced the values of c r i t i c a l  current and shunt resistances, the 
resu l ts  are shown in Table 5.2.
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Table 5 .1 . Typical parameters of dc SQUID
SQUID inductance L 0.4xl0~9H
C r i t i c a l  current per junc t ion l o 1-10 pA
Shunt resistance per junc t ion R 4-8 Q
Number of turns of input co i l N 2 0
Inductance of input co i l Li 1 2 0 x l 0 “ 9H
Mutual inductance between input co i l  and SQUID Mi 6x10_9H
Table 5 .2 . Results of I-V  Measurement
Parameters Symbol SQUID I SQUID I I  SQUID I I I
C r i t i c a l  current per junc t ion I 0  3 .4  pA ■ 8 p A .............y pA
Shunt resistance per junc t ion R 10.6  Q 7 .2  Q 6 .25  Q
Optimum parameter p 1.3 3 .08  3.6
Four-terminal measurements were used to measure the I-V cha rac te r is t ics  
and per iod ic  modulation of  the dc SQUID with external f l u x .  Flux is 
appl ied by passing a current through a modulation co i l  mounted below the 
SQUID chip . Fig. 5.6 shows the modulation of the I-V cha rac te r is t ics
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fo r  SQUID I I I .  The c r i t i c a l  current modulation depth shown in F iy. 5.6 
is about 3.5 pA. Accordiny to the ca lcu la t ion  of Tesche and Clarke, fo r
a SQUID with p»3,5, A lc (L/4>0) * U.70 (see Fiy. 4 in Ref. 78). With
L=0.4xl0 " 9  H, we ca lcu la te  A lc « 3.64 pA. Therefore the ayreement 
between our measurement and t h e i r  ca lcu la t ion  is  exce l len t .
With the feedback switch opened, the e lec t ron ic  c i r c u i t  shown in 
Fig. 5.1 acts as a small siynal ampl i fe r .  In t h i s  case, a most 
s ig n i f i c a n t  parameter is the small signal t ra n s fe r
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function V^= -2 ^ -  which re la tes changes in the output voltaye V of the 
SQUID to changes in the appl ied signal In our experiment, to
measure the dependence of the small siynal t ra ns fe r  function on bias 
f l u x ,  a very small 100KHZ f l u x  which produces a f lu x  change A<f>«U.UZ5§^
peak to peak is appl ied to the SQUID via a current throuyh the
modulation c o i l ,  the 100KHZ signal developed across the dc SQUID 
resonates wi th the matching tank c i r c u i t  and then is ampl i f ied by the 
preampl i fer .  The SQUID bias pos i t ion  can be changed by ad jus t iny  the dc 
current through the modulation c o i l .  We measured the preampl i fer output 
versus dc modulation cur ren t ,  and then ca lcu la te  the small siynal 
t ra n s fe r  function
where AVpre is  the voltaye chanye of the preampli fer output,  Q is  the 
qu a l i t y  fac to r  of the tank c i r c u i t ,  and ypre is  the voltaye yain of the 
preampl i fer .  The resu l ts  fo r  SQUID I I I  are shown in F iy .  5.7. In Fiy.  
5.7, the zero of appl ied f lu x  did not corresponds to zero f lu x  in the 
SQUID loop, th is  is  due to trapped f lu x  in the sh ie ld .  S t r i c t l y
AVpre __ 1
A<t> Qy„pre
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speaking, SQUID dynamic resistance Rq and the tank c i rc u i t  qual ity  
CoLt
fac to r  Q = - —  are funct ions of the spec i f ic  bias cond i t ions .  In our 
KD
measurement, the bias current is  f i xe d ,  but the bias f l u x  is  chanyed.
In our ca lcu la t ion  we use the approximate value of Rq indicated by an I -
V measurement. For a SQUID with p«l at c|)b» and —  » « 31 pV/$Q, our
measured value of 26.8 pv/©Q is  somewhat below the predicted value.
This is  reasonable in view of  the fac t  that  our SQUID I I I  has a p«3.5.
Moreover, the appl ied f lu x  keeps an amplitude of 0.02S<t)o in our
experiment.
2. Frequency response and slew ra te .
As indicated in Section 5.1, the frequency response and slew rate 
of the system are determined by the to ta l  loop gain G(u>). G(co)should be 
a complex number to  include the e f fec ts  of  phase s h i f t s  introduced at 
various stages of e lec t ron ics  chain. In our system, the phase s h i f t s  
mainly occur at the matching tank c i r c u i t  and in te g ra to r .  To cancel the 
phase s h i f t  caused by the tank c i r c u i t ,  a n e u t ra l iza t ion  re s is to r  Rq is 
inserted in to  the in te g ra t ion  capacitor  loop of the in te g ra to r ,  and the 
corresponding t ra ns fe r  function of the in te g ra to r  becomes
1 +JWT
where %n =  RnCj is  the neutra l iza ton time constant. Therefore the to ta l  
loop gain is
5V 1 l+jurtn
G<“ > 9a 9dm TF3 %  - J i s f  4  •
This equation shows tha t  fo r  given dc SQUID, the frequency response of
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the system is  determined by the gain of the ampl i fer and three time
constants x ^ , and xp . We have measured the frequency response of
o -4 _4our system fo r  x ^ =  O.ebxlO"^ sec. , xp= 1.02x10 sec. x =0.33x10 sec.
wi th d i f f e r e n t  values of  ga . The resu l ts  are shown in Fiy . 5.8 and
compared with the values of  the computer ca lcu la t ion  of equation (5-
9) .  The agreement is very good, which ind icates tha t  the addi t ional
phase s h i f t s  of the e lec t ron ics  compared to the tank c i r c u i t  and
in te g ra to r  are ne g l ig ib le  indeed.
The slew rate of the system shown by Eq. (5-11) is  v a l id  only
provided tha t  the feedback loop does not saturate at any place in the
e lec t ron ic  chain. In an ideal system, the signal in to  the lock - in
detector is  maintained at a value very close to zero by the feedback.
However because of the s tray capacitance coupl ing between the modulation
co i l  and the SQUID, there is  an unavoidable 100 KHZ feed throuyh signal
tha t  is  ampl i f ied by the tank c i r c u i t  and not reduced by the feedback.
This feed through signal l im i t s  the high loop gain which we could set
fo r  stable operation. At low frequency, the slew rate is  l im i ted  by the
saturat ion of the bu f fe r  am p l i fe r .  We have measured the maximum
sinusoidal f lu x  tha t  could be fed back without  causing the system to
unlock at various frequencies with d i f f e re n t  ampl i fe r  gain. The
measured typ ica l  slew rate is  about
(0.8 ~ 2) x 10^ <5 Q/sec. By ad just ing the system gain we yet a maximum 
slew rate 8 x l 0 % o/sec.
3. Noise performance and dynamic range.
We have measured the noise performance of three dc SQUIDS in the
f lux - locked operation using a HP-3582A spectrum analyzer.
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In a l l  noise measurements, the optimal operatiny bias of  dc SQUID
is achieved by ad just ing the bias current Ig so tha t  the tank c i r c u i t
output is  at the f i r s t  maximum with the feed back loop open. When the
feed back switch is  closed and the SQUID is  put in to  a f lux - locked  loop,
the c a l ib ra t io n  fac to r  of  the system is  checked by applying a f lu x
change of one f lu x  quantum to the SQUID loop throuyh the modulation coi l
and observing the voltage change at the system output .  Our measured
value of 0.127 V/ $ 0 is  in very good agreement with the value of Kf/Mf
= 0.123 V/<f>o predicted by Eq. (5 -8 ) .  With t h i s  c a l ib ra t io n  fa c to r ,  the
measured system output noise is  easy to convert in to  equiva lent  f lu x
noise at the dc SQUID inpu t .  The SQUID voltage noise and energy
s e n s i t i v i t y  then can be determined by Eq. (5-14) since the p ream p l i f ie r
noise is  n e g l ig ib le  in our e le c t ro n ic s .  At optimal operatiny bias and
in the white noise region, the measured equivalent  f lu x  noise in f l u x -
locked operation fo r  three dc SQUIDS and the corresponding SQUID voltaye
o
noise and energy s e n s i t i v i t y  e/1 Hz = S^/2V^L are shown in tab le  5.3.
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Table 5.3. Measured dc SQUID Noise Performance.
SQUID I SQUID I I SQUID I I I
Optimum Parameter 
(3
Optimal Operating 
Bias Current Ig
Equivalent f l u x  
noisein in f lux- locked
1.3
7.8 p. A
operaton S1/2
3.08
16.9 pA
av.
Measured (* - r - )
54>e
0 " 1 value
SQUID Voltage
iS°) ^  Noise ' V'
Measured V at
4>b=<l>o/4
Energy S e n s i t i v i t y  
E/lHz
3.61xlO“ d^>0//Hz 6.63x10"® /Hz
31.8 pV/4>0 24.9 pV/<[>o
81.07x10"12V//Hz 116.6x10"12V/ /Hz
30 pV/4>o 
3.89x10“ 32J/Hz
26 pv/<)>o 
10.71x10"32J/Hz
3.8
20.8 pA
7.68x10-6 4,o//Hz
23.4 pV/<j>o
126.71x10_12V//Hz
27 pV/4>o 
11 .76x10_32J/Hz
The energy s e n s i t i v i t y  value predicated from Eq. (2-33) fo r  a SQUID 
with parameters l i s te d  in tab le  5.1 and p = 1 is  about 
3.5 x 10"3 2 J/Hz, which is  very close to  the value obtained in our 
experimental measurement fo r  SQUID I .  The measured resu l ts  fo r  SQUID I I  
and SQUID I I I  ind ica te  tha t  the noise performance of a dc SQUID 
c r i t i c a l l y  depends on i t s  optimum parameter p.
For an ideal dc SQUID, as Ig is  increased past the f i r s t  maximum, 
the output of the tank c i r c u i t  then should decay monotonical ly to  
zero. However, in our experiment, a series of maxima and minima a f te r
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the f i r s t  maximum is  observed. General ly, at these bias po in ts ,  the 
SQUID noise performance is  deyraded. Fig. S.9 is  a p lo t  of equivalent 
f lu x  noise as a function of  bias curren t .
The 1 / f  noise is very low. For a l l  three SQUIDS, we observe that  
the cross over frequency between white noise and 1 / f  noise is  below 1 0  
Hz. For SQUID I I I ,  no excess noise was observed down to  1 Hz.
In a l l  noise measurements described above, the SQUID input co i l  is 
open. We have also measured the noise performance of SQUID I I I  with i t s  
input co i l  connected to the superconductiny transformer . We general ly 
observed a 1 0 - 2 0  percent noise increase compared to the case when input 
co i l  is  open. This excess noise arises from the SQUID c i r c u la t i n y  noise 
cur ren t .  I f  the feed back switch is open, the to ta l  noise at the SQUID 
output in th is  case is
according to Eq. (3-16). In f l u x  modulation and feed back operation,  
the second term in (5-17) can be considered to be f lu x  noise appl ied to 
the SQUID. However, due to the f lu c tu a t io n  in the noise measurements, 
th is  term is too small to make an accurate quan t i t ive  conclusion.
The dynamic range of the f lux- locked loop is the ra t io  of the 
maximum in teg ra to r  output voltage +\/f max to the minimum detectabel 
output signal voltage V|-m^ n . Our e lec t ron ics  has a Vf max = ± 8  V and a 
ca l ib ra t io n  fac to r  Rf /Mf  = 0.125V / 4>0. Therefore the dynamic range of 
the system is about 1.8 x lO'7, i f  we ca lcu la te  with S ^^»  3.6 x IU” <^t>0 / /Hz.
Sn(w) = Sy(w) +
o ^ S 1-bJ 4> VJSvM ( w) (*>-17)
o
Lock-in
INPUT
COIL
MOOULATION 
ANO FEEDBACK 
COIL Osc
DC MOD.
Fig.5.1 Block diagram of the electronic circuit 
for dc SQUID operation
00cn
»n( t )
♦s( t ) .DM;
♦ f (t )
Fig.5.2 Schematic diagram representing the operation of
dc SQUID in a flux modulation and feedback system.
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Fig.5.3 The effects of Preamplifier noise on 
the operation of the dc SQUID. Spy 
and S p A  are the preamplifier voltage 
and current noise sources at the input 
of preamplifier,and Q is the tank 
circuit quality factor.
Fig.5.5 The design and construction of superconducting 
transformer.
1 — — G10 fibergrass frame.
 2--- 3 layer primary,210 turns with 0.002"
diameter Niobium wire.
3 — * 1 layer secondary,llturns with 0.004"
diameter Niobium wire.
 4--  lead superconducting flux conduit.
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■To Top Electronics
Lead Shields
G10 Support Plate
Lead Tube
Superconducting
TransfomerSimulating Transducer 
Inductance — .....
Niobium Tube
S Q U I D
Tank Circuit
Fig.5.4 The Multiple Magnetic Shielding System.
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Fig.5.6 Measured flux modulation of I-V charecteristics 
of SQUID III.
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Fig.5.8 Frequency response curves Of the system.
Solid lines are calculated from Eqn. (5-9), 
and dots are measured data.
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Fig.5.10 Measured noise spectral density from
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PART I I
SEVERAL THEORETICAL PROBLEMS IN 
CONDENSED MATTER PHYSICS.
Chapter I :  Introduction
This part of the thes is  is  devoted to  three d i f f e r e n t  but re la ted 
the o re t ica l  problems in condensed matter physics.
Many propert ies of condensed matter are describable in terms of  
cer ta in  basic exc i ta t ions  such as phonons, exc i tons, magnons, e lec t ron ic  
s ta tes ,  e tc .  A condensed system usual ly consists of many electrons and 
many nuclei and thus const i tu tes  a many body problem in quantum 
mechanics. For a quantum mechanical descr ip t ion  of th i s  system, the 
essent ia l problem then is  the so lu t ion  of the Schrodinyer equation of  a 
many e lectron system with many centers in the case of so l ids and 
molecules and one center in the case of atoms. These centers provide an 
external po ten t ia l  fo r  the elect ron system. One of  the most powerful 
and successful techniques used in recent times to  examine t h i s  general 
problem of an in te ra c t in g  e lectron system with external po ten t ia l  is  
densi ty funct iona l  theory . A de ta i led  descr ip t ion  of density funct iona l  
theory and i t s  app l ica t ions may be found in several recent review 
a r t i c l e s ,  fo r  example, by Ra jagopa l^^ ,  Kohn and V a s h is h ta ^ ) , and 
Callaway and M a r c h ^ ) .
Density funct ional  theory has i t s  o r ig ins  in the descr ip t ion  of the 
charge clouds in atoms as a degenerate in-homogeneous e lectron gas by 
Thomas^) and Fermi However, since Thomas-Fermi theory was derived
h e u r i s t i c a l l y ,  i t  was d i f f i c u l t  to assess i t s  v a l i d i t y .  A f i rm  and 
exact th eo re t ica l  foundation fo r  deal ing with in te ra c t in g  e le c t ron ic  
systems in t h e i r  ground sta te  in terms of the densi ty d i s t r i b u t i o n  was 
provided by Hohenberg and Kohn (HK) in 1 9 6 4 ^ ) .  They demonstrated that 
a l l  aspects of the e lec t ron ic  s t ruc tu re  of a system in a non-degenerate 
ground state are completely determined by i t s  e lectron densi ty n ( r ) .  In
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p a r t i c u la r ,  the ground sta te  energy EQ is  a functional  of the density 
n ( r ) .  S ta r t ing  from the energy va r ia t ion a l  p r in c ip le  of  HK, Kohn and 
Sham ( K S ) ^ 5®) derived a system of  se l f - cons is ten t  one p a r t i c le  
equations fo r  the descr ip t ion  of  e lec t ron ic  ground s ta tes .  The 
e f fe c t i v e  one p a r t i c le  po ten t ia l  at the point ? 9 (?) depends in a
complicated manner, on the en t i re  density d i s t r ib u t io n  n (? ‘ ).
The problem of determining the energy funct ional  or e f fe c t i v e  one 
p a r t i c le  po ten t ia l  Vef f ( r )  exact ly  is  equivalent to  the exact so lu t ion  
of the many electron Schrodinger equation. However, in p ract ice  some 
re l ia b le  approximations have been made and u s e d (9-12)  ^ ^ very useful
approximation is  the so-cal led local densi ty approximation (LDA) in 
which the exchange-correlat ion part ^xc (r )  of Ve^ ( r )  is  assumed to 
depend in a simple way only on the local density n ( r )  at a point r .
The LDA and some other approximation schemes(9-12) provided a basis fo r  
p rac t ica l  app l icat ions of densi ty functional  theory.
In recent years, enormous successes have been achieved in a very
large va r ie ty  of problems. Density functional  theory has been appl ied
to  the s ing le t  ground state of atoms and m o l e c u l e s ^ ’ ^ , cohesive
propert ies of m e t a l s ^ ) ,  defects in c rys ta l  C*®), and to metal and
semiconductor sur faces("*7-20)  ^ Density funct iona l  theory has also been
applied to inhomogeneous nuclear matter and to  the surface of l i q u id  
He4(21-23).
Although the o r ig ina l  form of  HK theorem is only appl icab le  to the 
ground sta te of spin compensated systems, the HK theorem now has been 
successfu l ly  extended to  the magnetic system^®’ ^ ’ ^ ,  r e l a t i v i s t i c  
system(25926), f ni t e  temperature assembl i es ( ^ ), excited states (28-3(J)  ^
and multicomponent systems(^ ) such as e lectron hole drople ts  in
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semi conductors.
Among these genera l iza t ions ,  the r e l a t i v i s t i c  extension made by
Rajagopal and C a l l a w a y ( ^ )  has special s ign i f icance .  S ta r t ing  from a
r e l a t i v i s i t i c  point of view, they derived tha t  the ground sta te energy
is a functional of the four vector current densi ty j  ( r ) ,  providedP
t h is  vector is  constrained by an equation of  c o n t inu i ty  which a t ta ins  
i t s  minimum value when the correct J^ (^ )  is  given. Then by taking the 
n o n - r e la t i v i s t i c  l i m i t ,  spin density functional  theory fo l lows 
automat ica l ly .  On the other hand, i t  was real ized early  tha t  
r e l a t i v i s t i c  quantum mechanics has various observable e f fec ts  on the 
atoms, molecules and s o l id s ^ 33).  In order to understand the e lectron 
co r re la t io n  in condensed matter composed of heavy atoms with atomic 
number greater than Z = usua l ly ,  a r e l a t i v i s t i c  treatment is
required. However, the o r ig ina l  form of HK theorem is  based on non- 
r e l a t i v i s t i c  quantum mechanics and hence is not re a l l y  appl icable fo r  
h igh ly  r e l a t i v i s t i c  systems where the r e l a t i v i s t i c  e f fec ts  are large.
The r e l a t i v i s t i c  extension by Rajagopal and Callaway removed t h i s  
l i m i t a t i o n ,  and in a fu r th e r  paper^3^ ) ,  Rajagopal fo rmal ly  out l ined the 
densi ty functional  formalism fo r  r e l a t i v i s t i c  systems. This formalism 
may be expected to  play an equal ro le  in the r e l a t i v i s t i c  case as the HK 
and KS theorem fo r  n o n - r e la t i v i s t i c  systems. MacDonald and Vosko^33) 
also independently suggested tha t  the loca l -dens i ty  approximation can be 
made fo r  the r e l a t i v i s t i c  correct ions to  the coulomb in te ra c t io n  
corresponding to the exchange of  a transverse photon between 
e lec t rons .  Since that  t ime, many ca lcu la t ions  have been carr ied out 
using the r e l a t i v i s t i c  density  functional  formalism^3®’ 3^ ).
In chapter I I ,  we describe the theory of spin polarized
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inhomogeneous r e l a t i v i s t i c  e lectron systems. Previously, two papers
on th i s  subject have been p u b l i s h e d ^ ^ O ) ^  These two papers presented
two d i f f e re n t  methods wi th d i f f e re n t  resu l ts .  To give a c lear physical
p ic tu re  of the problem, we f i r s t  present a c r i t i c a l  comparison of these
two d i f f e re n t  theor ies .  In the n o n - r e la t i v i s t i c  case, the spin of the
electron can have a d e f in i t e  o r ien ta t ion  in space, independent of i t s
momentum, and hence we may represent the e lectron by a "pure spin state"
with the spin completely polarized in space. The theory of magnetic
e lectron systems may then be constructed based on d i s t r i b u t i n g  the
electrons in two spin states cal led 'up* and 'down' wi th respect to  a
d e f i n i t e  d i re c t io n  in space along which the e lectron is  assumed to
po in t .  In a r e l a t i v i s t i c  theory , the Hamiltonian of a p a r t i c le  with
d e f i n i t e  momentum £ ( i . e .  the matr ix H = a • j? + pm, a, p being the
Dirac matr ix)  does not commute with the matr ix £, = i a a , ,  the spinz i  z
component along an a r b i t r a r y  z-axis cannot have a d e f in i t e  value. The 
descr ip t ion  of a spin state of the elect ron in an a rb i t ra ry  frame of 
reference is  therefore not possib le, and the e lectron system can only be 
represented by means of a 'p o la r is a t io n  densi ty m a t r i x 1^ ) .  Ramana and 
Rajagopal recognized th i s  feature of spin po la r isa t io n  in the 
r e l a t i v i s t i c  theory and used the Feynman propagator approach to  
incorporate the densi ty matr ix descr ip t ion  of r e l a t i v i s t i c  spin as well 
as the n o n - r e l a t i v i s t i c  formalism fo r  an in te ra c t in g  system of spin 
po larized e lec trons.  Their  approach is  thus a proper general izat ion of 
the n o n - r e l a t i v i s t i c ,  sp in-po la r ized elect ron system and possesses the 
r e l a t i v i s t i c  invar iance property. Unfor tunate ly , in t h e i r  der iva t ion  of 
exchange energy, they made an e r ro r  in the evaluation of matr ix traces 
over the spinors. This e r ro r  was serious and led them to some wrong
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r e s u l t s .
In contrast  to  the Feynman propagator approach, MacDonald^40) 
general ized a d i f f e re n t  aspect of the n o n - r e la t i v i s t i c  sp in-po lar ized 
e lectron system, by imagining the presence of a small constant magnetic 
f i e l d  which provides the spin po la r iza t ion  of the e lec t rons .  As we w i l l  
show, these two approaches are equivalent only in a n o n - r e la t i v i s t i c  
l i m i t .  The r e l a t i v i s t i c  genera l izat ion of th is  model by MacDonald 
consists of imagining a 'neutra l  e le c t ro n 1 in a constant external 
magnetic f i e l d  wi th an anomalous magnetic moment coupl ing. This would 
c le a r ly  e xh ib i t  spin po la r isa t io n  along the magnetic f i e l d  in the rest 
frame of the electron but i t  is  not boosted to  the correct s ta te under 
Lorentz transformat ion because the constant external magnetic f i e l d  
coupled to the anomalous magnetic moment does not transform properly 
under such a r e l a t i v i s t i c  transformat ion.  Moreover, such an in te rac t ion  
is n o n - r e n o r m a l  i z a b l e ( ^ ) .  Therefore MacDonald's theory is  not a 
correct r e l a t i v i s t i c a l l y  inva r ian t  theory. To show th is  e x p l i c i t l y ,  we 
have reformulated the MacDonald theory in the Feynman propagator 
language, and found tha t  even i f  the f i e ld s  are 'sm a l l '  in the sense 
MacDonald suggests, the d ispos i t ion  of  the states is i n t r i n s i c a l l y  
complicated in re la t io n  to the z e ro - f ie ld  case.
Based on above analys is ,  we conclude that  a correct r e l a t i v i s t i c  
inva r ian t  theory fo r  sp in-po la r ized inhomogeneous e lectron systems is 
s t i l l  absent. We therefore redo th is  problem in the Feynman propagator 
formalism. A f te r  cor rec t ing  the e r ro r  of Ramana and Rajagopal, we 
carr ied our analysis fu r th e r  and we found that  the problem can be 
a n a ly t i c a l l y  solved w i th in  the lowest approximation of  the 
in te ra c t io n s .  We derived expressions fo r  exchange energy and exchange
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po ten t ia l  which are convenient fo r  p rac t ica l  app l ica t ions .  To 
i l l u s t r a t e  our theory we also present some numerical re su l ts .  We thus 
bel ieve tha t  we have here set up the correct  r e l a t i v i s t i c  general izat ion 
of spin density functional  theory.
Another possible in te re s t in g  genera l izat ion of densi ty functional  
theory might be found by searching fo r  a densi ty funct iona l  theory fo r  a 
time dependent system. Based on the s ta t ionary  act ion p r in c ip le ,  
P e u c k e r t ( ^ )  showed tha t  the time dependent p a r t i c le  densi ty n (? , t )  of 
a system of  in te ra c t in g  electrons can be calcula ted from the wave 
funct ions of a time dependent Schrodinger equation fo r  non- in terac t ing  
Fermions in a su i tab le  e f fe c t i v e  one p a r t i c le  p o te n t ia l .  The response 
funct ion can be found by functional  d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n  wi th respect to  a 
small external po ten t ia l  This formalism can also be
applied to  the determination of excited energy s ta tes .  Peuckert also 
out l ined general izat ions of the scheme to  a spin densi ty system and 
appropr ia te modi f ica t ion  required fo r  deal ing with non-s ta t ionary , time 
dependent problems. However, since the s ta t ionary  act ion p r in c ip le  
provided only a s ta t ionary  point ( in  general, no minimum) in contrast  
with Rayle igh-Ritz  minimum p r in c ip le  used by HK in the s t a t i c  case, 
Peuckert's genera l iza t ion  is weaker and did not su f f ic e  to es tab l ish  an 
anologous theorem fo r  a time dependent system. Rajagopal^^ has pointed 
out tha t  in order to  es tab l ish  a time dependent version of the HK 
theorem, one must show tha t  the mapping: V (? , t )  +  n(r^,t)  is
i n v e r t i b l e .
R e s t r ic t in g  the external po ten t ia l  to  be a real scalar po ten t ia l  
which is  per iod ic  in t ime, B a r t o l o t t i (^4) developed an energy wave 
funct ion minimizat ion p r in c ip le  based on the hydrodynamic wave
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f u n c t i o n ^ ) .  With t h i s  minimization p r in c ip le ,  B a r to lo t t i  then 
constructed a time dependent energy density fu n c t io n a l .  Unl ike time 
independent wave funct ion theory, the hydrodynamic energy wave 
functional  is  a funct ional  of both the amplitude and the phase of the 
to ta l  time-dependent wave func t ion .  In a recent p a p e r ( ^ ) ,  Runge and 
Gross of fered a proof in which they claimed tha t  they have developed a 
general densi ty functional  formalism fo r  a r b i t r a r y  time dependent 
systems. We w i l l  discuss th i s  problem in some de ta i l  in chapter I I I .
We f i r s t  show tha t  t h e i r  proof of the i n v e r t i b i 1i t y  of the mapping 
V ( r , t )  ■> n ( r , t )  is  in c o r re c t .  We prove tha t  in general,  the mapping 
V ( r , t )  -> n ( r , t )  is  not i n v e r t i b le  fo r  a given i n i t i a l  cond i t ion ,  and a 
p a r t i c le  densi ty funct ional  theory comparable to  the HK theorem fo r  
s ta t ionary  problems there fore  cannot be establ ished fo r  general time 
dependent systems. Secondly, based on the i n v e r t i b i 1i t y  of mapping: 
V (? , t )  + J ( ? , t )  as co r rec t ly  proved by Rounge and Gross, we suggest a 
new current densi ty funct ional  theory fo r  time dependent systems. To 
explore th is  idea in d e t a i l ,  a one-body time dependent problem is 
examined in an attempt to seek a time dependent current density 
funct ional  formalism. We emphasize th a t ,  in contrast wi th s ta t ionary  
problems, the current density 3 ( ? , t )  instead of  p a r t i c le  density 
n ( r , t )  plays a centra l ro le  in time dependent problems.
During the las t  few years, there has been a considerable amount of 
e f f o r t  in the use of density functional  theory to  study the e lec t ron ic  
s t ruc tu re  of metal surfaces or in ter faces and atoms chemisorbed on these 
surfaces, densi ty funct ional  formalism was appl ied to b im e ta l l i c  
in te r faces  by Bennett and B u k e ^ ’ ^ ) ,  Ferrante and S m i t h ^ ’ 1-5^ ) ,
Rouhani and S c h u t t l e r ^ ) , and Mehrotra, Pant and D a s ( ^ ) .  Applebaum
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and Hamann^®®) have performed f u l l y  se l f - cons is ta n t  psuedopotential  
ca lcu la t ions ,  al lowing fo r  surface re laxat ion  and charge 
r e d i s t r i b u t io n .  We re fe r  to  the review of the densi ty functional  
approach to  the e le c t ron ic  s t ruc tu re  of metal surface and metal- 
absorbente systems by N. D. Lang^®^).
The study of the propert ies of elementary exc i ta t ions  at the 
surface or in te r face  is  an important f i e l d  in so l id  sta te  physics. I t  
is  evident in view of i t s  immense po ten t ia l  fo r  technological  
app l ica t ions ,  fo r  example, the propert ies of metal-metal in te r faces are 
of in te re s t  in many m e ta l lu rg ica l  app l ica t ions ,  these include grain 
boundaries, crack growth, f r i c t i o n ,  and b im e ta l l i c  adhesion. The 
physical and chemical processes which occur at a so l id  surface or 
in te r face  depend c r i t i c a l l y  upon the e lec t ron ic  s t ruc tu re  of the surface 
or in te r face  layer of atoms. The presence of loca l ized  surface or 
in te r face  states could cause the e lec t ron ic  energy bands to  bend and 
thereby a l t e r  the e le c t r i c a l  conduc t iv i ty  in surface or in te r face  
region.  In order to  a r r ive  a basic understanding of  these processes, we 
must study the e lec t ron ic  s t ruc ture  at surfaces and in te r faces .
A va r ie ty  of methods have been proposed fo r  ca lcu la t ing  the 
propert ies of  elementary exc i ta t ions  at so l id  surface and in te r face .  
Besides the density functional  approach,Kalkstein and Soven^®®) showed 
tha t  the elementary exc i ta t ions  at ordered surface and in te r face  can be 
found by Green's funct ion treatments fo r  systems described by the t i g h t -  
binding Hamiltonians of f i n i t e  range. Slab ca lcu la t ions  have been 
proved to be useful fo r  both electronic^®®) and v ib ra t ion a l  (®'?) 
s ta tes .  The real-space recursion methods of Haydock, Heine, and 
Kelley^®®) can also be appl ied to surfaces, fo r  example, approximate
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a l loy  surface density of states have been calcu lated by th is  technique.
Mosto l ler  and K a p la n (^ )  (MK), and Mosto l ler and Rajagopal (MU) 
have presented a scheme in which the desired elements of the Green 
funct ion are developed in terms of a matr ix  continued f ra c t io n  and 
conventional Green's funct ion approaches allow to separate the e f fec ts  
a r is ing  from termination of the perfect bulk c rys ta l  from the e f fec ts  
due to  perturbed in te rac t io ns  in the surface or in te r face  region. In 
add i t ion ,  the densi ty of states fo r  each layer can be calculated 
d i r e c t l y  in t h i s  scheme. Thus the e f fe c t  of the surface or in te r face  on 
the e le c t ron ic  leve ls  can be d i r e c t l y  seen independent of whether 
surface or in te r face  states e x is t .
Although many studies of the surface and in te r face  of materia ls 
have been developed over la s t  few years, only a cursory survey of the 
in f luence of the surface and in te r face  on the magnetic propert ies of 
materia ls  has been done. Dewames and W o l f r a n ^ )  showed tha t  surface 
states below or above the bulk spectrum can occur with appropriate 
perturbat ions at the SC(OOl) surface. Zhang(^)  has studied the 
formation of magnetic layers on non-magnetic SC(OOl) substra tes. Gumbs 
and G r i f f i n ^ )  ancj W e l in g ^ M  have done Hubbard model ca lcu la t ions  fo r  
surface magnetism at the cubium(OOl) surface. Y a n i v ( 6 & , 6 k )  has 
publ ished a work on both e le c t ron ic  states and spin waves at sc(OOl) 
in te r face s .  In most of these works only the sc(OOl) surface or 
in te r face  is  considered.
The study of the propert ies of elementary magnetic exc i ta t ions  - 
spin waves or magnons in the neighborhood of a surface or in te r face ,  
d i s c o n t in u i t ie s ,  defects , and impur i t ies  is of in te res t  fo r  
understanding re laxat ion  phenomena^), as well as chemical reactions
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catalyzed by magnetic s u b s t r a t e s ^ ) *  On the other hand, i t  is well 
known that the bulk dens i t ies  of states fo r  s ing le band in sc, fee and 
bcc c rys ta ls  are qu i te  d i f f e r e n t ,  and t h i s  might be expected to  have 
some e f fe c t  on the behavior at surface and in te r face .  With th is  in 
mind, we decided to inves t iga te  the e f fec ts  of c rys ta l  geometry and 
surface normal on surface and in te r face  s ta tes,  using the simple but 
exact MK matrix continued f ra c t io n  method based on the t ig h t -b in d in g  
formal ism.
In Chapter IV, we f i r s t  give the de ta i led  s t ruc tu re  of the two 
dimensional transforms of the bulk s ing le  band Hamiltonian matr ix fo r  
the (0 0 1 ),  (1 1 0 ) and ( 1 1 1 ) surfaces of sc, fee, bcc and zincblende 
c rys ta ls  wi th f i r s t  and second neighbor in te rac t io n  fo r  both e lec t ron ic  
and magnetic systems. Then, we r e s t r i c t  our numerical ca lcu la t ions  to 
spin waves at those surfaces and in te r face  in cubic Heisenberg 
systems. Exchange is due to the overlapping of  e lec t ron ic  wave 
func t ions .  At the surface or in te r face  region, e lec t ron ic  wave 
funct ions are perturbed by the symmetry breakdown from dimension 3 
symmetry to  dimension 2  symmetry, so a var ie ty  of exchange e f fec ts  is  
expected to occur. In our model c a lcu la t ion ,  in te rac t ions  d i f f e re n t  
from bulk values are allowed w i th in  the f i r s t  plane and between the 
f i r s t  and second planes on e i th e r  side of the in te r fa ce ,  as well as 
between the f i r s t  planes on opposite sides. For surface ca lcu la t ions  
the exchange in te rac t ions  between the two ha l f  c rys ta ls  are turned 
o f f .  I f  only f i r s t  neighbor in te rac t ions  are included, seven surfaces 
and in ter faces e xh ib i t  l x l  or scalar blocking in Hamiltonian l i k e  l inea r  
chains wi th f i r s t  neighbor in te rac t ions :  sc( 0 0 1 ), ( 1 1 0 ) and ( 1 1 1 ); fee
(001) and (111); bcc(001) and (110). However, since we consider
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perturbat ions tha t  extend to  two layers on e i th e r  side of the cleavage 
on in te r face  plane, our numerical technique lead to  2  x 2  blocking in 
most of our ca lcu la t ions .
Various resu l ts  are given in a series of Figures and tab les .  Our 
analyses and numerical ca lcu la t ions  have led to  some important 
conclusions. F i r s t ,  we found that cleavage and the Goldstone rule by 
themselves give r ise  to the surface spin waves states at the s ix  
surfaces except SC(OOl). The surface state energy re la t i v e  to  bottom of 
the bulk band, the surface state i n te n s i t y ,  and the in tegra ted surface 
sta te densi t ies turn out to  be independent of the under ly ing crysta l  
s t ru c tu re ,  and depend only on the surface normal. Secondly, when the 
perturbat ion on exchange constant is  added to the surface or in te r face  
region, new surface or in te r face  spin wave states appear. These surface 
or in te r face  spin wave states may l i e  below or above the bulk spectrum 
depending on the sign of the perturbat ion on exchange parameters. The 
in te n s i t y  of these loca l ized  states are usual ly  d r a s t i c a l l y  decayed from 
the f i r s t  plane to the second. Th ird ,  a surface spin wave sta te seems 
s p l i t  up in to  two in te r face  spin wave states when the two surface 
systems are brought toyether to form an in te r face  via the exchange 
coupling J -^ .  These are very much l i k e  'bounding' and ‘ antibounding* 
sta te in the molecular physics.
Our studies on these three problems have explored some important 
aspects of many body theory in condensed matter physics. The resu l ts  
obtained, we be l ieve,  are useful fo r  the current development of Density 
Functional Theory and fo r  a be t te r  understanding of elementary magnetic 
exc i ta t ions  at various surfaces and in te r faces .  The Green's function 
formulat ion and MK matrix continued f ra c t io n  method we used in the
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surface and in te r face  magnetization are suppose to  be exact, however the 
exchange in te rac t io ns  must be considered as given parameters. To th is  
end, an a l l  e lectron loca l densi ty approach seems to be appropriate and 
in te re s t in g .  The de ta i led  considerat ion about t h i s  w i l l  be an important 
problem of our fu tu re  study. Nevertheless, the i n i t i a l  resu l ts  on th is  
problem have been qu i te  encouraging and given us bases fo r  the a l l  
e lectron local density approach.
Chapter I I .  Theory Of Spin Polarized Inhomogeneous 
R e la tiv is tic  Electron Systems*.
A. Introduction
Recently two papers on th is  subject were publ ished by Ramana and 
Rajagopal (35,39) fo r th  re ferred to as RR, and a new one by
MacDonald(^) c r i t i c i z i n g  them and o f fe r in g  an a l te rna te  theory . The 
purpose of the present paper is two fo ld  - -  (a) r e c t i f y  some errors  in 
parts of the ca lcu la t ions  in RR and (b) present a c r i t i c a l  analysis of 
the new theory of MacDonald in the l i g h t  of our work. We take t h i s  
opportunity to give a c lear  physical p ic ture of our model in some de ta i l  
and present MacDonald's theory in our propagator formalism so as to 
br ing out the d i f fe rences in a transparent way. The reader may re fe r  to 
two review a r t i c le s  on the general subject of r e l a t i v i s t i c  densi ty 
functional  theory by Ramana and Rajagopal and by MacDonald. (^1) .
Our theory is  best motivated by f i r s t  considering the 
n o n r e la t i v i s t i c  spin polarized e lectron gas. In the n o n re la t i v i s t i c  
case, the spin of the e lectron can have a d e f in i t e  d i re c t io n  in space, 
independent of i t s  momentum and hence we may represent the electron by a 
"pure s ta te " ,  wi th the spin completely polarized in space. The theory 
of magnetic e lectron systems may then be constructed based on 
d i s t r ib u t in g  the electrons in two spin states cal led "up" and "down",
*This chapter is  based on a paper by Bu-xiny Xu, A. K. Rajagopal and M. 
V. Ramana, J. Phys. C: Sol id State Phys., 17, 1339 (1984).
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with respect to a d e f in i t e  d i rec t ion  in space along which the electron 
is  assumed to  po in t .  This is the basis fo r  describ ing uncompensated 
inhomogeneous spin systems in general,  such as nonclosed-shel1 atoms, 
magnetism of t r a n s i t i o n  metals e tc .  w i th in  a sp in -dens i ty - func t iona l  
formalism. This scheme needs an appropriate genera l izat ion when we want 
to examine heavy atom systems (with atomic number Z I  50) which require 
r e l a t i v i s t i c  treatment.
An immediate d i f f i c u l t y  is faced in such a r e l a t i v i s t i c  
framework. This is  because, in a r e l a t i v i s t i c  theory , the descr ip t ion 
of  a spin state of the e lectron in an a rb i t ra ry  frame of reference is 
not possible because the spin vector is  not conserved. Only in the rest 
frame of the e lec t ron ,  the spin of  the e lectron can be d e f i n i t e l y  
spec i f ied .  In an a r b i t r a r y  Lorentz frame, the e lectron system can only 
be represented by means of a "p o la r iza t ion  density m a t r ix " .  For a 
general account of th is  subtle aspect, we may re fe r  the reader to 
Section 29 of Part I of the book on R e la t i v i s t i c  Quantum Theory by 
Beretesk i i  et a l . ( ^ ) .  The motivat ion in RR was to recongnize th is  
feature of spin po la r iza t ion  in a proper r e l a t i v i s t i c  theory. We thus 
consider a free e lectron in i t s  rest frame where the n o n r e la t i v i s t i c  
descr ip t ion  of the spin is  appl icab le .  In tha t  theory the state of 
p a r t ia l  po la r iza t ion  is completely speci f ied by three parameters, the 
components of  the mean spin vecto r,  $  . The same parameters w i l l  def ine 
the po la r iza t ion  s tate a f t e r  a Lorentz boost, fo r  describ ing a moving
e lec t ron .  Thus, i f  an e lectron was po in t ing along a d i rec t ion  given by
A
the un i t  vector,  n, in i t s  rest frame, the fou r -vec to r  representing i t s
spin s ta te is given by s^=(0 , n ) wi th i t s  rest four-momentum
p^=(m,o) where m is  the rest mass of the e lec t ron ,  and o is the nul l
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vector.  These vectors obey the propert ies s^s^=-l  and s^p^=0 in the
rest frame. In an a r b i t r a r y  Lorentz frame, we must preserve these basic
proper t ies .  Under a Lorentz t ransformat ion, p^=(m,o) transforms to
1 „ * -> 
(Ep ,p) where Ep = (p2  + rn2) ^  and = (o,n) to  (S0 ,I>) where S0= ^
*  -  E p ( P - n ) P
+ -1) |^ |2 ’ ( in  un i ts  where fi = c = 1).  From th i s
appropr ia te ly  constructed spin vecto r ,  we may now develop a theory of 
spin polarized e lectron system in a framework s im i la r  to the one yiven 
in the n o n r e la t i v i s t i c  spin polarized theory . To t h i s  end, a Feynman 
propagator formalism proved most appropriate fo r  se t t ing  up such theory 
which incorporates the density matr ix descr ip t ion  mentioned above as 
well as properly  accounts fo r  se t t ing  up the formalism fo r  an 
in te rac t in g  system of spin polarized e lec t rons ,  by d i s t r ib u t in g  the 
electrons appropr ia te ly  according to t h e i r  spin and energy, in an 
elegant and natural way. This theory is  thus a proper r e l a t i v i s t i c  
genera l izat ion of the n o n r e la t i v i s t i c  spin polarized elect ron system and 
i t  reduces co r re c t ly  to the descr ip t ion of the n o n r e la t i v i s t i c  polarized 
spin system examined in the l i t e r a t u r e  before, (see fo r  example, Ramana 
and Rajagopal . The in te rac t ions  among the electrons are then
treated as in standard R e la t i v i s t i c  Quantum Electrodynamics, taking care 
to make sure of f i n i t e  renormalizat ion e f fec ts  as well as respecting 
r e l a t i v i s t i c  c o v a r ia n c e . ^ 5) We give in bare o u t l in e ,  the resu l ts  of 
such a formalism in Section I I .  In t h i s  same Section, we w i l l  give the 
n o n r e la t i v i s t i c  l i m i t  along with leading order r e l a t i v i s t i c  correct ions 
of our resu l ts  and br ing out several novel features of our formalism.
RR has erred in the computation of one part of the exchange energy which 
is now corrected.  Concomitant correct ions are made fo r  the associated
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exchange po ten t ia ls .  This brings the present resu l ts  in conformity with 
those of M a c D o n a l d ' s ^ )  anci thus el iminates one of  his major c r i t i c is m s  
of our formalism. Moreover, un l ike in RR we now present our f in a l  
resu l ts  in simple, ana ly t ic  forms.
In Section 3 we reformulate M a cD o na ld 's^ )  theory in the Feynman 
propagator language. In contrast to  th is  approach, MacDonald 
general ized a d i f f e re n t  aspect of the n o n r e la t i v i s t i c  sp in-po lar ized 
elect ron system, by imagining the presence of  a small constant magnetic 
f i e l d  which provides the spin po la r iza t ion  of  the e lec t rons .  As w i l l  be 
shown here, these two approaches are equivalent in a n o n r e la t i v i s t i c  
framework on ly . The r e l a t i v i s t i c  genera l izat ion of t h i s  model proposed 
by MacDonald consists of imagining a "neutral e lec tron"  in a constant 
external magnetic f i e l d  with an anomalous magnetic moment coupl ing.
This is in anology with the n o n r e la t i v i s t i c  coupl ing of an external 
magnetic f i e l d  with only the spin of the e lec t ron .  This would c lea r ly  
e x h ib i t  spin po la r iza t ion  along the magnetic f i e l d  in the rest frame of 
the e lectron but i t  does not boost to the correct s ta te under Lorentz 
transformat ion because the constant external magnetic f i e l d  coupled to 
the anomalous magnetic moment does not transform properly  under such 
r e l a t i v i s t i c  t ransformat ion.  I f  instead of the constant magnetic f i e l d ,  
had we used the Lorentz inva r ian t  F = 5^AV - properly  g iv ing
r ise  to constant e le c t r i c  and magnetic f i e l d s ,  th is  problem would not 
have ar isen.  This is  our f i r s t  c r i t i c i s m  of th is  model. The second 
technical ob ject ion is tha t  such an in te rac t ion  is  nonrenormalizable 
(see Ref. 42, fo r  example) whereas our framework does not su f fe r  from 
th i s  de fect .  What MacDonald takes advantage of is  the feature that 
there ex is ts  an exact so lu t ion  to th is  problem, even though i t  is qu i te
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complicated as we shall  show in Sectin 3. The exact so lu t ion  shows that  
the states of the e lectron cannot be c la s s i f ie d  in terms of the pos i t ive  
and negative eneryies and the "up" and "down" spin states and in fact 
they are completely mixed up, when compared to the states associated 
wi th the e lectron in the absence of the f i e l d .  These four states are 
then d is t r ib u te d  according to the Fermi s t a t i s t i c s  j u s t  as was done by 
us. Thus the momentum dependence of the energies un l ike the e lectron in 
the absence of the f i e l d  are e x p l i c i t l y  an iso t rop ic ,  makiny the theory 
mathematical ly complex, un l ike our spin polarized theory, as was c le a r ly  
real ized by MacDonald h imse l f .  Also, he needs to evaluate a l l  his 
resu l ts  with a f i n i t e  magnetic f i e l d  in order to sustain a nonzero spin 
p o la r iza t ion  and the ca lcu la t ions  become qu i te  complicated. In 
p a r t i c u la r ,  i t  should be pointed out, that  in tak iny  the zero magnetic 
f i e l d  l i m i t ,  our resu l ts  cannot be recovered in general except in the 
n o n r e la t i v i s t i c  case. MacDonald, in Section 3 of his paper, works with 
zero f i e l d  resu l t  from the s ta r t  and hence wi th the RR formalism, 
assuming tha t  his scheme goes over to  the RR model c o r r e c t l y . In point 
of fa c t ,  i t  should be emphasized tha t  his Section 3 is  ju s t  a 
n o n re la t i v i s t i c  leading order ca lcu la t ion  of the exchanye eneryy given 
by RR. He thereby found an er ro r  in the RR expressions fo r  the 
" transverse"  exchanye energy and c o r re c t ly  pointed out elegant reasons 
in support of his answers. He proposes tha t  the i n t r i n s i c  anisotropy of 
the energies of his e lectron in the presence of a magnetic f i e l d  as 
being essent ia l f o r  a proper theory of r e l a t i v i s t i c  spin po la r iza t ion  
but as pointed here th is  is  a resu l t  due to a r e l a t i v i s t i c a l l y  
noncovariant form fo r  the in te rac t ion  chosen by him. He o f fe rs  th is  
model as a reso lu t ion  of  the "defect"  in the RR theory . In th is  theory,
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the negative energy states were f i l l e d ;  in the MacDonald model t h is  can 
be done also but a lo t  of care must be exercised in the ca lcu la t ions  in 
going over to the zero f i e l d  l i m i t .  Even i f  the f ie ld s  are "small" in 
the sense MacDonald suggests, the d ispos i t ion  of the states are 
i n t r i n s i c a l l y  complicated in re la t ion  to  the zero f i e l d  case as w i l l  
become c lear in our analysis presented in Section 3. A fu r th e r  
technical  point in favour of our model is  tha t  our sextuple exchange 
in teg ra ls  can a l l  be performed and the f in a l  ana ly t ica l  resu l t  contains 
only one l i n e  in tegra l  over a f i n i t e  range whereas MacDonald has f i v e ­
fo ld  in teg ra ls  to do on the computer. I t  may also be pointed out that 
our formalism can be extended to include co r re la t ions  beyond the 
"Hartree-Fock" scheme in a s tra igh t forward  way as is  outl ined in Ramana 
and Rajagopal In Section 4, we present our recalculated answers
with correct  formulas in the form of Tables and f igures and discuss 
t h e i r  s ign i f icance .  In Section 5, a summary of the resu l ts  is  given.
B. GREEN'S FUNCTION AND EXCHANGE ENERGY FOR THE SPIN POLARIZED ELECTRON 
GAS
There are two steps required in se t t ing  up the many-electron 
formalism, one, f ind ing  the one-electron states and t h e i r  appropriate 
energies and, two, the d i s t r ib u t io n  of these according to  the Pauli 
exclusion p r in c ip le ,  by assigning a Fermi d i s t r ib u t io n  to  them. This is 
the basis of almost a l l  many electron ca lcu la t ions  and may be termed an 
e f fe c t i v e  one-electron approach. These two steps — f ind ing  an 
appropriate one-electron basis and d i s t r i b u t i n g  them according to the 
Fermi d i s t r ib u t io n  - -  can both be accomplished by the Green function
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technique or eq u iva len t ly ,  the Feynman propagator method in the 
r e l a t i v i s t i c  theory.  The one-par t ic le  Feynman propagator in the 
momentum space fo r  a noninteract ing system of electrons obeys the 
equati on
(tf - m)SF(p) = 1. (2-2.1)
The required so lu t ion  fo r  the polarized elect ron system is
_ (?s+ + m ) ( l+y 5 3+) f nF- (P> 1 -  nFn- ( f ) i
F ' J  S  lW "  W 1'
( 0 - +m)(l  + y,-$-) 1 - ‘npNp) n,-;(p)
S  (<V V  ^  + Po + ^  + ^  ' l2' 2' 2>+n r r r
Here ry»-o+, p4 = (+Ep ,ft) ,  Sjj = (+S0 ,£) ,  0 = p y *1 e tc .  and 
" Fn (p) = 6 (kp* - | p | ) ,  r f ^  (p) = e(Fp^- |? |)  are the zero temperature 
Fermi d i s t r ib u t io n  functions with kp*, the Fermi momentum fo r  spin n and 
the bar denotes the negative energy counterpart .  In t h i s  case, ±Ep are 
the po s i t ive  and negative energies (Ep = ( | p | ^  + of the e lectrons,
A A A A
the same fo r  both +n and -n spins. I t  is  assumed here tha t  the +n and -n
spin states are occupied by d i f f e re n t  numbers of e lectrons thereby 
causing a spin moment imbalance in the many-electron system. The 
pre fac to r  [(0+m) ( l+ y t^ )  ] /4Ep in Eq.(2-2.2) is  proport ional  to the 
p ro jec t ion  of the Sign of  the energy and spin S^. This pro ject ion  
operator may be succ inc t ly  represented in terms of the complete set of 
sixteen standard 4x4 Dirac matrices d isp lay ing the sca la r ,  pseudoscalar, 
vector ,  pseudovector, and second rank tensor c h a ra c te r is t i c s :
( l /4 E p)[m + 0 + ny^# - £ • (SQ^  - pQ$) + i y  y*(p x !>)]. (2-2.3)
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We do not have the pseudoscalar term y^s^pP, in view of the d e f in i t i o n  
of the S-vector,  because S pP=0 in a i l  frames of reference by 
construc t ion .  When kp^=0 we recover the zero density r e s u l t ,  namely the 
f a m i l i a r  Feynman propagator. From (2 -2 .3 ) ,  i t  is  easy to obtain the 
number of  p a r t i c le s  wi th momentum p,n*  and the momentum dependent 
magnetizat ion vector ,  $>, by evaluat ing the appropriate traces which 
pick o f f  the corresponding terms in equ. (2 -2 .3 ) ,  thus:
dPn , dp p nFn ( ^  1 "
np= J T iT  Tr( V f (p)) = 5 f T iT  (p- -“ Y  _■ Tn ”  P'_+T"-Tfi ) ]+n P o p o p
= S CnF*(p) + (1 - n'Fn(p))3 (2-2.4)
±n
and
a  r dpo T„ ,  *  n, „  f dpo , 3+n F n (? ) >
V  PB I  7nT T r ( V  s P p)> _ PB I T  ? J (p -""E •  ' in  '  p V " E „ '- T r ,
■p ''O  P 1 ^ 0  P
= pB z  [ ^ +np^(p) -  5_ ( 1  -  nF* ( ? ) ) ] .  (2-2.5)
P +n
I f  the posit ron states are assumed f i l l e d ,  then np^(p) = 0 and we 
obta in ,  upon renormal izat ion of the density independent term a r is ing  
from the second terms in both Eqs. (2-2.4) and (2 -2 .5 ) ,
"5 = " F t (p) + nFF(p) ( 2 - 2 . 4a)
= PB(m/Ep)^+(nF t (p) " nF+(p)) ( 2 - 2 .4b)
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A E / * v
wi th §+= n + ( -p  - 1) p -p — • Here pg is the usual Bohr magneton.
I Pi
From th i s  the to ta l  number of electrons and the to ta l  magnetic moment of 
the system can be evaluated as in Ramana and R a j a g o p a l (36 )# I t  is  worth 
po in t ing  out tha t  in the n o n - r e l a t i v i s t i c  l i m i t ,  since $ = n, the
A
magnetization points along the i n i t i a l  po la r iza t io n  d i rec t ion  n and in 
the u l t r a  r e l a t i v i s t i c  l i m i t ,  along p as i t  should be. This is in 
conformity wi th the facts tha t  in the n o n r e la t i v i s t i c  theory we can 
specify the d i re c t io n  of po la r iza t io n  and in the u l t r a - r e l a t i v i s t i c  
regime, spin is  not a good quantum number but h e l i c i t y  i s ,  which is  the 
pro jec t ion  of spin along the k in e t ic  momentum. The to ta l  magnetization
is an in tegra l  over su i tab le  momenta in Eq.(2-2.5a) which depends only
A
on n however.
Another comment worth making at th i s  stage is  tha t  we could begin 
wi th the rest frame and obtain the f in a l  resu l t  Eq. (2-2.2) by a Lorentz 
boost wi th a ve lo c i ty  -p/E .
Thus the parameters entering the theory are the Fermi momenta fo r  
the “ up" and “ down" spin states which are such tha t  we have the given 
to ta l  number of e lectrons per un i t  volume and the given amount of 
p a r t ia l  p o la r iz a t io n .  In anology wi th the n o n r e la t i v i s t i c  formulat ion, 
we introduce a parameter, £(0<C<1 such tha t  the Fermi momenta fo r  the up 
and down spins, Kp^, kp+ are given by
kp^ = kpX^ = k p (1 + C) kp^ -  kpX^ -  k p ( l  C) ( 2 - 2 . 6 )
so tha t  the to ta l  number of electrons and magnetization per un i t  volume 
is qu i te  simply given by
n = k2 /3n 2  (2-2.7)
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and
ft = (MBn/2 p3 ) M [ |  p3 x3  + px+( l  + p2 x2) 1/2- s inh_1 (pxf ) ]  -  [ x f - x +] }
(2- 2 .8 )
kFwhere p=^- is  the r e l a t i v i s t i c  parameter fo r  our many-electron 
problem. The parameter C is used to minimize the ground state energy of 
the system fo r  a given e lectron dens i ty ,  n. Thus the mutual 
in te rac t ions  among the e lec trons,  when taken in to  account in a 
ca lcu la t ion  of  the ground state energy of the system, may support 
magnetic states of  the many electron system ju s t  as in the 
n o n r e la t i v i s t i c  theory of i t i n e ra n t  e lectron magnetism. More 
r e a l i s t i c a l l y ,  instead, we expect that th is  formulat ion w i l l  be the 
basis fo r  a sp in -dens i ty - func t iona l  theory which takes in to  account 
properly  the e f fec ts  of nuclei e tc. in a se l f - cons is te n t  way.
To deal with in te ra c t io n ,  we merely proceed as usual in a 
perturbat ion scheme, employing the Feynman propagator (2-2.2) 
constructed above. The simplest f i r s t  term in th is  series is the 
exchange energy of the system, to leading order in the e lectron 
in te ra c t io n s .  This may be w r i t ten  in the form
Ex (n,c) = E^c ) (n,C) + E^r (n,C) (2-2.9)
where
(2ic)4 | f  -  f | 2
T r ( r 0 Sp(p)y0Sp( p ' ) )
(2 -2 .10a)
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r\
( t r ) 9  d4u , d^D1 ^ i  i ~ ^-j^-j/ 1 I   ^ i < j <
E^t r ) (n,C)=27te2/  /  - * -P   ^ ------- 1 V  7 7  T r (y 1 SF(p)YJSF(p ‘ ))
X ( 2 * ) 4  ( 2 tc) ( 2 u) [ (p  - p ' ) - 1 q| ]  h h
0  0  ( 2 - 2 . 1 0 b)
Here q = |? - ? ' | .  ( 2 - 2 .10a) arises from the d i re c t  Coulomb in te rac t ion
between electrons and ( 2 - 2 . 1 0 b) from the transverse photon-electron 
exchange processes. We have used the Coulomb gauge fo r  descr ib ing the 
electromagnetic in te rac t io n  with the e lec trons.  Using (2-2.2) and 
evaluating the traces we obtain the expressions:
p  /  A  *  s  n r f ( p , n ^ p , ) -
x ’ (2it ) 3  (2n: ) 3  ±n ±n 4EpEp, | p - p 1 | 2
x [ (EpEp,+ m2  + ^ ' ) ( l  + SQS; + $.$) - EpEp l S0 S;
- EpS^'(p.$) - Ep,S0 (p .$ ' )  - (p*§ , ) ( p ‘ •§ ) ]  (2-2.11)
and
E‘ ^ > (n .c> -  -  ^  /  - V ,  S
(2u) (2tc) +n +n EpEp, [ (E p -  Ep) 2- |j$-?' | 2
x [E  E , -  n,2 -  l B » | :  -.a)- + s . j .  ( f . f  .  lp-qHp'-.q)
p p  I5l2 |3|
+ S S^(m2+ (.P.A ).(.|b .3 .).) + H a H f r j j )  (E E . -  m2-  ? . f )
0  0  | 5 | 2  !q| P P
_ (S-gXq-g1) - s. _ (?'-q)(q-p) - s + (?•?')(P-q)(S' -q) 
|q| 2 P 0 |q| 2 P' 0 13 12
+ - (S-p1) (g1 -p) ] . (2-2.12)
|q|
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Eq. (2-2.12) is  the correct form fo r  Ex t^ r  ^ and th i s  should replace 
previous wrong expression in RR paper. I t  arose from an erroneous 
evaluation of the trace over one term invo lv ing  s ix  y-matr ices. The 6 - 
tup le  in teg ra ls  in ( 2 - 2 . 1 2 ) can a l l  be reduced to two l in e  in teg ra ls  
over f i n i t e  in te r v a ls ,  by using the id e n t i t y :
do do ,
/  t h t  I  - & r  ( n^ - P l ( n2*P* ) f (P * P ‘
= (— 5 -—) / ! }  c lp [ ( l - 6 p } p l ) p p V V 6 p jp . ] f ( P , P , »p) (2-2.13)
where p is  the cosine of the angle between p and p1 and the subsequent 
in teg ra ls  over p can a l l  be performed since the scalar function 
f ( p , p ‘ , p) is  known. To i l l u s t r a t e  our scheme, we shal l  e xh ib i t  our 
ca lcu la t ion  in the n o n r e la t i v i s t i c  l i m i t .  Here much s im p l i f i c a t io n  
occurs because Ep=m+p^/2m e tc .  and we f ind  a f te r  appropr ia te ly  scal ing 
momenta by the Fermi momentum kp* e tc ,  and in t roducing dimensionless 
var iables as before (RR), we obtain with p=kp/m as our r e l a t i v i s t i c  
parameter,
Ei C)(NR)” - “ J  A  ( - TO P2 xn*n'
{ 2 n )  n,n*
+ / * "  x dx J*n 'x '  dx 1 In (2-214)
Note that only p a ra l le l  spins con tr ibu te  to  E (c ) .  Thus, f i n a l l y
E^C)(NR) = - [e^kp /(2 t i ) 3 ] [ ( 1+C)4/3+ (1-C)4/3- | p 2 (l+C2) ] .  (2-2.15)
This same expression was obtained e a r l i e r  in RR. Here we used the
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re su l t
f j j  x dx x 1 dx' In | - ~ i - |  =  j  • (2-2.16)
A s im i la r  ca lcu la t ion  leads us to the resu l t  tha t  Ex t^ r  ^ is  of
9
order p to leading order and is 
2 4
\ e k r o  X  „  X  | „  -  A A
E( ‘ r ) ( NR) = _ i j P2 z / Q" x2dx J0 " x ' 2dx'
(2,t) n , ^ '
a  ^ . i  J  i 2 h  2 i
+ (1+n-n*) /  t dp -  . (2-2.17)
_i (x +x1 - 2 x x 1 |i)
In t h is  case, the a n t ip a ra l le  spins do con tr ibu te  to  one term of (2- 
2.17) and only pa ra l le l  spins con tr ibu te  to  the o ther ,  a feature noted 
by MacDonald. Also notice the overa l l  sign is the opposite to  tha t  of 
Ex ( c ) .
E x t r ) ( W i )  ”  <■- I T  ? 2 +  4 < 1 + c 2 > l l  x 3 d x  >0 x ' d x ' l n
1 0 e2 kpp2  7 ?
= ---------  ^ (l -h' C*) (2-2.18)
9( 2 n )  ib
where we used the resu l t
/J  x3dx J j  x 1 dx' ln \ g £ r \  = . (2-2.19)
This r e s u l t ,  Eq. (2 -2 .18) ,  agree with tha t  obtained by MacDonald (4U).
The expressions above in terms of Sp are qu i te  general and we shal l  
use them to examine the model suggested by MacDonald in th is  framework.
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I t  is  worth po in t ing out here tha t  the expressions fo r  Ex^c  ^ and 
Ex t^ r  ^ can now be w r i t te n  in terms of two l in e  in te g ra ls :
(C)_ e2kF „  fx n x2dx fxn ' x ' 2 dx' r f l + n ' .^ 's  , 2X (tx+Ex ' > 2  ,
x ‘ '  „*!„*■ “  0 2
lp4 (n»n ) f / v2 +vi 2 \ (x - x ) i ")] t o . . o
'(F '"+ l) (T  7 + IT  ^  '  2x>r 2 '  * 12 2,2Uj
X  X
and 2 4  2
r ( t r )  e kF ^ rxn 'x 2dx fxn ' x , 2 dx' r r l + n . n ' ^ ^  1 , ^ (Ex+Ex ,) , ^
Ex - 7 7 T J  A  A> - T 7 Jo - T T - + ^  4  — 4 )( 2 ^  —  ,
.  (n.n') r <Ex-Ex ' ) 2
5-----  L- 8p - (£x+ l ) ( e x ,+ l)  (Ex+ l ) (E x ,+ l )
? 1 ( Ex+Ex ‘ ) 2
x (P + x ^ Ll + - T x T - L2 ) ] t  (2- 2' 21)
where 
Ex= ( l+p 2 x2 ) 1 / 2
1 -E E i+p2 xx 1I I I  XX
4 "  -*-n I 2  Tl - ExEx . - p 4 x '
and
l 2= l n ! ^ l  • ( 2 - 2 . 2 2 )
These in te g ra ls  may be performed a n a ly t i c a l l y  and the f in a l  resu l ts  can 
be expressed in closed form with only one l in e  in tegra l  remaining to be 
performed, which we do on a computer. We present here th is  resu l t  fo r  
^ ( T o t a l )  _ £x (c ) + Ex ^t r 4  which contains only the :
2  4
r (Tota l)  e kF „  rxn x2dx fxn ' x , 2 dx' r q2M j :  : , x ( l+ n *n ' )  ,
Ex - - 7 7 7 S  A  Ju - F -  I t )  “ r r  [ -  p u+n ,n  > ■ T T  El( 2 n )  n>n, x x
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;  p 2p2(E E ,-1)
+ n - )  cap2 -
< V  Ex ' )2
(Ex+ l ) (E x ,+ l )xx
7 L1) ] .  (2-2.23)
Let pxf = sinh 0  , Ex+ = cosh 0 +, and 0 + = ln (p x f + Ex + ) ,  with the 
corresponding + functions s im i l a r l y  defined. Then, we obtain
e2 k4
ExTotd l)= ^  (sinh 0 t cosh V  sinh 0t  cosh 0t  + V  V
8 n p
x ( 0 +- + sinh 0 +- si nh Qf )
1 2 + sinh 0 + cosh 0 +- 0  ^ + sinh 0 ^ cosh 0 ^ - 0 +)
- 4 (sinh 0 A cosh 0  -  sinh 0 , cosh 0 . ) ( 0 - 0 .) + 4 ( 0 , -  0 , ) 2
O T T T t  T T 0  T t
1 7+ - i fs inh 0  - sinh 0 .) + 2 (sinh 0 t sinh 0  + 0 . 0 .
C  T  ▼ t  r  T  t
- 0 , sinh 0 . cosh 0 , -  0 . sinh 0 ,cosh 0 .)
*  T  T  t  Y r
+ 4(s inh  0  -  sinh 0 . ) ( 0  -  0 .)
O  T T  T  T
s i n h [ i ( 0  -  0  ) ]
^-(cosh 0 , -  cosh 0 .) ln I ,---------------- 1
s in h [ | ( e t + e+) ]
-  i  e2(cosh © + l ) 2- ^©2 (cosh 0 ^+ l ) 2
where
- -j(cosh 0 ++ l ) 2 1 ( 0 ^; 0 +) - -j(cosh 0 ^+ l ) 2 ! ^ ^ )
(2-2.24)
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sinh[-|-(©n , -  0 ' ) ]
( 2 - 2 . 2b)
sinhC|(0n ,+ © ' ) J
I t  may be shown tha t
I ( 0 n ; 0 n.) + I ( 0 n, ; 0 n) = -  0 n0 n . fo r  a l l  n,n (2-2.26)
so tha t  eq. (2-2.24) contains only one remaining one-dimensional 
in te g ra l .  Numerical evaluat ion of eq. (2-2.24) is  very simple. 
Expressions (2-2.20) and (2-2.21) are phys ica l ly  transparent as they 
separate the "p a ra l le l  spin" con tr ibu t ions  and the higher order 
in p terms in a c lear fash ion. There w i l l  be more about t h is  in Sec. 4.
C. MACDONALD’ S FORMULATION
The Feynman propagator in momentum space fo r  the MacDonald problem 
obeys the equation
where B'=xPgBz represents the strength of the external constant magnetic 
f i e l d  coupled to the anomalous magnetic moment, xPg> of the "neutral 
e lec tron"  via the in te rac t io n  F a^v which is  here specia l ized to  the
above form where only a constant magnetic f i e l d  along the spat ia l  z-axis 
is  assumed to  e x i s t .  The so lu t ion  of t h i s  matr ix equation is  best 
obtained by matr ix invers ion using the p a r t i t i o n in g  technique when the 
standard Dirac representat ion fo r  0 and Eg are employed. A f te r  some 
algebra, the Feynman propagator when the states are properly  d is t r ib u te d
(0-m-B'Z3 )S^M)(p )= l (2-3.1)
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accordiny to  the Pauli exclusion p r in c ip le  and expressiny the resu l t  in 
terms of the complete set of sixteen 4x4 Dirac matrices as in Section 2, 
we obtain
S(M)/ ) _ .  nF1(p)  ^ l -» p ,(p )
F (p) '  1.1.2 p0-  J
( - l ) 1+¥ 1 ) ( p , - ^ > )  ' l -n Fj (p)  ^ nF i (5) (
1*1,2 ( * le ) )Z ]^P0 + * lB ,_ 1” P 0 + *'b ,+ ’ I
(2-3.2)
where
«(^ ( p )  = +[Ep + B’ 2  + 2B'(E2  -  p2 ) 1 / 2 ] 1 / 2  ( 2 -3 .3a)
%{ V { p )  =  + [E2  + B1 2  -  2B‘ (E2  - p2 ) 1 / 2 ] 1 / 2  (2 -3 .3b)D V Y L
and
C(p,p0) = m(p2- E2+ B‘ 2) + (p2- E2  -  B, 2 )poy°
- (p2- E2+ B,2 ) ( ^ ^ ) -  (p2- E2- b , 2 )pzy3 
+ B‘ (p2+ E2- B, 2 )Zz- 2B‘ pzp.E+2mpzB, YbY°
+ 2iP0 Y0 Y*(px^1) - 2mp0 B'Y5 Y3 * (2-3.4)
Here Ep2  = p^+ m^  as in Sec.2. and p ^  (Px,Py,o) and ^ '  = ( 0 , 0 , 3 ' ) .
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Unlike in the problem discussed before, we have here two d i s t i n c t  energy 
leve ls  associated with the two pos i t ive  energy e lectron states given by
spin assignment to  these two states are however not as simple as in our
proport ional  to  a p ro jec t ion  operator and when compared with the 
responding p ro jec t ion  operator (2-2.3) the d i f fe rence between the two 
becomes c lea r ;  we cannot assign a sp in -po la r iza t io n  four vector S
general s t ruc tu re  of  C in Eq. (2-3.4) is  s im i la r  to  tha t  of Eq. (2-2.3) 
however, and t h i s  shows tha t  there is  an i n t r i n s i c  anisotropy in 
momentum space a r is ing  from r e l a t i v i s t i c  considerat ion and the energy 
leve ls  also e x h ib i t  th is  an isotropy. (See Eq. (2 -3 .3a ,b ) ) .  
Correspondingly the Fermi d i s t r i b u t i o n  functions associated wi th states 
" i "  are also nonspher ica l . In the rest frame, the spin points along the 
magnetic f i e l d  and we f ind  tha t  we cannot reach the s tate of a p a r t i c le  
with a r b i t r a r y  four momentum by an appropriate Lorentz transformat ion of 
the s tate of the p a r t i c le  in  the rest frame because the term B'sz is  not 
Lorentz in v a r ia n t .  By f i x i n g  the magnetic f i e l d ,  we have chosen a 
special frame of reference and the covariance of the formalism is lo s t .
over to  a somewhat simpler s t ruc ture  but which re ta ins  the anisotropy:
and eg ^ , both which go to  the correct s ta te Ep when B‘ =0. The
case. In fa c t ,  the quan t i ty  C(p,p0) given in Eq. (2-3.4) is
associated with the po s i t ive  energy s ta te E g ^ ) ,  fo r  example. The
From (2 -3 .3a,b) we observe tha t  £ g ^ -  eg ^  = 4B'(Ep- P^) ^  and the 
c o e f f i c ie n ts  C ^ ) ( ? > e g ^ )  and C ^ ( $ » £ g ^ )  in the zero f i e l d  l i m i t  go
mpz 5 0X 
2  n2 * l / 2 Y Y
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1
so tha t  S p ^  in the l i m i t  B'-k > s t i l l  re ta ins  aspects of anisotropy when
B'*o .  Compare these with Eq. (2 .3 ) .  MacDonald suyyests tha t  t h is  
feature is  important fo r  the development of the sp in -po la r ized scheme. 
This appears to be a r t i f i c i a l  in view of the Lorentz non-covariance of 
the scheme and unnecessary complicat ion of the theory.  To see th is  in 
another way, as in Section 2, we compute the momentum dependent number 
d i s t r i b u t i o n  function and the magnetizat ion (here only the z-component 
is nonzero):
n
= nF1 (p) + nR2 (p) + ( l - n F1 ( p ) ) + ( l - n F2 (p)) (3 -3 . 6 a)
and
MpM^Z= TtBm( Ep - p | ) ~ 1 / 2 t nF i  ( P ) “ nF2 1_nF l  "  n p^ > ( P ) ) ]  •
(3 -3 . 6 b)
I f  the negative energystates are occupied as in our formalism, droppiny 
the density- independent constant terms as before, we observe tha t  np(M) 
is  s im i la r  in s t ruc tu re  to  tha t  found in our theory.  But the
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magnetizat ion f )z remains po in t iny  in the z -d i re c t io n  always, whether 
the p a r t i c le  is  at rest or moving un l ike in our theory . This feature is  
qu i te  in contrast wi th our p ic tu re .  Here again, the Lorentz non- 
covariance s t ruc tu re  becomes transparent.  In the n o n r e la t i v i s t i c  case, 
t h i s  reduces to the known expressions as in our model. The d i f fe rences 
are most g la r ing  in the r e l a t i v i s t i c  s i tu a t io n s .
La s t ly ,  the Fermi functions np^(p) and npg(p) are an iso trop ic  as 
long as the magnetic f i e l d  is  kept f i n i t e .  The two Fermi leve ls  are 
a r b i t r a r i l y  assigned "spin" s t ruc tu re  in order to in te rp re t  the 
complicated answers, fo r  which there is  no the o re t ica l  basis. In 
con tras t ,  our formalism does not su f fe r  from th is  formal drawback. I f  
a f t e r  assigning d i f f e r e n t  Fermi surfaces fo r  states 1 and 2, we keep 
th is  status even when the f i e l d  is  switched o f f  so as to go over to the 
RR model as seems to be the model suggested by MacDonald in comparing 
his resu l ts  wi th those of RR, i t  appears tha t  caution should be 
exercised in such an in te rp r e ta t io n .  The two models are qui te  d i f f e re n t  
mathematical ly and phys ica l ly  as w e l l ,  and, only in the n o n r e la t i v i s t i c  
l i m i t  the two models lead to the same re su l ts .  In the next sect ion,  we 
give the resu l ts  of our new and correct ca lcu la t ions  of  Ex ^ o td^ ,  
Vx (T o ta l ) s w (T o ta l ) as we-|-| the Chanyes a r is in y  therefrom.
D. RESULTS OF NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS
The expression fo r  to ta l  exchanye energy given by Eq. (2-2.24) was 
evaluated fo r  a set of p values from 0.01 to  3.6 and £ values from 0 to 
1. The p-values of  order 1 are rea l ized by the e lectron dens i t ies  at 
the nucleus of the Indium atom, and we consider the values of p up to 
about 3 to be of importance in real systems. In Table I we yive the
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values of £ (Tota l)  scai ecj by -^e to ta l  number of electrons per un i t
volume and the r e l a t i v i s t i c  Fermi energy Ep= m ( /-L+ ^ 2_^) fo r  the range 
of (0,C) values quoted above. In the C=0 case, i t  was known that  
p (T o ta l ) changes sign fo r  p=2.633; in our case, there is  whole range of 
(p,C) values along which Ex (^o t a *) vanishes. In fac t  pc=2.533 fo r  C=U 
and moves up slowly at f i r s t  and sharply as £->-1 at pc=3.459. See Table 
2.2 fo r  these values and Figure 2.1 exh ib i ts  the demarkation l ine  
p i c t o r i a l l y .  The o r ig in  of the cance l la t ion  of the Coulomb and the 
transverse photon con t r ibu t ion  to exchange has been noted before by 
Ramana and Rajagopal (36) but the present resu l t  is the corrected 
version of the same.
For the app l ica t ion  of  th i s  to the r e l a t i v i s t i c  sp in -dens i ty -
aE (Tota l)
)(
functional  scheme, we require the p a r t ia l  d e r iva t ive s ,  -------------  and
dE (Tota l)  5n
—, which are denoted by v ( ^ o t a ^  and W (T o ta l ) .  f i  pstSM
observe that
„ r (  Tota l)  „  . - (Tota l)5E' 50. dE' 50.y(Tota l )_____ x________f _____ x_________T (2-4 11
x 60+ 5n 50^ sn
-p (To ta l )  - A .p (To ta l )  ,,n
u ( T o t a l ) _  X__________f _______x___________ T ( 2 - 4  21
X 50a 5M 50, 5M • U  * '
T T
from the d e f in i t i o n s  of On , Eqs. (2-2.7) and (2 -2 .8 ) ,  we have
50. , Ti2 (cosh 0 , +2)
t  j  T  _ _______________________________________________________r  9_T ________
an m^  s inh2©^  (cosh 0 Acosh 0 .+ cosh 0  + cosh 0 ,)
T  j f  T  r  T Y
.  ___________________ 1 3 " 2  cosh 9^ . t _______________________
m2 sinh 2  0 , ,(cosh 0 ,cosh 0 ,+ cosh 0  + cosh 0 ,)
T  * T T  Y  T t
(2 -4 .3a,b)
(2 -4 .4a,b)
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and from (2-3.24) we have 
aE! T° t a 1 )  m V  ? 7[-rSinh e . (s inh  0  -  sinh 0 .- 30.- 30.)j  Lj  t  r  t  t  r50+ 871“
p
+ sinh 0 ^(s inh e^cosh 0 +- 0 ^+ sinh 0 ^ cosh 0 +- 0 +)
1
+ -^(cosh 0  - l ) ( s i n h  0 ,cosh 0 - sinh 0 . cosh 0 .6  t  r  r  t  t
- 2 0 ,+ 2 0  - sinh 0  + sinh 0 ,) + i ( cosh  0 .- cosh 0 ,)i t  t  i  O t  t
x (------------ 1---------... J .--------------1--------- 4sinh 0  ) ^ sinh 0 , + '
x In
(cosh 0 ^ - 1 ) (cosh 0 ++ cosh 0 X+ 2 )
t
s in h [ ^ ( 0 +- 0 ^ ) 3
s i n h [ i ( 0 f + 0 +)]
- | (cosh  ef + 1 )sinh 0 +I ( 0 f ; 0 ^) + j ( 0 f -  0^)
- -j(cosh 0  + l ) 2 ( 0 f -  0  ) - - j  0 ^ sinh 0 f (cosh 0 ^+ 1 ) ]
(2-4.5)
aE(T o ta i ) / 5 0  { 0  -  0  in (2-4.5) above}.
X T T Y
These expressions are simple to evaluate on a computer and the resu l ts  
are given in Table 2.3 and 2.4, where vx ^ ota^  and Wx ^ ota^  are given 
in Rydbergs fo r  the same (p,C) values tha t  were chosen to  evaluate 
r (Total )^ w (Tota l)  Chanyes s-jgn f or some value of (p,C) whereas
X  X
w (T o ta l ) rema-jns negative fo r  a l l  (p,C) as before. The range of (p,C) 
values fo r  which vx ^ o ta^  changes sign is  d i f f e re n t  from tha t  fo r  which 
£ (Tota l )  chanyes s-jgn and th is  is  shown p i c t o r i a l l y  in Fig. 2.1. For
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C=0, pc=1.946, , Vx (T o ta l ) = 0 as f i r s t  pointed out by one of us 
(Rajagopai) whereas, p =1.448, fo r  C=l. Several features of Vx , Wx 
may now be pointed out in view of the present correct ca lcu la t io n .  
Figures 2.2 and 2.3 d isp lay the behaviour of these po ten t ia ls  in the 
(p,G) space.
( i )  For p>0.25, the r e l a t i v i s t i c  e f fec ts  beyin to  show and they are 
qu i te  d ras t ic  as p increases beyond u n i t y .  This is  d i r e c t l y  
checked by comparing our numerical answers wi th t h e i r  non- 
r e l a t i v i s t i c  counterparts. As has been pointed out before, we 
consider p values between 0 and 3 to  be phys ica l ly  s ig n i f i c a n t  
fo r  atoms with Z>50.
( i i )  Wx=0 fo r  c=0 as must be the case. However, as c+1, VX=WX fo r  
p<0.25 ( n o n - r e la t i v i s t i c  l i m i t )  whereas VX^WX fo r  p>0.25. 
Observe tha t  Vx changes siyn from negative to  po s i t ive  values 
fo r  p>1.448 fo r  £-*1 whereas Wx remains negative fo r  a l l  values 
of p ,c .  The value c=l must be considered as a l i m i t  po int in 
th is  case because at c= l ,  the magnetizat ion is  not an 
independent va r ia b le .
( i i i )  The dependences of  Vx and Wx on (p,C) are qu i te  in te re s t in g  as
displayed in Fig. 2.2 and 2.3.
( i v )  M a c D o n a ld ^ ’ ^ )  seems to imply tha t  only the small p values
s u f f ic e  fo r  p rac t ica l  purposes. As is c lear from our tab les
and f igu res ,  fo r  p in (0.25, 3.0) which we consider to be of
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physical i n t e r e s t ,  the var ia t ions  are qu i te  remarkable and are
2not represented by terms of order p on ly .
(v) The C-dependences of v ^ ^ o t a l )  and Wx ^Tota l ) ^or f-jxeCj values
of p>0.25 are qu i te  marked in our exact eva luat ion ,  even more
2
than those found by leading order p - ca lcu la t ion  as implied by 
MacDonald.
E. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In t h i s  paper, we report some new resu l ts  concerning the 
r e l a t i v i s t i c  sp in-po la r ized energy and po te n t ia ls ,  useful in a spin- 
dens i ty - func t iona l  theory.  We compare our resu l ts  wi th the recent work 
of MacDonald (40,71) who pointed out an e r ro r  in RR and presented an 
a l te rna te  theory.  In summary, we present here his object ions and our 
answers to  each of these. MacDonald makes three object ions to  the RR 
scheme:
(1) The energy funct ional  E[n,m] requires external po ten t ia l  of the form
/  d r (n ( r )V e x t ( r )  -  f t ( r ) 4 ( r ) )
and hence can only be set up by using at leas t  a constant magnetic 
f i e l d .  The RR formalism does not use th is  theorem and hence is  not 
exact in the uniform gas l i m i t  w i th in  a local density  approximation, 
according to  MacDonald. The RR-theory is  based on a theorem due to 
Rajagopal and Callaway (25) which states tha t  the energy functional
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E[j ]  requires an external po ten t ia l  of  the form P
/  dr
I t  was shown by Rajayopal and Callaway (25) that  by usiny a Gordon
decomposition of the four cu r ren t ,  j  , one may express E[j  ]
P P
equ iva len t ly  as a funct ional  of  dens i ty ,  spin dens i ty ,  p a r t i c le  and spin 
cur ren ts .  In a homogeneons spin polarized e lectron yas, the currents 
are zero and the p a r t i c le  and spin dens i t ies  can be f i n i t e .  Thus, th is  
ob ject ion of MacDonald is not v a l id .  MacDonald defines the lo c a l -  
density  approximation to be tha t  derived from an exact or approximate 
ca lcu la t ion  of the energy funct iona l  of the homogeneous system fo r  which 
the external po ten t ia ls  are posi t ion- independent. He then states tha t  
the RR re su l t  (appropr ia te ly  corrected here) does not have the property 
of makiny the loca l -den s i ty  approximation (LDA), as defined by him, 
exact in the l i m i t  of a homogeneous system with Ve x t ( r )  and 
constants. However, the ca lcu la t ions  of the ground-state energy of the 
n o n - r e l a t i v i s t i c  homogeneous in te rac t in g  e lectron gas that  are used in 
the loca l -de n s i ty  schemes are always based on Ve x t , &ext equal to  zero 
(see, fo r  example, Ref. 1 ) ,  but fo r  which one may a t t r i b u t e  the densi ty 
and magnetisat ion pa ram etr ica l ly ,  which are posi t ion- independent.
Indeed in tha t  case, the ground state of such a maynetic e lectron gas is 
known to remain paramagnetic except at low dens i t ies  ( e .g . ,  r s<5.42 in 
the Hartree-Fock approximation and fo r  r s < 14 in the r ing approximation 
as was discussed fo r  example by Rajagopal et a l . ^ 4 ) # j h e above 
question of the existence of a spin-only  space-independent magnetic 
f i e l d  support ing a desired magnetisation fo r  a given e lectron density in
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the homogeneous system with  constant magnetic f i e l d ,  which puts i t  in 
i t s  ground sta te seems to be unnecessary in order to define the LDA. I t  
appears to be re a l l y  an extraneous constra in t  fo r  de f in ing  the loca l -  
densi ty approximation. To support th i s  view we may give the fo l low ing 
scheme fo r  the LDA based on the Levy-Lieb construct ion of the universal 
exchange-correlat ion energy fu n c t io n a l .  We o u t l ine  th is  here fo r  the 
r e l a t i v i s t i c  case and the n o n - r e l a t i v i s t i c  construct ion fo l lows in the 
same fashion. This procedure takes the densi ty funct ional  formalism out 
of the e x t e r n a l - f i e ld  representabi1i t y  questions of MacDonald. In fac t  
L e v y a n d  L i e b ( ^ )  designed t h e i r  construct ion to s ide-s tep the V 
re p re s e n ta b i l i t y  of the o r ig in a l  Hohenberg-Kohn theory and made i t  
fo rmal ly  much more general and elegant. In th is  case, the Levy-Lieb 
construct ion proceeds as fo l lows :  make a constrained search of the 
infimum of the expectat ion value of T + W, the sum of the r e l a t i v i s t  
k in e t i c  energy and the in te ra c t io n  energy, over a l l  N-representable 
states with the negative-energy states f i l l e d ,  which have the f ixed ,  
given fou r -cu r ren t  and magnetisat ion d ens i t ies .  This is  a universal 
funct ional  of j  and M:
FLLCj »M] = i n f  <cj,c |T + W|4 C> (2 -b . l )
^ k c )+P
where U r >*p implies the cons t ra in ts ,  <4>r | j  . l ^  = J ( r ) and <(l v l ^ | 4 v >= 
which are respect ive ly  the fou r -cu rren t  and magnetisat ion 
d ens i t ies .  Then in the presence of the external fo u r -p o te n t ia l  and 
magnetic f i e l d s ,  the ground-state energy Eq[ j ,ft] would be la rger  than
FLL£J n>^  '  e /  du ^ Ae x t ^  di* '  ^  ^ ^ e x t ^  (2-5.2)
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The Hohenberg-Kohn funct ional  FHK[ j ^ ,M ]  appropriate fo r  the
(Agxt» Bgxt )- representable f i e ld s  would then be the same as F|_L in that
case, and the ground-state energy funct iona l  would equal the Levy-Lieb
expression above, equation (2 -5 .2 ) .  One then goes on to  set up the
va r ia t ion a l  p r in c ip le  by varying j  and M as before to deduce EulerP
equations and derive the D i ra c - l i k e  equation, i f  desired. Remembering 
now tha t  the procedure of  construct ion of  F|_^  does not depend on having 
external f i e l d s ,  we may then define the loca l -den s i ty  approximation as
the one tha t  we have constructed in th is  paper. This d e f i n i t i o n  of the
local density would apply equal ly fo r  the n o n - r e la t i v iS t i c  spin density 
functional  theory.  The use of the magnetic homogeneous e lectron gas 
resu l ts  in the loca l -sp in -den s i ty  approximation LSDA then takes th i s  new 
in te rp re ta t io n  and the MacDonald requirement becomes moot. What is 
important is  tha t  the subsequent se l f - cons is ten t  ca lcu la t ion  fo r  the 
inhomogeneous system with LSDA as a s ta r t in g  input approximation must 
e xh ib i t  the correct  ground-state propert ies of the associate physical 
problem, without the app l ica t ion  of an external magnetic f i e l d .  (As an
example, we c i t e  the ca lcu la t ion  of the magnetic propert ies  of
ferromagnetic n i c k e l . )  With th is  construct ion and the in te rp re ta t io n  of 
the LDA, we have given a consistent  p ic tu re  of both the n o n - r e la t i v i s t i c  
and the r e l a t i v i s t i c  s e l f - co ns is te n t  schemes fo r  the inhomogeneous 
electron systems.
(2) MacDonald chooses to  set up the funct ional  E[n,M] using a constant 
magnetic f i e l d  po in t ing  in a special d i r e c t io n .  He assumes tha t  fo r  
very small f i e l d s  he expects th i s  re su l t  to  go over to  the RR re s u l t .  
Also, his model requires a small but f i n i t e  magnetic f i e l d  to sustain
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the magnetizat ion. In our opin ion, th is  model p a ra l le ls  the 
n o n r e la t i v i s t i c  model c lose ly  and as was shown in th is  paper, th is  
r e l a t i v i s t i c  genera l izat ion is not Lorentz covariant and not
renormalizable. The l a t t e r  is serious because MacDonald employs a
per turbat ive  scheme to show how the RR resu l t  may ensure from th is
scheme. The exact so lu t ion  in the constant magnetic f i e l d  even in the 
l i m i t  of vanishing f i e l d  is  shown here to  lead to an e n t i r e l y  d i f f e re n t  
resu l t  from that  of RR. More impor tan t ly ,  we point out here tha t  only 
in the n o n r e la t i v i s t i c  l i m i t ,  the two model are equivalent  and they are 
e n t i r e l y  d i f f e r e n t  in the r e l a t i v i s t i c  case.
(3) MacDonald points out an e r ro r  in the RR-paper in t h e i r  evaluation 
of the transverse exchange enregy by an elegant analysis of the leading 
order r e l a t i v i s t i c  l i m i t  of the RR model. He then goes on to  suggest 
his scheme as the a l te rna te  correct  model fo r  the spin-densi ty  
functional  scheme. In t h i s  paper, we have r e c t i f i e d  the e r ro r  in RR and
have worked i t  out completely fo r  the r e l a t i v i s t i c  case, which goes over
c o r re c t ly  to  the l im i t i n g  resu l t  tha t  MacDonald obtained. We therefore 
have set up the formulat ion in a r e l a t i v i s t i c a l l y  covariant and correct 
form.
Two other points of in te re s t  may be mentioned here. We present our 
resu l t  fo r  p=0.01 to  3.5 and the magnetization parameter C from U to 
1. MacDonald seems to  imply th a t ,  to  leading order p , the resu l ts  
su f f ic e  fo r  most app l ica t ions  and then goes on to use the RR-results in 
th is  l i m i t  to  suggest the s t ruc tu re  of the p o te n t ia ls .  As has been 
amply i l l u s t r a t e d  in th is  paper, t h i s  l im i t a t i o n  is  u n n e c e s s a r y  a n d  in 
fa c t ,  we feel tha t  the values of p>U.25 up to 3 is  re lavent fo r  most
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heavy atom systems. MacDonald's formalism is  complicated in view of the 
presence of  the constant magnetic f i e l d  which gives r ise  to  an iso trop ic  
momentum space. This leads to sextuple in teg ra ls  which reduce to 
quintuple in teg ra ls  which can only be performed approximately on a 
computer. In contrast to t h i s ,  in our formalism a l l  the in teg ra ls  
appearing in the theory are evaluated a n a ly t i c a l l y  except one l in e  
in tegra l  over a f i n i t e  i n te r v a l .
We take t h i s  oppor tun ity  to  r e c t i f y  a formal point not made in Kef. 
75, which may have been misleading to some. As in the n o n - r e la t i v i s t i c  
theory, one wr i tes  the energy functional  in the form,
T  = To[ V  + W t r e e t y  + + 1  '  drV ?)Aext<?>
where
Exc[ V  + EHartree[ V  = 5  'o ^  <Hi n t V
and T0 [ J ^ ]  = is the k in e t ic  energy of the non- in te rac t ing
system. Note tha t  we use the t r i c k  of in teg ra t ion  over the coupl ing 
strength here, which was also used in Kef. 75. In t h i s  form, Exc has in 
i t  the proper exchange-correlat ion con tr ibu t ions  when the Kohn-Sham 
equations are deduced as in Kef. 75. The reader may re fe r  to  Kef. 7b. 
fo r  d e ta i l s  of  e ' - in te g r a t io n  e tc .
We bel ieve tha t  we have here set up the r e l a t i v i s t i c  general izat ion 
of the sp in -dens i ty - func t iona l  theory . Since the expressions obtained 
by us are not too complex, f i t t i n g  our resu l ts  to some other form of the 
functions seems unnecessary. The expressions given here are derived 
from the lowest order exchange processes on ly. The co r re la t io n  e f fec ts
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may be important fo r  the (p,C) values at which £x (T o ta l ) and vx ^T o ta l ) 
vanish. But on the whole, the most s ig n i f i c a n t  f i r s t  correct ion is  the 
lowest order exchange as in the n o n r e la t i v i s t i c  theory but the 
co r re la t io n  e f fec ts  are important to  obtain f i n e r  aspects of the many- 
e lectron system. Our Feyman propagator method is  admirably suited fo r  
ca lcu la t ions  of co r re la t io n  e f fe c ts  as has already been demonstrated by 
Ramana and Rajagopal (74) in the non-spin-polarized case.
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Table 2 .1  Representative values of the total exchange energy per partic le  
E^ (Tota l) scaled to the re la t iv is t ic  kinetic energy
{kp^ + at the Fermi level.
\  t 
p \
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
0.01 -0.3484 -0.3515 -0.3609 -0.3773 -0.4017 -0.4389
0.1 -0.0347 -0.0350 -0.0359 -0.0375 -0.0399 -0.0436
0.5 -0.0063 -0.0064 -0.0065 -0.0067 -0.0071 -0.0077
1.0 -0.0024 -0.0024 -0.0025 -0.0026 -0.0027 -0.0029
1.5 -0.00105 -0.00106 -0.00110 -0.00116 -0.00125 -0.00143
2.0 -0.000395 -0.000404 -0.000434 -0.000487 -0.000574 -0.000739
2.533 -0.000000 -0.000009 -0.000038 -0.000091 -0.000176 -0.000346
3.0 +0.000215 +0.000205 +0.000176 +0.000124 +0.000037 -0.000136
3.5 +0.000370 +0.000361 +0.000331 +0.000278 +0.000192 +0.000012
TaMe 2 . 2  The values of j3c ,£c for which the total exchange energy
pc 2.533 2.553 2.616 2.731 2.920 3.049 3.123 3.246 3.459
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.88 0.92 0.96 1.0
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Table 2 .3  Representative values of the total exchange poten tia l, vx T^ota1  ^
( jjr f) in Rydbergs.
V
p \
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
0.01 -0.0064 -0.0063 -0.0062 -0.0061 -0.0057 -0.0040
0.1 -0.0630 -0.0627 -0.0618 -0.0601 -0.0567 -0.0396
0.5 -0.2519 -0.2507 -0.2469 -0.2395 -0.2251 -0.1465
1.0 -0.2768 -0.2755 -0.2713 -0.2624 -0.2434 -0.1108
1.5 -0.1554 -0.1544 -0.1508 -0.1427 -0.1229 +0.0585
2.0 +0.0201 +0.0211 +0.0249 +0.0338 +0.0574 +0.3078
2.533 +0.2244 +0.2258 +0.2307 +0.2429 +0.2746 +0.6365
3.0 +0.4058 +0.4077 +0.4143 +0.4300 +0.4722 +0.9699
3.5 +0.5984 +0.6009 +0.6096 +0.6303 +0.6854 +1.3703
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Table 2. 4 Representative values of the total exchange potentia l, Wx(T o ta l) 
(P ,£ ) . in Rydbergs.
\t
p\
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
00•o 1.0
0.01 0.0 ”0.0004 -0.0009 -0.0014 -0.0020 -0.0040
0.1 0.0 -0.0042 -0.0087 -0.0136 -0.0199 -0.0398
0.5 0.0 -0.0162 -0.0336 -0.0536 -0.0803 -0.1781
1.0 0.0 -0.0225 -0.0470 -0.0767 -0.1199 -0.3166
1.5 0.0 -0.0330 -0.0690 -0.1129 -0.1780 -0.5024
2.0 0.0 -0.0514 -0.1073 -0.1750 -0.2755 -0.7895
2.533 0.0 -0.0773 -0 .1612' -0.2630 -0.4152 -1.2284
3.0 0.0 -0.1032 -0.2155 -0.3521 -0.5584 -1.7313
3.5 0.0 -0.1331 -0.2781 -0.4554 -0.7260 -2.3941
Table 2. 5 The values of Pc, f c for 
v^(Total) vanishes.
which the total exchange potential
h
?c
1.946
0.0
1.943 1.929 
0.2 0.4
1.904
0.6
1.841
0.8
1.792
0.88
1.775
0.92
1.671- 1.448 
0.96 1.0
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3.4
3.0
2.6
0.6
0.2
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Fig. 2 .1  Plot of p c vs. £ c such that Ex T^otal >(PC' (ToP curve) and
y (Total) ( 6 t £ ) = o (Bottom curve): The to ta l exchange energy
X c c
positive above the (top) curve and negative below i t  and s im ilarly  
the Vx(To ta l> is positive above the (bottom) curve and negative 
below i t .
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Fig. 2 .2  Plot of the r e la t iv is t ic  exchange potential y^CTotal) as a function 
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Chapter I I I .  Current-Density-Functional Theory for Time-Dependent 
Systems*
The basis of dens i ty - func t iona l  methods fo r  time-dependent (td) 
problems has proven very r e s t r i c t i v e  in the past because i t  was found 
tha t  the i n v e r t i b i 1 i t y  of  the map re la t in y  the time-dependent potent ia l  
to  the density  could not be e s ta b l i s h e d .^  Recently Runye and
G r o s s ^ )  have given an i n v e r t i b i  1 i t y  proof fo r  a v-representabIe td 
dens i ty .  The purpose of t h i s  paper is  to show tha t  t h i s  proof is  
i n v a l id  in the case of a uniform system which is  subject to  a td 
pertu rbat ion  V ( r , t )  turned on at time t = t Q. This counter example can be 
made more general ly  va l id  by means of an e x p l i c i t  construct ion .  We f ind  
tha t  Runye and G r o s s ^ )  have re a l ly  establ ished a map: time-dependent 
po ten t ia l  -  t ime dependent current density to  w i th in  a td func t ion .  
Las t ly ,  we consider a simple general one-body td problem in the context 
of a td functional  formalism. I t  is  concluded tha t  given an i n i t i a l  
density n ( r , t Q), the map: V (^ , t )  -  3 ( ? , t )  can be e x p l i c i t l y  
constructed.  This is  s im i la r  in s p i r i t  to the "current algebra" 
approach to  many body problems.(76,77)
I .  We beyin by res ta t ing  Theorem I of Runye-Gross in the fo l low iny  
new form.
Theorem I : For every s ing le  p a r t i c le  po ten t ia l  V ( r , t )  which can be
expanded in to  a Taylor series w . r . t  time coordinate arodnd t = t 0 , a map 
G: V( ? , t )  ■+ J ( ? , t )  is  defined by solv iny the td Schrodinyer equation
* This chapter is  based on a paper by Bu-Xiny Xu and A. K. Rajayopal, 
Phys. Rev. A, 31, 2682 (1985).
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with a f ixed i n i t i a l  s ta te  <|,(t )=<|>0. This i n i t i a l  condi t ion implies 
tha t  i n i t i a l  density  n ( f , t o ) is  given. This map is  i n v e r t i b le  to 
w i th in  an add i t ive  space-independent but time dependent funct ion in the 
p o t e n t i a l .
P roo f : This is  j u s t  the f i r s t  part of the proof given by Runge and
Gross, where they showed tha t  i f  V (? , t )  and V ' ( ? , t )  are two po ten t ia ls  
such tha t  V(r*,t) -  V ' ( i * , t )  *  C ( t ) ,  then the corresponding current 
dens i t ies  ^ ( r ^ t )  and J ' ( f , t )  are d i f f e r e n t .
Theorem I I : In general the map: V (? , t )> n ( ^ , t )  is  not i n v e r t i b le  fo r  a
given i n i t i a l  densi ty n ( ? , t  ) .
P roo f : We f i r s t  observe tha t  the general re la t ion
cannot be used to  in fe r  the n -  V mapping as was done by Runge and Gross 
because J ( r , t )  is  determined to  w i th in  addi t ion of a divergenceless 
vector func t ion .
More e x p l i c i t l y ,  fo l low ing  Runge and Gross,
(3-1)
(n (? , t )  - n ' ( ? , t ) )  = - div ( J ( ? , t )  - J ' ( ? , t ) ) ,
and hence
5K+2
at K+2
(3-2)
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Now i f
< L [V ( r , t )  - V ( r , t ) ] = $ ( r , t  ) , (3-3)
atK t= t  0o
then
K+ 2
5  -^ 2 t n ( r , t )  - n'((in.,t)]| = - $ n ( r , t Q)-$  $ ( r , t Q)
at t= t
- n ( ? , t o )v 2 $ ( r , t Q) . (3-4)
This expression shows tha t  i f ,  f o r  example, $ is  a harmonic function 
( V2 $ ( ? , t o )=0 ) and is  chosen such tha t  ^ ( ? , t Q) (or  yradient of a l inea r  
combination of harmonic functions) is  perpendicular to  ^ n (? , t  ) which is
ca lcu lab le  since the i n i t i a l  density n (? , t  ) is  yiven, then the r i y h t
hand side of Eq.(3-4) is zero. More yenera l ly  there can be other 
functions $ ( r , t Q) which obey d i v [ n ( r , t  )^  $ ( r , t Q)]=0.  For example, 
i f  n ( r , t o )=no ( r x ) - 2 e"X r , then 5 >=Ae r^ w i l l  make
d i v [ n ( r , t 0 ) ^ $ ( r , t 0 )]=0,  (r#U). This then serves as a counter-example to
the Runye-Gross proof by reductio  ad absurdum.
Runye and Gross use reductio  ad absurdum to show tha t  the r i y h t  
hand side of  Eq.(3-4) cannot vanish i f  <&(r,t ) t  constant, which 
is  u ( r , t ) *  constant in t h e i r  no ta t ion .  To a r r ive  at a con t rad ic t ion ,  
they assumed zero fo r  the r i y h t  hand side of Eq.(3-4) m u l t ip l ie d  i t  
byl'®(?, t  ) (= u) and in teyrated the resu l t  over a l l  space. In th is  
process they had to assume f in i teness  of the system, with the p a r t i c le  
density decayiny rap id ly  outside a closed surface. In fa c t ,  they rea l ly
r\
need n ( r , t  ) { ^ ( u ( r , t ) ) } to  vanish rap id ly  enouyh at larye distances.
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This shows tha t  a condi t ion on n ( ? , t Q) alone is  i n s u f f i c i e n t .  In fac t  
from the above example, we v e r i f y  that  the surface in te y ra l  part in UK 
does not necessar i ly  vanish. Another in te re s t in y  feature o f  th is  d i rec t  
attack on t h i s  equation is  tha t  these resu l ts  are qu i te  yenera l , va l id  
fo r  f i n i t e  systems too .  In tegra t ing  d i r e c t l y  Eq. (2-4) over space and 
i f
 ^ 3
the to ta l  number of e lectrons in the system /  n ( r , t ) d  r=N is  f ixed ,  we 
obtai n
J d3r div { n ( r , t o ) ( ^ ( r , t Q) ) }  = 0  .
Note tha t  N = /  d r  n ( r , t )  su f f ices  in t h i s  procedure and hence our 
demonstration is  appl icab le  to f i n i t e  systems.
A more transparent but less yeneral counter-example is  the 
homoyeneous e lec tron yas subjected to a one-par t ic le  time-dependent 
pe r tu rba t ion ,  V ( r , t ) ,  at t = t * .  This problem is  seminal to the density 
funct iona l  theory of so l id  sta te systems. Here, c le a r ly  n ( f , t -o ) = 
constant, a harmonic funct ion $( i* , t  ) ex is ts  genera l ly ,  and hence
K+2
— i/, o ( n ( r , t )  - n 1 ( r , t )) | =0. (3-5)
St1^  t= t
Therefore the map V ( r , t ) -> n ( r , t )  is  not i n v e r t i b le  and thus a t ime- 
dependent p a r t i c le  density  functional  theory cannot be establ ished.
I I .  To explore the im p l ica t ion  of the above theorems, we now 
consider a simple one-body td problem. The act ion funct iona l  fo r  t h i s  
problem i s ,  wi th the wave function <j^(r,t) in the
x i  t  +  x\ i <t>(h»t)/liform / n ( r , t )  e
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A[n,<t>] = j t l  dt J d3r ( n - ^ « ( n ^ ) )  ,
* 0
-n$ + | j f  ( V  " -°2 l ^ | 2- '  vn} * (3" 6)
The f i r s t  term vanishes because n^|£ which can be integra ted out and the
ot
^ • ( n ^ 4i) vanishes or leads to  an add i t ive  constant in the act ion 
functional  by v i r tu e  of the divergence theorem and boundary 
cond i t ions .  I f  we compute the current carr ied by th is  wave func t ion ,  we 
obtai n
J ( r , t )  = |  n( r , t )$<|>(r , t )  . (3-7)
Then the act ion funct ional  is  of the form
-  / l l  dt /  d3r { - „ * ( ? , t )  + £  ( -
t Q r  4 n ( r , t )
- V ( r , t )  n ( r , t ) } (3-8)
The s ta t iona ry  act ion p r in c ip le  leads us to the equations
« . „ *  i (  r . t )  + | !  ( -  •  0  •
6n n ^ r , t )  r
(3-9a)
| |  = 0 -► n ( r , t )  + l$ . (n$< |> )  = 0 . (3-9b)
The second equation (3-9b) is  j u s t  the con t in u i ty  equation
n (? , t )  + div  J ( i * , t )  = 0 (3-9c)
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usiny Eq. ( 7 ) .  The f i r s t  equat ion may then be manipulated by ta k in y  the  
y ra d ie n t  of  the  equation  and then m u l t i p l y i n y  by n ( r , t )  and usiny ( 3 - 7 )  
i n t o  the form:
The a c t io n  fu n c t io n a l  a t  the  s t a t i o n a r y  point  becomes zero as i t  must 
be, i f  n,<}> are the exact  s o lu t io n s  of  the o n e - p a r t i c l e  problem.
t h a t  at some i n i t i a l  t ime t Q, we are yiven the  de n s i ty  n ( 3 , t Q) and the  
c u r ren t  3 ( 3 , t Q) ,  we obta in  f o r  t > t 0 , n ^ ( ? , t )  and 3 ^ ( 3 , t )  correspondiny  
to  V ^ ( 3 , t )  and n2 ( ? , t )  and 3 2 ( 3 , t )  correspondiny to  V2 ( ? , t )  by 
e x p l i c i t l y  s o lv in y  the  above eq u at io n s .  We w i l l  now prove Theorem 1 
e x p l i c i t l y  in t h i s  case as f o l l o w s .  Suppose f o r  V- -^ V2 *  C ( t ) ,  then we 
w i l l  show t h a t  3^*  32 n e c e s s a r i l y .  Let us assume the c o ntra ry  
?!= 3 2= 3 ( 3 , t ) .  Then the  c o n t i n u i t y  equat ion (3-9c) shows t h a t
+ 3 v ( r , t )  = 0 . ( 3-9d)
We know t h a t  i f  we have two p o t e n t i a l s  V ^ ( 3 , t )  and 1 ^ ( 3 , t )  such
0
(3-10)
From equat ion ( 3 - 9 d ) ,  we then obta in
^ ( v x ( 3 , t )  -  v2 ( 3 , t ) )  = 0 , (3-11)
which im p l ies  V ^ ( 3 , t )  -  V2 ( 3 , t )  = C ( t ) ,  a fu n c t io n  of  t ime only in 
c o n t r a d ic t io n  w i th  our s u p p o s i t io n .  Hence 3-^9k32 .
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This shows that V+3 mapping is i n v e r t i b l e .  However, we obtain from 
con t inu i ty  equation
t
n ^ r . t )  -  n2 ( r , t )  = -  /  ^ • ( J 1 ( r , t l ) -  X , ( r , t ' ) )  d t 1. (3-12)
t o
I f  3^,  3^ are v - r e p r e s e n ta b le  c u r ren t  d e n s i t i e s  and 3 ^ ( r , t )  -  3 2 ( r , t )  
i s  d ivergenceless  in  space then n ^ ( r , t )  = n2 ( r , t ) .
More t ra nspa ran t ly , we observe from (3-9a) tha t
—  ----- i<t> ( r , t ) / | r f
i f  < |^=/n(r , t )  e is  a so lu t ion  of the one p a r t i c le  Schrodinyer
equation with po ten t ia l  V ^ ( r , t )  and s a t i s f i e s  the given i n i t i a l
cond i t ions
— ------ i <t>, ( r  , t ) / ) i  —   i <i> ( r , t  ) /^
/ n ( ? , t ) e  = / n ( r , t J e
t = t o
then
i [<!>■, ( r , t ) + a ( r , t ) ] / H
<|>2= / n ( i * , t ) e  1
with condi t ions a ( r , t Q ) = 0  and ^ • [ n ( r , t ) ^ a ( r , t ) ] = U  is a so lu t ion  of the 
Schrodinger equation with a d i f f e re n t  po ten t ia l
V2 (? , t )=V 1 (? , t )  - ^  [ ( ^ a ) 2 + 2 ^ a * ^ 1 ] - a ( ? , t )
but obeys the same i n i t i a l  cond i t ion .  The condi t ion ^ • [ n ( r , t ) ^ a ( r , t ) ] = u  
implies the current d i f fe rence 3^-3^ diveryenceless.  This exh ib i ts  
theorem I I  in an e x p l i c i t  fash ion.
We note t h a t  given a v - r e p r e s e n ta b le  3’( r , t )  and the i n i t i a l
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density  n ( r , t Q), we can obtain n ( r , t )  from the con t inu i ty  equation and 
then usiny Eq. (3-9d) we can e x p l i c i t l y  construct V (? , t ) .  For a 
given V ( r , t ) ,  of course, we solve the Schrodinyer equation and obtain 
n ( r , t )  and J ( r , t ) .  But i f  n ( r , t )  is  given fo r  a l l  t  inc lud ing t = t Q, a 
unique construct ion of V(?st )  is  not possible and hence the p a r t i c le  
density  functional  is  not obtainable even in th is  simple case, in 
con trad ic t ion  to the conclusion reached by Runge and G ro ss^ .
In conclusion, we may state tha t  a current densi ty funct iona l  with 
an i n i t i a l l y  given p a r t i c le  density in the time-dependent case replaces 
the p a r t i c le  density functional  theory of the ground sta te  formalism fo r  
t ime-independent p o te n t ia l .  In the t ime-independent case, we observe 
the co n t in u i ty  equation leads to div J ( r , t )  = 0 and Eq. (3-9d) gives
2 1 (l^;tUV I? ^(-4^-4-)+ <3-13)1  n ( r , t )  n 2  ( r )
But 3 ~ ( r ) ^ 4>(r). For the ground s ta te ,  3=U, since 4>(r) can be chosen 
to be a constant and we have an expression fo r  V( r ) in terms of density 
n ( r ) .  Also, fo r  exci ted s ta tes ,  <t>(r) cannot be chosen to  be independent 
of ?, and hence even in t h i s  one-par t ic le  case, we cannot 
construct V(r^), given only n(?) . We therefore po int out tha t  the 
densi ty functional  theory fo r  the ground state is  d i s t i n c t  from the 
time-dependent theory where p a r t i c le  current plays the a l l - im po r tan t  
ro le .  In the ground s ta te ,  the p a r t i c le  current is  zero and we employ 
the usual density functional  theory.
CHAPTER IV . Spin Waves at Surfaces and Interfaces in Cubic Heisenbery 
Systems*.
A. INTRODUCTION
For systems described by t i y h t -b in d in y -1 ik e  Hamiltonians of f i n i t e  
range, the elementary exc i ta t ions  at ordered surfaces and in te r faces  can 
be found by Green's funct ion treatments tha t  amount to  mappinys onto 
l in ea r  chains. This was perhaps f i r s t  shown in a c lass ic  paper by 
Kalkstein and Soven^55) and a va r ie ty  of re lated approaches have since 
been presented by a number of w o r k e r s ^ s60,78) _ Linear chain mappinys 
of surface and in te r f a c ia l  problems are a log ica l  consequence of the 
two-dimensional p e r io d ic i t y  retained in three-dimensional c rys ta ls  when 
a cleavage or in te rna l  boundary plane is  introduced, and may be appl ied 
to the fo l lo w ing :  e lectrons described by an orthogonal t ig h tb in d in y
Hamiltonian, phonons represented by a Born-von Karman model, or maynons 
in the Heisenberg model. We w i l l  r e s t r i c t  our a t ten t ion  in t h i s  paper 
to the las t  of these. A l te rn a t ive  methods tha t  may be used fo r  such 
systems, but tha t  we w i l l  not discuss fu r th e r ,  include real space 
recursion(7B-81) ancj s] ab c a l c u a t i o n s ^ ) .
The simple cubic l a t t i c e ,  with a s ingle band and f i r s t  neighbor 
in te rac t ions  only (sometimes re ferred to as cubium), has been studied in 
a number of papers fo r  a va r ie ty  o f  purposes. Because i t  is the
*This chapter is  based on a paper by Bu-Xin Xu, Mark Mosto l ler  and A. K. 
Rajagopal, Phys. Rev. B, 7413 (1985).
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simplest possible example, i t  is  usual ly the sc(OOl) surface or 
in te r face  that is  considered. Kalkstein and S o v e n ^ )  i l l u s t r a t e d  t h e i r  
formalism with ca lcu la t ions  fo r  cubium. Dobrzynski and M i l l s  
investigated v ib ra t ions  of an adsorbed m o n o l a y e r ^ )  a n C | 
reconstruc t ion^04) on the sc(OOl) sur face. E inste in and S c h r ie f fe r ( ° b) 
have looked at adsorbates and t h e i r  in te rac t ions  on cubium. Laks and 
Goncalves da S i lva^06) obtained the same resu l ts  fo r  the sc(OUl) surface 
as Kalkstein and Soven by using somewhat d i f f e r e n t  methods. For 
magnons, DeWames and Wolfram^61) showed tha t  surface states below or 
above the bulk spectrum can occur wi th appropriate perturbat ions at the 
surface. M i l l s  and Maradudin04’ 0b have discussed c r i t e r i a  fo r  the 
existance of surface states in Heisenberg ferromagnets, and the e f fec ts  
of surfaces on thermodynamic propert ies using sc(Ol)l) fo r  i l l u s t r a t i v e  
proper t ies .  Zhang(^)  has studied the formation of magnetic layers on 
non-magnetic sc(OOl) substrates. Gumbs and G r i f f i n ^ )  an(j  Weliny^04) 
have done Hubbard model ca lcu la t ions  fo r  surface magnetism at the cubium 
(001) sur face. Yaniv has publ ished work on both e lec t ron ic  s t a t e s ^ )  
and spin waves^00) at  sc( 0 0 1 ) in te r faces .
S im i la r  ca lcu la t ions  have been done fo r  other c ry s ta ls .  Results 
have been presented fo r  two-band models at (001) surfaces at CsCl- and 
NaCl-s tructure mater ia ls^07’ 00) . Foo et a l . ( ° y ) nave appl ied what they 
ca l l  the e f fe c t i v e  surface po ten t ia l  method to the two-dimensional 
honeycomb l a t t i c e ,  Si (111), and the Bethe l a t t i c e .  DeWames and Wolfram 
looked at spin waves at s c ( 1 1 0 ) as well as sc( 0 0 1 ) sur faces . ^ - 0  jhe 
e f fec ts  of surface steps have been invest igated fo r  e lectrons at 
f c c ( l l l )  and magnons at fcc(OOl) surfaces by Fal icov and co- 
workers.^0 ’ ^4)
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In the l i s t  of app l ica t ions yiven in the precediny two paragraphs, 
there appear few studies o f  the e f fec ts  of c rysta l  yeometry and surface 
normal on surface and in te r face  states in these simple systems. I t  is  
wel l known tha t  the bulk dens i t ies  of states fo r  s iny le  bands in sc, fee 
and bcc c rys ta ls  are qu i te d i f f e r e n t ,  and th i s  miyht be expected to have 
some e f fe c t  on the behavior at surface and in te r faces .  In th is  paper, 
we present some resu l ts  fo r  spin waves at those surfaces and in ter faces 
in cubic Heisenbery systems that  can be described by the very simplest 
l in e a r  chain mappinys.
Table 4.1 shows the blockiny of  the Hamiltonian m a t r ix , ,  a f t e r  
transforminy wi th respect to  the two-dimensional wave vector,  fo r  the 
( 0 0 1 ) ,  ( 1 1 0 ) ,  and ( 1 1 1 ) surfaces of sc, fee, bcc, and zincblende 
c rys ta ls  wi th f i r s t  and second neiyhbor in te ra c t io n s .  The deta i led 
s t ruc tu re  of the Hamiltonian transforms in the bulk fo r  these systems is 
given in Appendix A. I f  only f i r s t  neighbor in te rac t ions  are included, 
seven surfaces and in te r faces  exh ib i t  1 x 1 or scalar b lock iny ,  l i k e  
l in ea r  chains wi th f i r s t  neighbor in te rac t io ns :  sc ( 0 0 1 ),  ( 1 1 0 ) and
(111); fee(001) and (111); bcc(OOl) and (110). Ana ly t ic  so lu t ions fo r  
the Greens function can read i ly  be found fo r  these cases, and i t  is  
these tha t  we w i l l  discuss. The formalism is  b r i e f l y  reviewed in Sect. 
B. I l l u s t r a t i v e  resu l ts  and some conclusions are presented in Sect. C.
B. MATHEMATICAL STRUCTURE
For magnons in cubic Heisenbery systems with f i r s t  and second 
neiyhbor exchange, Table 4.1 shows tha t  l x l  or 2x2 blockiny is  the rule 
fo r  ( 0 0 1 ) ,  ( 1 1 0 ) ,  and ( 1 1 1 ) surfaces and in te r faces ;  the exceptions are
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bcc(111) and z incb le nd e ( l lO ) , and the l a t t e r  reduces to  2x2's i f  only 
f i r s t  neighbor in te rac t io ns  are inc luded. We r e s t r i c t  our a t ten t ion  in 
t h i s  paper to those cases tha t  block as I x l ' s ,  but because we consider 
perturbat ions tha t  extend two layers on e i th e r  side of the cleavage or 
in te r face  plane, we have used 2 x 2  blocking in most of our ca lcu la t ions .
The in te r faces  we consider consist of two s e m i - in f i n i t e  l a t t i c e s  
cut in the same way and in c rys ta l  1 ographic re g is t ry  with each other, 
which are brought together as shown in Fig . 4 .1 . For s im p l i c i t y ,  only 
f i r s t  neighbor exchange is  inc luded. In te rac t ions  d i f f e r e n t  from bulk 
values are allowed w i th in  the f i r s t  plane and between the f i r s t  and 
second planes on e i th e r  side of the in te r fa c e ,  as well as between the 
f i r s t  planes on opposite s ides. For surface ca lcu la t ions ,  the exchange 
in te rac t io ns  J+_ between the two h a l f - c r y s ta ls  are turned o f f .
Yaniv^S) has recent i y  done some work on spin waves at sc(OOl) 
in te r faces  in which only J+_ is  allowed to d i f f e r  from the bulk values 
J+ and J_, and we w i l l  from time to  time draw some comparisons with th is  
simpler model.
For l x l  or scalar b lock ing, the two-dimensional transform of the 
Hamiltonian has the s t ruc tu re
H (-3 , -3 )  H ( -3 , -2 )  0 0 0 0
H( -2 , -3 )  H( -2 , -2 )  H ( - 2 , - l )  0 0 0
0 H ( - l , - 2 )  H ( - l , - 1 ) H( - 1 , 1 ) 0 0
0 0 H(1, - 1 ) H( 1 , 1 ) H ( l , 2 )  0
0 0 0 H(2 ,1)  H(2,2) H(2,3)
(4-1)
0 0 0 0 H(3 ,2)  H (3 ,3)
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Each element above is a funct ion of  the two-dimensional wave vector 
qs . According to our assumptions, elements w i th in  the box may d i f f e r  
from bulk values, those outside may not. Although we do not include 
changes in the in t rap lana r  exchange in te rac t ions  w i th in  planes 
L = +2, H(+2,+2) may be d i f f e r e n t  from in the bulk because of the 
Goldstone ru le ,  which requires tha t  changes in non-site-diagonal  terms 
in the Hamiltonian in real space be accompanied by corresponding changes 
of opposite sign in the s ite-d iagona l  terms. For L > 3, we assume
H(+L,+L;qs ) = A± (q$) , (4-2)
H (± (L - l ) ,± L ;q s ) = B± (qs ) . (4-3)
The two s e m i - in f i n i t e  c rys ta ls  are uncoupled i f  we set 0 =
H (± l ,+ l ;q  ).  Note tha t  there is no plane 0 in our no ta t ion .  Deta i ls  of 
the spin wave Hamiltonian transforms in the in t e r f a c ia l  region fo r  the 
various c rys ta ls  and d i re c t ion s  considered in th i s  paper are given in 
Appendix B. Yaniv6^ studied only sc(OOl), and allowed only H(±l,+1)
[and H(±1,±1) through the Goldstone ru le ]  to d i f f e r  from bulk values.
Using the methods ou t l ined in R e f s >60,78^ -jt  s tra igh t fo rward  
to derive expressions fo r  the Green's functions in the surface and 
in te r face  regions. F i r s t ,  by fo l low ing  a sequence of  recursion 
equations u n t i l  they begin to repeat, terminated bulk Green's function 
g+ (qs ;z) are defined by
1
y = ----- 1 (Z - A - [ ( z  - A, ) 2  -  4 | B , | 2] 2} , (4-4)
+ 2 |B± | ± ± ±
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where the proper choice of branch fo r  the square root is  that  fo r  
which y+ ■* 1/E fo r  z = E ® and Im g+(z=E+iO+) < 0. These are the 
Green's funct ions fo r  the f i r s t  layers of two h a l f  c rys ta ls  in which a l l
elements of  the Hamiltonian transforms re ta in  t h e i r  bulk values. For
magnons, t h i s  is  not equivalent to  cleavage, because the Goldstone rule 
is not obeyed.
Consider, fo r  example, the sc(001) surface wi th f i r s t  neiyhbor 
exchange J on ly . From Appendices A and B, the Hamiltonian transforms in 
the bulk are
H( L , L ;qs ) = A(qg) = J [ 6  - 2(cos2*C1 + cos2tiC2) ]  , ( 4 -ba)
H(L,L+ l ;qs ) = B(qs ) = - J , (4-bb)
where qg = (2 n /a ) t .  For qg ■* 0, these obey the bulk Goldstone ru le
0 = H(L,L;0) + H(L,L+1;0) + H(L,L-1 ;0) .  (4-6)
In what we ca l l  the terminated bulk c r y s ta l ,  the Hamiltonian in the 
surface plane is  H(1 ,1 ;qs) = A(q ) .  For a proper cleaved c r y s ta l ,  with 
no changes in the exchanye in te ra c t io n s ,  spins in the f i r s t  layer L = 1 
in te ra c t  with four other spins in the same layer and wi th one in plane L 
= 2, but not wi th a spin in L = -1. The Hamiltonian transform fo r  the 
surface plane in the cleaved crysta l  is  therefore
H( 1 , 1 ; qs } = J[5 - 2(cos2uC1 + cos2 n;C2 ) ]  ’ (4-7)
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and the Goldstone ru le  fo r  the surface layer is
0 = H(1,1 ;0) + H(1,2;U). (4-8)
Returning from th i s  b r ie f  digress ion to  the more general problem, 
mathematical ly our model is  most e legantly  handled i f  we choose a 2 x2  
blocking fo r  Hamiltonian and corresponding Green's function matr ix .  In 
t h i s  way we can get the Green's funct ions fo r  the f i r s t  two layers at 
the surface or in te r face  qu i te  e a s i ly ,  they may be expressed in terms of 
the Hamiltonian transform elements and the terminated bulk Green's 
func t ions .  Suppressing the arguments qg 
and z, the surface Green's funct ions are
For the f i r s t  two planes on e i th e r  side of the in te r fa c e ,  we obtain
z-H(±2,±2)- |B± | 2 y± H*(+l,+2)
H(± l,±2) z -H (± l ,+1)
(4-9)
D+ = [ z -H ( ± l , ± 1 ) ] [ z -H (± 2 ,+2) -  |B+ | 2 g+] -  |H(±1,±2 ) | 2  . (4-1U)
z-H(±2 , ± 2 ) - |B+ 12 g+ H*(±l ,+2)
+ z-H( + l  ,±1) - | H(+l ,-1) | 2 G ^H( + l  ,+2)
(4-11)
A± = [ z - H ( ± l , ± l ) - | H ( l , - l ) | 2 G++][z-H(±2,±2)- |B± | 2 y±] 
- | H(± 1 ,±2 ) | 2  ,
(4-12)
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where G ^  is  the 11 element of  the 2x2 matr ix in Eq. (4 -9 ) .  Note that 
i f  H(±l,+1) is  set equal to  zero in Eqs. (4 -11)- (4 -12) fo r  the 
in te r face ,  that i s ,  i f  the in te rac t ions  between the two ha l f  c rys ta ls  
are severed, the surface resu l ts  in Eqs. (4 -9)- (4-10)  are recovered.
C. RESULTS
True surface and in te r face  states occur at eneryies outside the 
bulk spectrum as iso la ted poles of the Green's functions wi th non-zero 
residues fo r  some or a l l  surface wave vectors q&. In our model, they 
ar ise  at zeroes of the denominators D+ and a+ in Eqs. (4-10) and (4- 
12). In tegra t ion  over the surface B r i l l o u i r  zone (SBZ) y ie lds  surface 
or in te r face  dens i t ies  of states fo r  exc i ta t ions  in the various layers.
From Eq. (4 -4 ) ,  i t  is  c lear tha t  no surface states occur fo r  what 
we ca l l  the terminated bu lk, a ha l f  crys ta l  in which a l l  elements of the 
Hamiltonian re ta in  t h e i r  bulk values. The terminated bulk Green's 
funct ion has two branch po in ts ,  but no iso la ted poles. The bulk 
in t rap lana r  Green's function
G (z) = G (L ,L ;z )  = ----------------  ^ 7 2  (4 ‘ 13)
0  0  [ (z -A )  - 4 | B n 1 /^
also has no poles, but only branch points at the bulk band edyes
U q J  = A ( l )  ± 2 | B ( 1 ) |  , (4-14)
the same points as fo r  the terminated bulk.
To i l l u s t r a t e  the formation of surface and in te r face  sta tes,  we
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consider f i r s t  the very simplest example, namely, the case where only 
the outermost surface layer or a s iny le  i n te r f a c ia l  plane d i f f e r s  from 
the bulk. The Hamiltonian transform in th i s  one plane is
A ^ )  = H ( l , l ; q s ) ,  (4 - lb )
and a l l  other elements of the transforms are
A(qs ) = H(L,L;qs ) , ( 4 -1 6 )
6 (qs ) = H(L ,L+ l ;qs ) . ( 4 -1 7 )
When A} d i f f e r s  from A, a surface state may form provided tha t  the 
cond i t i  on
(Ax - A) 2  - |B | 2  > 0 (4-18)
is  s a t i s f i e d ,  and an in te r face  state is  formed reyardless of the size of 
the perturbat ion (so long as A^  *  A). The surface sta te energy E$, 
residue in the f i r s t  plane R$, and to ta l  surface sta te  density of 
states in the f i r s t  layer are, respec t ive ly ,
Es = E_ + Aj - A + 2 |B| + , (4-19a)
2
r = 1  LgJ., , (4 -19b )
^ (Aj -A)
—  /  Rc , (4 -19C)
where ASBZ is  the area of  the SBZ. For an in te r face  fo r  which A  ^ *  A,
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the in te r face  state energy, residue, and to ta l  in te r face  sta te  densi ty 
of states ( in  the i n te r f a c ia l  plane) are
Note tha t  the residues in Eqs. ( 4 -19b) and (4-20b), and hence also the 
to ta l  dens i t ies  of states in Eqs. (4-19c) and (4-20c), are less than 
one, as they must be.
The simple example considered above appl ies to  magnons in cleaved 
Heisenberg systems fo r  which l x l  blocking occurs. I f  there are no 
changes in the nearest neighbor exchange in te rac t io ns  in the surface 
region, then the only change in the Hamiltonian transforms ar ises from 
the Goldstone ru le ,  tha t  i s ,  from the fac t  tha t  in the surface layer ,  a 
spin has fewer neighbors than in the bu lk . The pertu rbat ion  is
where J is  the nearest neighbor exchange in te ra c t io n ,  and Z and Z^<Z are 
the coord ination numbers fo r  spins in the bulk and in the surface layer,  
respecti  v e ly .
For the seven cubic c rys ta l  surfaces tha t  e xh ib i t  l x l  blocking (see 
Table 4.1 and Appendix B), cleavage and the Goldstone ru le  by themselves 
have several in te re s t in g  e f f e c t t s .  F i r s t ,  they produce no surface
Ej = A + [ (A r A) 2  + 4 |B | 2 ] 1 7 2  sgn(Ar A) , (4-2Ua)
R
Ax - A|
(4-20b)
C(Ar A) 2  + 4 |B | 2 ] 1 7 2  ’
(4-20c)
Aj - A = - (Z - ZX)J , (4-21)
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states fo r  magnons at the sc(001) sur face, because A-j_-A = B = -J ;  the 
inequa l i ty  (4-18) is  not s a t i s f i e d ,  and from eqs. (4 -19a)- (4 -19b) , the 
would-be surface sta te f a l l s  at the bottom of the bulk band with zero 
residue, E$ = E_ and R  ^ = 0. Second, cleavage does give r ise  to surface 
spin wave states at the other s ix  surfaces. The absence of  surface 
states fo r  cleaved sc( 0 0 1 ) wi th f i r s t  neighbor exchange only was pointed 
out by M i l l s  and Maradudiny^ as an example of a somewhat more general 
conclusion: i f  cleavage severs only bonds normal to the surface (and the 
exchange in te rac t io ns  in the surface region re ta in  t h e i r  bulk values 
otherwise),  surface states do not occur. Surface spin wave states w i l l  
be found i f  cleavage cuts bonds tha t  are not perpendicular to  the 
surface, and th i s  is  confirmed fo r  the other s ix  surfaces studied 
here. The surface sta te energies re la t i v e  to  the bottom of  the bulk 
band, Es-E_, the residues Rs , and the integra ted dens i t ies  of 
states cr<j tu rn out to be independent of the under ly ing c rys ta l  
s t ruc tu re ,  and depend only on the surface normal. The surface states 
are weakest fo r  sc(110) and bcc( l lO) [cx  ^ = 1 /2 ] ,  stronger fo r  s c ( l l l )  
and b c c ( l l l )  [a<. = 2 /3 ] ,  and strongest fo r  fcc[001) and bcc(OOl) [cr^ = 
3 /4 ] .
Although E^-E_ and R^  have the same funct ional  form fo r  the above 
pairs  of c rys ta ls  wi th the same surface normals, the lower bulk band 
l im i t s  E_ and hence the surfaces s tate energies E  ^ do depend on the
crys ta l  s t ru c tu re .  For the fee and bcc (001) surfaces, fo r  example, we
f ind  on working through the de ta i l s  [ c f .  Eqs. (4-14),  (4-19a), (4-19b),
(4-21) and Appendices A and B] tha t
Es - E_ = -  AJU-cos-rct^cositCg) 2  , (4-22a)
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? ?
Rs = 1 -  COSttCjCOS nC2 (4-22b)
but the lower bulk band l im i t s  are
E_ = 4J[4-(cosnC1 + cosnC2) 23 (4-23)
fo r  fcc(OOl), and
E_ = 8J( l-cosuC^cos-rci^) (4-24)
fo r  bcc(OOl). Because of t h i s  d i f fe ren ce ,  the surface state dens i t ies  
of states w i l l  be d i f f e r e n t  fo r  the two surfaces.
Figures 4.2-4.4 show bulk , terminated bu lk , and cleaved surface 
layer dens i t ies  of states fo r  the sc(110), fcc(OOl),  and bcc(OUl) 
surfaces, respec t ive ly ,  assuminy a nearest neiyhbor exchanye in te rac t ion  
J = 1. The band sta te con tr ibu t ions  to  the plane 1 t o ta l s  are shown as 
dashed l i n e s .  A l l  resu l ts  were obtained by summation over la rye r  
numbers of evenly spaced points in the i r re d u c ib le  SBZ's fo r  the various 
c rys ta l  faces, e. g . ,  over 2 0 1 0 0  points fo r  the bulk and ( 0 0 1 ) 
terminated bulk fee and bcc densi t ies of s ta tes ,  and over 80200 points 
fo r  the surface s ta tes .  A small amount of noise is  evident in the 
curves, p a r t i c u la r l y  fo r  the bu lk , even with such f in e  in teg ra t ion  
meshes.
As previously  remarked, the bulk dens i t ies  of states are qui te  
d i f f e re n t  fo r  the three c rys ta l  s t ruc tu res .  The e f fec ts  of the Gold­
stone ru le  appear as dramatic d i f fe rences between the plane 1 dens i t ies
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of states fo r  the cleaved c rys ta ls  and the terminated bulk re s u l ts .  In 
t h i s  regard, we note tha t  the terminated bulk curves correspond to 
perhaps the simplest possible model fo r  e lec t ron ic  states at surfaces, 
one in which a l l  elements of the Hamiltonian in a ha l f  crys ta l  re ta in  
t h e i r  bulk values.
The impact of the underlying c rys ta l  s t ruc tu re  on exc i ta t ions  at 
surfaces is  i l l u s t r a t e d  by the qu i te  d i f f e r e n t  resu l ts  obtained fo r  the 
(001) surfaces of fee and bcc c rys ta ls  in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4. We reca l l  
here tha t  fo r  the cleaved sc( 0 0 1 ) sur face, there are no surface states 
at a l l ,  whi le fo r  fee and bcc (001), they con tr ibu te  75% of the to ta l  
densi ty of states in the surface laye r .  For a given crys ta l  s t ruc tu re ,  
va r ia t ion  from one surface to another may produce d i f fe rences ju s t  as 
s t r i k i n g ,  as is  at tested by a comparison between the bottom panel of 
Fig. 4.4 fo r  bcc(OOl) and Fig. 4.5 fo r  bcc ( l lO ) .
For the resu l ts  described above, l x l  blocking was used throughout 
the ca lcu la t ion s ,  and the imaginary part of the eneryy was set equal to 
zero (z=E+iO+). For the somewhat more general s i tu a t io n  shown in Fig.
1 , the perturbat ions extend in to  two layers in the surface reyion or on 
e i th e r  side of the in te r fa c e ,  ra ther than beiny confined to a s iny le  
surface or in te r face  plane. For t h i s  case, there is  some conceptual 
convenience in using 2 x2  blocking as we stated before, even though the 
Hamiltonian transform matrices of  course re ta in  the l x l  s t ruc tu re  shown 
in Appendix B. This conceptual s im p l i f i c a i t o n  is  purchased at the pr ice 
of  increased computational complexity, however, as 2 x2  complex matrices 
rather than scalars must be manipulated in computer programing. For 
density  of  states ca lcu la t ion s ,  we therefore add a small imaginary part 
to the eneryy to keep computer time expenditures w i th in  reasonable
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l i m i t s ;  fo r  the ca lcu la t ions  discussed below, Im z = U.04. This 
produces some rounding of s in g u la r i t i e s  and t a i l i n g  at upper and lower 
spectral l i m i t s .
The examples we w i l l  consider w i l l  be surfaces or symmetric 
in te r faces ,  where by the l a t t e r  we mean tha t  the exchange in te rac t ions  
in the two ha l f  c rys ta ls  are m ir ro r  images. The notat ion fo r  the 
exchange in te rac t ions  in Fig . 4.1 and Appendix B can be s im p l i f ie d  
accord ingly, as fo l lows:  bulk - J = J+ = J_; across the in te r face  - J+_; 
w i th in  planes ±1 - J 1 = = J ’ ; between planes +1 and +2 - «J"
= j ;  = J \
The e f fec ts  of increasing the range of the perturbat ions at an 
in te r face  are i l l u s t r a t e d  in Fig . 4.6 fo r  sc(OOl). The top panel is  fo r  
Yaniv's m o d e l , ^  in which a l l  exchange in te rac t ions  have the same value 
except fo r  those connecting the f i r s t  planes in the two ha l f  c rys ta ls .  
Yaniv concluded fo r  t h i s  case tha t  there w i l l  be in te r face  states only 
i f  J+_>J. The in te r face  state spectral density is shown in Fig . 4.6a 
with the parameters chosen to be J+_= 1.5, J = J 1 = J" = 1.0. I f  we 
extend the range of the per turbat ions ,  the in te r face  states s h i f t  and 
change in i n te n s i t y ,  as shown in Fig. 4.6b. For these re s u l ts ,  the 
in te rac t ions  in planes +1 were also given the value J 1 = 1.5, and the 
coupling between 1 st and 2 nd layers was increased by a somewhat smaller 
amount, J" = 1.3. The in te r face  state spectral density has sh i f ted  to 
higher energies, p a r t i c u la r l y  fo r  planes +1 , and the con t r ibu t ion  of the
in te r face  states to the t o ta l  has increased; fo r  plane 1 , the integra ted
density  of states defined in Eq. (4-2Uc) is  aj = 0.38 fo r  Fig . 4.6a
and cfj = 0.67 fo r  Fig. 4.6b.
With perturbat ions of longer range than in Yaniv's model, i t  is
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also possible fo r  in te r face  states to form in ce r ta in  cases i f  the 
in te rac t ions  in the in te r f a c ia l  region are weaker than in the bulk, 
rather  than s tronger. Figure 4.6c shows the in te r face  sta te  density in 
planes 1 and 2 fo r  one such example. Calculat ions of the Green's 
funct ions fo r  p a r t i c u la r  surface wave vectors ind ica te  tha t  in te r face  
states s p l i t  o f f  below the bulk bands fo r  th is  set of parameters 
(J = 1.0, J+_ = J'  = 0.8, J" = 0 .9 ) ,  and contr ibuted to the to ta l  
dens i t ies  of s ta te with Oj = 0.32. In Fig. 7, we p lo t  the to ta l  density 
of  states wi th the same parturbat ion parameters as in Fig. 4 .6 (a ) ,  (b ) ,  
( c) ,  respec t ive ly .  In these F igs . ,  i t  is  apparent tha t  the existance of 
in te r face  sta te leads the peaks to  occur in the p(e) curves.
As fo r  surface spin waves in cleaved c ry s ta ls ,  i t  turns out tha t  
sc(001) is  the least in te re s t in g  subject fo r  study in Yaniv's simple 
model fo r  a b i - c r y s t a l .  For a l l  of the other s ix  in te r faces  wi th l x l  
b locking, in te r face  states occur fo r  any change in the exchange 
in te rac t io ns  across the in te r face .  For J+_>J, one in te r face  state 
s p l i t s  o f f  above the band states at a l l  surface wave vectors,  and a 
second, also above the bulk band, ex is ts  at selected wave vectors . For 
J+_<J, the same occurs, but with both in te r face  states below the bulk 
s ta tes.
In Table 4 .2 ,  we choose several p a r t i c u la r  surface wave vectors, 
and present ca lcu la t ion  resu l ts  of surface and in te r face  s tate energy 
and t h e i r  i n te n s i t y  fo r  a set of perturbat ion parameters (J = 1.0, J+_ = 
J'  = 0.8, J" = 0 .9 ) .  In general,  we f ind  tha t  the in te n s i t y  of the 
surface or in te r face  sta te  on f i r s t  plane is  much stronyer than i t  is  on 
second plane. For s c ( l l l )  and F c c ( l l l )  at ^=£,,=0.4 , there is  a strong 
surface s ta te  on second plane because the phase fac to r  con t r ibu t ion  cc
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becomes very small ,  the band becomes very narrow, and every plane 
becomes nearly decoupled from each other at t h i s  p a r t i c u la r  surface wave 
vector (see also Figs. 4 .8 -4 .10) .  Another in te re s t in g  feature shown in 
th is  tab le  is  tha t  we sometimes get more than one in te r face  sta te when 
we put together two surfaces to form an in te r fa c e .  These are something 
l ike  "bounding" and "autibounding" s ta te in molecular physics.
To i l l u s t r a t e  the e f fe c ts  of c rys ta l  s t ruc tu re  and surface normal 
with the more extensive perturbat ions in Fig . 4 .1 , Figs. 4.8-4.1U show 
the dispersion of energies fo r  the various c rys ta l  faces and along some 
simple d i re c t ion s  in the SBZ. Figs. 4.11-4.17 show to ta l  dens i t ies  of 
states fo r  the f i r s t  two planes at SC(001), (110) and (111), fcc(OUl) 
and (111) and bcc(OOl) and (110) surfaces and in te r fa ce s .  A l l  
ca lcu la t ions  were done with the same set of parameters used fo r  Fig . 
4.6c, corresponding to a modest weakening of the exchange in te rac t ions  
in the surface or i n te r f a c ia l  region. These parameters were not chosen 
to be representa t ive of any p a r t i c u la r  system, because of  a lack of such 
information exper imenta l ly .  From neutron sca t te r ing  experiments on the 
bu lk, i t  is  known, fo r  example, tha t  the europium chaIcogenides EuO,
EuS, EuSe, and EuTe f i t  the Heisenberg d e s c r i p t i o n . T h e r e  has been 
some discussion of surface spin waves and magnetic reconstruct ion in 
these m a t e r i a l s , ^ 3 )  but no d e f i n i t i v e  values fo r  the exchange 
in te rac t ions  have been found.
We do not wish to dwell on the de ta i led  s t ruc tu re  in Figs. 4.11- 
4.17, but w i l l  make a few comments on some general features of the 
re s u l ts ,  f i r s t ,  and not r e a l l y  obvious in these to ta l  densi ty of states 
curves, surface or in te r fa ce  states occur in a l l  instances, s p l i t  o f f  
below the bulk bands fo r  any given surface wave vector .  Second, as
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expected, in te r faces  introduce weaker perturbat ions than surfaces, 
because in te rac t io ns  are only a l te red rather than severed. Th ird, 
"heal ing" back toward the bulk spectral dens i t ies  takes place f a i r l y  
ra p id ly .  F in a l l y ,  there are qu i te  pronounced d i f fe rences in the resu l ts  
f o r  d i f f e r e n t  faces of the same c ry s ta l ,  and in those fo r  the same face 
of d i f f e r e n t  c ry s ta ls .  As we noted at the outset ,  sc(OOl) has been used 
as an example in many studies of elementary exc i ta t ions  at surfaces and 
in te r face s ,  eventhough i t  now appears in re trospect to  be the least 
in te re s t in g  case tha t  could be chosen.
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Table 4.i Blocking of single band Hamiltonians at cubic surfaces and 
interfaces, with f i r s t  and second neighbor interactions Tj and T2 , 
respectively. Where no entry is made in the column for T2 = 0 ,  i .  e . , 
for no second neighbor interactions, the blocking is the same as for 
non-zero T2.
Crystal Surface t 2 * 0 —1
 11 O
Simple cubic (001) rea l , lx l
(HO) r e a l , 2x2 real ,  l x l
(111) complex, 2x2 complex, lx l
Face-centered cubic (001) rea l , 2x2 r e a l , lx l
(HO) real,  2x2
( H I ) complex, lx l
Body-centered cubic (001) rea l , 2x2 re a l , lx l
(HO) re a l , lx l
( H D complex, 3x3
Zincblende (001) rea l , 2x2
(110) complex, 4x4 complex, 2x2
(111) complex, 2x2
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Tabic 4.2 Energies of Surface and In te rface  sta tes and th e ir  strengths 1n the f i r s t  two planes
J l"J2*1 .0 JJ-0 .8 ; J “ -0 . 9 Jj»Jg»1.0; "0.8 ; JJ«J^*0.9 J j2 “ 0.8
Type of Wave Vector SF state In te n s ity  of SF sta te IF State energy In te n s ity  of IF s ta te
Surface In the SBZ 
*
Os.
energy (Es ) F ir s t  plane Second plane Es F irs t  plane Second plane
SC(001)
3.28 0.692 0.208 3.301 0.347 0.106
V ' . * * 0 -4 6.32 0.855 0.124 6.349 0.421 0.053
C ^ O .4 ,^ 0 3.40 0.484 0.243 3.418 0.242 0.122
SC(110) 5l “0, c2°0,4 1.64 0.921 0.072 2.558 0.319 0.124
cr ?2°0' 4 4.60 0.958 0.041 5.6066.316
0.441
0.200
0.053
0.144
2.24 0.835 0.138 3.158 0.246 0.133
S C ( ll l) C j-O .^g^O 2.698
5.687
0.999
0.000
0.000
0.954
5.043
5.145
5.691
5.692
0.498
0.496
0.004
0.005
0.001
0.005
0.492
0.466
FCC(OOl)
C j»0.«,c2»o 6.24 0.944 0.063 8.206 0.402 0.081
9.36 0.996 0.112 12.236
12.833
0.494
0.484
0.009
0.015
F C C (lll)
c ^ o ^ . tg 'O 8.16 0.936 0.068 9.357
10.579
0.426
0.014
0.066
0.018
Ci-C2-0 .« 9.593
14.305
0.999
0.000
0.000
0.955
11.941
12.044
14.305
0.502
0.499
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.953
BCC(001)
Cj-O.^.Cg-O 3.28 0.921 0.072 5.117 0.317 0.123
«l»C2-0.4 3.58 0.994 0.072 6.892
6.388
0.343
0.454
0.132
0.043
Cj« 0 .4 ,c2*0 4.60 0.958 0.042 5.606
5.316
0.441
0.201
0.053
0.145
BCC(llO) CJ-0.C2-0.4 6.64 0.692 0.208 6.603 0.348 0.105
Ci»C2*0.4 5.68 0.966 0.034 6.740
7.551
0.459
0.322
0.040
0.123
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Fig.4.
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j ;*
1 Schematic drawing of the interface between two ferromagnetic 
half-crystals with the same spin and f i r s t  nearest neighbor 
exchange interactions. For surfaces, the interaction J+ 
across the interface is set equal to zero.
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F ig . 4 .2  B ulk, term inated b u lk , and cleaved c ry s ta l (plane 1) d e n s ities  
o f sta tes fo r  magnons a t sc(110), fo r  J « 1. The dashed Une 
in  the bottom panel gives the band s ta te  co n tr ib u tio n s  fo r  
plane 1 in  the cleaved c ry s ta l.
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F ig . 4 . 3 Bulk, term inated bu lk , and cleaved c rys ta l (plane 1) d e n s itie s  
o f s ta tes fo r  fee (001).
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F i g .  4 .4  Bulk, term inated b u lk , and cleaved c rys ta l (plane 1) d e n s ities  
o f s ta tes  fo r  bcc(OOl).
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F i g . 4 .5  Plane 1 densities of states at the cleaved bcc(llO ) surface.
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F ig . 4 .6  I n t e r f a c e  s ta t e  s p e c t r a l  d e n s i ty  fo r  planes ±1 ( f u l l  l in e s )  and ±2 
(dashed lin e s )  at sc(OOl) In te rfa ce s . In th is  and a l l  subsequent 
f ig u re s , the exchange In te ra c tio n  1n the bulk 1s taken to  be J ■ 1. 
Values fo r  the other parameters here are : top -  J+_ * 1 .5 , J ‘ ■ J" » 1; 
middle -  J+_ •  J* » 1 .5 , J ‘  -  1 .3; bottom -  J+_ •  J ' « 0 .8 , J" -  0 .9 .
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Values fo r  the other parameters here are: top - J+_ •  1.5, J '  « J “ » 1; 
middle -  J+_ * J '  * 1.5, J" ® 1.3; bottom - J+_ « J '  * 0 .8 , J" « 0.9.
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interface state energies. 
The interaction is taken: 
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Fig.4 .11 Surface (top) and interface (bottom) densities of states for 
planes 1 and 2 for fcc(OOl), with J' = 0 .8 , J" = 0 .9 , and for 
the interface, J+_ = 0.8.
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APPENDIX A: HAMILTONIAN TRANSFORMS
This  appendix gives the  d e t a i l e d  s t r u c t u r e  o f  th e  two-d im ens iona l  
trans form s of th e  b u lk ,  s in g le  band H am i l to n ian s  f o r  cub ic  c r y s t a l s  w i th  
a s i t e - d i a g o n a l  element E and f i r s t  and second neighbor  i n t e r a c t i o n s  T x 
and T2 . For spin waves in He isenberg systems, th e  f i r s t  and second 
neighbor  i n t e r a c t i o n s  T.. are i d e n t i f i e d  as exchange i n t e r a c t i o n s  -  ,
and the  Goldstone r u le  s p e c i f i e s  the  s i t e - d i a g o n a l  te rm E,
E = Z j J j  + Z2J2 , ( A l )
where Zi  and Z2 are  the numbers of  f i r s t  and second ne ig h b o rs .
1 .  Simple cubic
sc(OOl)
9 S = ( 2 i r / a ) ( 5 j , C 2 » 0 )
H(L,L;qs ) = E + 2T1( cos2tt; 1 + cos2it£2) + 4T2cos2Ttj;1cos2TT?2 
H (L ,L+ l ;qs ) = Tx + 2T2 (cos2ifq1 + cos2tt!;2 )
s c (11 0 )
qs = ( i r /a ) (c2»-C2>24 i )
H (L ,L ;qs ) = E + 2T1cos2^^;1 + 2T2ccs2tt£2 
H (L ,L+ l ;qs ) = 2coSh;2(T1 + 2T2cos2n ; ± )
H(L,L+2;qs ) = T2
s c ( l l l )
qs = (21r /3a ) ( -2 c 1-c2,c1-c2,c 1+2i;2)
H(L,L;qs) =  E  + 2T2[cos2ir£1 + cos2uc2 + cos2ir(s x 2 ) ^
u , 1 \ t  - ( 2 i r i /3 ) (c i -C 2) / 1 A 27ri?l A - 2iri?2NH(L,L+l;qs) * Tje (1 + e + e *)
H(L,L+2;qs ) = T2e ^Z lT l /3 ^ c (1 + e“2irlci + e2* 152)
2. Face-centered cubic 
fcc(OOl)
qs = ( 2i r / a ) ( i 1+C2 »-Ci+C2 >°)
H(L,L;qs) = E + ET^cosEirCj + cos2itC2) + 4T2cos2ireiCOs2Trc2
H(L,L+l;q ) = 4T1coSTt;1cosirc2
H(L,L+2;qs) = T2
fcc ( l lO )
qs = ( 2i t / a ) ( t 2»“C2»2c1)
H(L,L;qs) = E + 2T1cos2ir52 + 2 1 ^ 0 5 2 ^ !
H(L,L+l;q ) = 4T1cosir£1coSTre2
H(L,L+2;q$ ) = Tj t 2T2cos2ttc2
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fee (111)
qs = (4ir/3a ) ( - 2c1-C2*Ci“C2»C1+2e2)
H (L ,L ;q s ) = E + ZTj CcosZttC! + cos2ttc2 + cos2ir(51+c2 ) ]  
H (L ,L + l ;q s ) = Ti e ( 2 i r l / 3 ^ ? l _52 ) ( i  + e” 2ir1cU  e2ir1t2)
+ T2e - ( 4" i / 3 ) ( S i ' ?2 ) ( i  + e 4lT^ i  + e~4 i r i ?2 )
3. Body-centered cubic  
bcc(OOl)
qs = ( 2 i r / a ) ( 5 i , 5 2 »°)
H (L ,L ;q s ) = E + 2T2 ( cos2ttc1 + cos2tt£2)
H(L,L+1 ;q ) = ATjCOSirdCOSir^
H(L,L+2;qs ) = T2
b c c ( l lO )
qs = U / a ) ( C i +2c2 , - ^ i -2 c2,2 c 1)
H (L ,L ;q s ) = E + 2T1[ cos2tt£2 + cos 2-it ( ^ i +C 2 ) ]  + 2T2cos2tt^ 1 
H ( L , L + l ; q s ) = 2T1coStt£1 + 2T2cosit( c 1+2^2)
b c c ( l l l )
qs = (21r /3 a ) ( -2 c 1- c 2 ,c 1-?2, ^ 1+2i;2)
H(L ,L ;qs ) = E
H (L ,L+ l ;qs ) = 2it1 /3 )  ^  (1 + e "2* 1^  + e2* H 2 )
H(L,L+2;q ) = T e~( 2it1/3 i " ^ 2 ) ( i  _ e2 i rU l  + e "27TlC2)s
H(L,L+3;qs ) = l l
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4. Zincblende
In the zincblende la t t ic e ,  there are two types of atoms in general, 
which we label A and B, and they occupy d i f feren t  sublattices that are 
not equivalent even when atoms A and B are the same. For the (110) 
surface normal direction, any plane L contains equal numbers of atoms 
belonging to both sublattices, while for the ( 001) and ( 111) d irect ions,  
the atoms in any given plane belong wholly to one sublattice or the 
other, which alternate from plane to plane.
Zincblende(OOl)
q$ = (2rr/a)(s1+C2 »-Cl+C2>°)
H(LA,LA;qs ) = EA + 2TjA(cos2irCl + cos2ttc2 )
H((L+l)B,(L+l)B;qs) = EB + 2T^B( cos2ttCi  + cos2irc2 )
H(LA, (L+l )B;qs) = ZTjCOStt^ !
H((L+1 )B, (L+2)A;qs) = 2TlCos^ 2 
H(LA, (L+2)A;qs) = 4TAAcosTr  ^1costt; 2
H( (L+l )B, ( L+3)B ;qs ) = 4TBBcosttc1cosit^2
Zincblende( l lO)
q s = ( 2 i r / a ) ( c 2 . - ? 2 ' 2? i )
H( L i , L i ; qs ) = E1' -  2 T ^  co s2tt; 2
H(LA,LB;qs ) = 211 e_7rl; Icosir ?2
\
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H (L i , (L+ l ) i ;q  ) = AT^cc^ir^cosir^
H(LA,(L+l)B;qs) =
H (L i»(L+2 ) i ; q g) = T]1'
Zincblende(l l l )
Qs = (4ir/3a) (-2^ ! -c 2 jCj-CjjC 1+2^2)
. A AA _
H(LA,LA;qs ) = E + 2T2 [cc^ir!;! + cos2rr£2 + COS2* (5 j+52 ) ]
H((L+l)B,(L+l)B;qs) = EB + 2T|B[cos2irCl + cos2rrc2 + COS2* (5 j+c2 )]
H(LA,(L+l)B;qs) = j ^ 2* 1/ 3 ) 1^ 2) (1 + e ^ H i  + e * 1^ )
H((L+l)B,(L+2)A;qg) = Tj
H(LA,(L+2)A;qs) = T§Ae ^ 2Tr1/3 ^   ^l 2 ) (1 + e-" iC i  + eiri?2)
H((L+l)B,(L+3)B;qs ) = j | Be ( 2lTl/3) ^ l " ^ 2) ( i  + e"*1^  + e1l i? 2)
\
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APPENDIX B: INTERFACE SPIN WAVE HAMILTONIANS
In th i s  appendix, we give the  elements o f  the Hamiltonian t r a n s ­
forms fo r  magnons in the four-p lane i n t e r f a c i a l  region (L = - 2 , - 1 ,1 ,2 )  
in which we al low H(L,L ’ ;q ) to  d i f f e r  from the bulk values. More 
s p e c i f i c a l l y ,  we provide the block o f  the Hamiltonian t ransfo rm tha t  
is  enclosed in a box in Eq. ( 4 -1 ) ,
Hi(qs ) =
H ( -2 , -2 ;qs )
H ( - l , -2 ; q s )
0
0
H ( - 2 , - l ; q s )
H ( - l , - l ; q s )
H ( l , - l ; q s )
0
H ( - l , l ; q s )
H ( l , l ; q s )
H(2 ,1 ;qs )
0
0
H ( l , 2 ; q . )
H (2,2 ;qs )
, (Bl)
f o r  the seven cases fo r  which l x l  b lock ing occurs. For s i m p l i c i t y ,  only 
f i r s t  neighbor exchange is  inc luded in  a l l  cases; the nearest neighbor 
exchange in te rac t ions  in the upper and lower bulk c rys ta ls  are denoted 
by J+ and J , respect ive ly .
sc(OOl)
C = 2 (cos2tt£1 + cos2tt^ 2)
H =
5J + j "  -J C -J"
0
0
4J +J -J C
•f —
0 0
-J 0+-
+ J . +J . - J . c - J+ +- +
5 j++J;
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sc(110)
Cj = 2cos2irCi 
C2 = 2 c o s t t £2
H =
4J_+2J_-J_C1 - j "c_u2
.  I*
-J_C2
0
0
0
+ - ~ 2-J. C
0
0
- J + - C2
0
_ /  _ I ,11 * ^  ,11
2(J++J++J+_ ) -J +C1 “ J+Cj
- j ; c2
s c ( l l l )
c = e- (2 ir i /3 ) (c  1-C2) (1 + e2* H i  + e- 2^ K 2)
H =
+3J" -j"C 0 0
_c* 3J"+3J+_ - J+- C 0
0 "J+ -C* 3J++3J+. - j ; c
0 0 -J^C* 3J +3J"
*T  X
fcc(OOl)
Cj = 2(cOS2ir£1 + COS2-rr?2) 
C2 = 4cOS7rCiCOSTTC2
H =
8J_+4J_-J . C1
- J " c ,
0
0
- j " c2
4J +2J"-J Ci+ + T *
0 0 
4 ( j V j "+j + _ ) - j ^c 1 - J + . c2 o
4 ( j ; +j ; +j +_ ) - j ; c! - j ; c2
- j ; c 2
" J+_C2
0
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fee (111)
Cj = 2 CCOS2TTS! + cos2trc2 + cos2ir(^ 1+c2)]
C2 = e(2TTi/3) (C1 -C2 ) ( !  + e‘ 27ri?i + e2* 1^ 2)
9J_+3J^-J_C1 -J"C2 0 0
-«TCj 6 jV 3 j " + 3 J +_-J^C1 - J+- C2 0
Q " J+_C2 -J+C2
0 0 - j ; cJ 9J +3J" + +
-J_C
4j"+4J +-
bcc(OOl)
C = 4cos it Ci co Sir c2 
4J_+4J'
- j " c
H =
0 
0
bcc ( l lO )
Cx = 2[cos2irc2 + c o s 2t t ( c 1+ c 2 )3 
C2 = 2c o s t t  z,  ^
- J+- C
- J+- C
4 J > 4 J iT +-
- J+c
0
0
< c
4J++4J+
H =
6J_+2J_-J_C1
- o " c 2
0
0
- j " c 2
II
4J +2J_+2J+_-J_C1 -J+_C2
" J+. C2 4J +2J'+2J - J XC, + + +- + A
0
0
- J + c 2
- J +C2 6J +2J -J Cj
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